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Get more from Nexus

letter from the editor
Dear readers

Nexus has upgraded three three lines in its portfolio for no extra cost

Everybody likes to be a winner.
That may well be one of the
reasons why there is hardly any
trade show or event out there
that does not include some kind
of awards. However, this past
February, an award was presented at the consumer goods
show Ambiente in Frankfurt
am Main, Germany, that is far
from flattering to the recipients.
The Plagiarius is the infamous
award for brazen examples of
plagiarism. In the past, products like dog leashes, eyewear
frames, hot-air fans, and even
streetlamps were singled out
for audaciously copying existing
products.
So far, no adult product has
‚won‘ a Plagiarius award. But
judging from the way things
look, it can’t be much longer.
Plagiarism is a widespread
problem in the adult industry,
and it will only become more
prevalent as adult products
gain mainstream appeal. Of
course, it is difficult to define
when a product crosses the
line between being similar to
something else and being a
rip-off, but one thing should be
clear: Copying and plagiarising
are no trivial peccadillos. Anybody who willingly runs the risk
of losing the consumers’ trust
over a few euros is incredibly
short-sighted, and the longterm consequences could be
disastrous – for themselves and
others. In a marketplace where
honesty loses out, everybody
will be a loser in the end.
By the way, the ‚winner‘ of this
year’s Plagiarius award is a
copy of a kitchen cutting tool,
‚Nicer Dicer Plus.‘ In their statement, the jurors explained why
this product won the ‚worst-of‘
prize: Apart from the fact that
the blades are blunt and the
plastic parts tend to break,
the product is also made from
harmful substances. Nobody
wants cheap knock-offs like
that. Not in the kitchen, and not
in the bedroom, either.

London, England - The popular G Rider, Ridge Rider and entire G Play range is now
waterproof, rechargeable, has more stimulation functions and is more powerful than ever.
The unisex silicone toys have been popular for their versatility and their removable motors
making them super easy to clean.

he new models
will still house
removable motors
but they will be
charged with a
USB lead instead
of battery operated.
“These products have been in our range
for a long time,” says Monique Carty,
Director. “Though they are favourites,
with time has come higher standards
and we felt they should be improved to
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reflect what a good quality sex toy is
today. As a high end brand it’s
important for us to maintain high standards and stay ahead of the game.“
The best part of the upgrade is that
prices of the new models, which simple
have a + next to its predecessors name,
will stay the same and in some cases be
lower, thus not affecting customers in
any way but positive. The new models
will also come in new and improved
packaging.

Hot Octopuss
reinvents the cock ring
Lodndon,
England Hot Octopuss
has set its
sights on a whole
new section of the sex toy market with
the introduction of its first cock rings –
ATOM and ATOM PLUS. Both feature a
stretchy ring to create strong erections
plus an ergonomically-shaped contact
area for the partner’s stimulation.
According to the developer, ATOM PLUS
is the world’s first cock ring to house dual
integrated motors, enabling intense perineum stimulation in addition to vibrations
on top of the shaft. Hot Octopuss founder
Adam Lewis said: “With ATOM and ATOM

That‘s it for this month!
Randolph Heil
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PLUS we wanted to take the classic penis
toy – the cock ring – and reinvent it for the
21st Century. Until now, the technology to
run wires through a product that needs to
stretch has not existed, so cock rings that
have attempted to target the perineum
have had to use a separate bullet vibe to
achieve this, which can be fiddly and lacking in power. With ATOM PLUS we have
overcome this with a patented wiring system that enables the ring to stretch while
still powering two hefty vibration motors
simultaneously – a world first.” The ATOM
combines vibration and ergonomic design
to maximise pleasure for both partners,
while the ATOM PLUS adds perineum
stimulation via its second integrated motor.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 1 8
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AnnaRae has developed towels for
after-sex hygiene. Company founder
Anna tells us more about this new
product in our interview

124

78

After years in retailing, Eloise Belair
crossed over to the distribution side
of things in 2015. In our interview,
she shares her impressions

Originally scheduled for the
beginning of the year, the launch
of DO ME was delayed. CEO Vasil
Tuchev tells us why

106

134
92

138
Blogs about sex toys have
become important sources of
information. We spoke with
Tess about tesstesst.nl

Nelson Sousa
da Cunha has
been the head of
Mister B for more
than half a year,
so it was high
time we talked
with him about
his experiences
thus far

96

64
Being a VR consultant, Stefan
Geisler is just the expert we need to
put a spotlight on the latest
developments in virtual reality

In our interview, Dr. Judith Glover
explains why sexual health and
sexual wellbeing represent a major
opportunity for the adult market
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Nic Ramsey, owner of the She Said
boutique in Brighton, has 16 years of
experience in the retail trade – which
she shares with EAN in our interview
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Screaming O debuts toggle technology
with Charged Positive Remote

Powerful bullet vibrator is paired with a superior wireless remote for easy control
Los Angeles, USA – As part of its new line for 2018, Screaming O introduces the Charged
Positive Remote, a high-powered bullet vibrator that is ready to bring you to the edge
of ecstasy faster than a speeding bullet… but the new toy’s real secret weapon is the
revolutionary toggling remote control that debuts along with the rechargeable massager.

ompeting multi-function vibrators
frequently use a cycling one-touch
controller; with these toys, one accidental
click can interrupt the perfect buzz,
requiring you to rotate through the all
the other modes before returning to your
favorite. On their continual quest to make
healthy sex accessible, the Screaming
O team pioneered an innovative remote,
which cycles up and down, allowing users
to more easily find the mode that moves
you. “We’re always seeking to streamline

C
The Charged Positive Remote
now comes with a toggling
remote controld

our products, so our customers can
have the smoothest journey to the peak
of pleasure,” Account Executive Conde
Aumann said, “and our new toggle functionality makes finding bliss a breeze.”
Powered by the Positive motor, the new
adult toy offers the most robust vibration
available from Screaming O, and features
the company’s signature low-frequency
waves which penetrate deeply to enhance
pleasure.

Quickie Cuﬀs - Get ‘Caught Red Handed!’
Newark, England - Following on from
the launch of their original Black Quickie
Cuffs, consumer demand has driven
Creative Conceptions to follow up with
a fiercly erotic Red version. These super
strong, yet lightweight silicone restraints
are perfect for impromptu captive play,
and remain firmly in place during the
most climactic moments. Be it for lovemaking in the comfort of the home, or
a ‘quickie’ somewhere spontaneous, the
thoughtful avoidance of chains and keys
mean they are discreet and easy to use.
Quickie cuffs are the first flexible bondage
cuffs on the market. Bendable without
breaking, they can be slipped in a pocket
or hand-bag for some naughty fun on
the move! Better still their bendy
versatility means you can restrain from
the wrists or the ankles – double the
kink!

Made from Hypoallergenic
silicone, the cuffs are
Phthalate and latex free
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Available in Medium (10”x0.5”x3.75”) or
Large (11.75”x4.5”x0.5”) the all-in-one
product is soft but durable and slips over
anyone’s wrists without the use of velcro
straps. The large is suitable for ankles
also allowing users to perform a wonderful
windscreen wiper move - a delicious
twist on regular lovemaking! The velvety
smooth cuffs sit softly and securely
against the skin providing comfortable
BDSM control and no chafing.
Made from Hypoallergenic silicone,
the cuffs are Phthalate and latex free.
Creative Conceptions Founder, Jane
Bowles says: “We chose to release a red
version of our Quickie Cuffs as the colour
is a universally recognisable expression
of love and passion and although strking,
a softer take on the typical black used in
restraint play. They broaden the range and
hopefully appeal to a new market!”
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 1 8

Xgen Products now
shipping new Zolo items
13 new product
Horsham, USA- ZOLO has introduced 13 new
items to their line of strokers and accessories,
and they are now in stock and shipping from
Xgen Products.

uilding upon the brand’s previous success,
ZOLO has introduced a variety of new
strokers, such as easy to use pocket strokers,
vibrating strokers, and deluxe masturbators
with silicone rings for a customizable
experience and enhanced pleasure. The
brand has also introduced a 4 ounce Renew
Powder, recommended to refresh, renew,
and rejuvenate all ZOLO strokers. “We’re very
excited to be introducing these new items
from ZOLO,” said Andy Green, President
of Xgen Products. “It has been some time
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since the brand has released new items, and
our customers are going to be very happy
with the new selection!” Highlighting the
new items are the two first-ever automated
strokers from ZOLO, the Blowpro and the
Zeppelin. The Blowpro is a three-function,
auto stroking realistic blowjob stimulator that
provides an intense sensation from its dynamic
massaging beads. And the Zeppelin is a
textured, ultrarealistic rotating and vibrating
masturbator with seven vibrating functions and
seven rotating functions. “The new items from
ZOLO are particularly interesting, as they have
premium packaging and the technology used is
incre-dibly innovative,”Green added.
09
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womanizer InsideOut
Flexible vibrator with womanizer technology
Flensburg, Germany - The womanizer InsideOut in now available – it’s in a new design and
combines the tried and tested womanizer technology with a vibrator for double the amount
of pleasure! The womanizer concept has become a real success story because lots of
women already trust its legendary technology – the contactless stimulation of the clitoris by
pulsating pressure waves.

he Pulsator’s pressure waves (over 12
levels) can be precisely controlled with
the Plus/Minus button with click feedback
so that women can find the level that’s
right for them. The first two levels are also
in a whisper quiet mode so that women
can completely give into pleasure even in
quiet moments. The womanizer InsideOut
doesn’t just stimulate the clitoris, but
it also provides additional vaginal
stimulation too. Thanks to the integrated
vibrator (insertion depth 10 cm, Ø 2.7
cm), it can give women that arousing “full
feeling” without them having to reach for a
separate vibrator or dildo – which is what
women have been having to do up until
now. The flexible vibrator is also curved,
which means that it easily reaches the
G-spot and can therefore massage it
properly. It also has 12 vibration levels
that can be controlled separately from the
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The packaging contains a
womanizer InsideOut, two
stimulation heads, a beautiful
black storage bag with two
gold pendants and an
instruction manual
in various languages

Pleasure Air Technology. The womanizer
InsideOut stands out from the rest
because of its beautiful black colour with
gold-coloured details. It’s waterproof
(IPX7 standard) and can be recharged
with the included magnetic charger on
the USB cable. A plug is included as well.
The charging time and battery run time
are both approx. 2 hours. The womanizer
InsideOut is delivered in exquisite, black
packaging. Inside the packaging there’s
a womanizer InsideOut, a beautiful black
storage bag with two gold pendants (one
in a tassel shape and one in a coin shape)
and an instruction manual in various
languages. There are also two stimulation
heads in two different sizes: one normal
sized head (opening approx. 14 x 12 mm)
and one XL head (opening approx. 20 x
19 mm). You can find more information at
www.womanizer-wholesale.com.

Kinky nipple stimulation by Doc Johnson at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands – With the
release of the Fifty Shades Freed movie
this February, the demand in BDSMinspired novelties is once again expected
to soar. Profit from the trend for kinky toys
and stock up on one of SCALA’s favorite
accessories for bondage-inspired play:
the Nipple Y-Clips with Heavy Weight
and Silicone Tips by Doc Johnson. The
Nipple Y-Clips are part of the best-selling
KINK collection – making it a solid, sturdy
choice for naughty fun. The classic
alligator-style clamps adjust for the
12

tightest fit necessary to keep them on
as the heavy connecting chain swings
and tugs at the wearer’s tender flesh.
The broad tips and screw-clamp
construction keep them from popping
off until they are removed. Each clamping
implement is tipped in soft red silicone,
creating a visually pleasing contrast with
the black metal hardware and protecting
the skin against chaffing. Packaged in
a trendy, contemporary way, these clips
are eye-catchers in any online or in-store
display.
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Satisfyer Pro Traveler released
The Satisfyer range is expanding
Bielefeld, Germany - The Satisfyer Pro Traveler, the newest version of the Satisfyer line, has been released. “Wherever your
travels take you: this handy gem is at your side, can provide intense orgasms that are truly on another level.

he impressive pressure wave technology
ensures that you ‚get there‘, wherever
you are, and don’t have to miss out on
your deeply relaxing highs,” says Jerome
Bensimon, Vice President of Sales for
Satisfyer. The Satisfyer Pro Travel features
a magnetic closure, making it a discreet
and hygienic companion. Thanks to its
compact size, the Satisfyer Pro Traveler
can be swiftly slipped into a bag. This
handy pressure wave vibrator enables
multiple orgasms through contactless

T

Compact & handy:
the Satisfyer Pro Traveler

stimulation. “The powerful motor is
nevertheless very quiet, ensuring
that your journey to seventh heaven
is discreet and inconspicuous. The
extraordinary stimulation is particularly
exciting underwater, so don’t forget to
try out your waterproof (IPX7) Satisfyer
Pro Traveler in the bath! The integrated
rechargeable battery in the Satisfyer Pro
Traveler offers environmentally friendly
recharging,” Jerome Bensimon adds.
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Topco Sales now shipping CyberSkin

Xtra Thick Uncut Penis Extensions

One-of-a-kind penis extensions instantly add length & girth with realistic intact foreskin
Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales is now officially shipping its highly anticipated CyberSkin
Xtra Thick Uncut Penis Extensions, one-of-a-kind sheaths that instantly add three inches of
length and a ¼-inch of girth with a unique uncircumcised appearance.

ade of remarkably lifelike CyberSkin,
Xtra Thick Uncut Penis Extensions
feature a firm inner tip and a stretchy
sleeve that easily and comfortably fits
around almost any penis to provide a
confident and incredibly realistic intimate experience. Designed for wear
during intercourse, CyberSkin Xtra Thick
Uncut Penis Extensions are made for
easy penetration with a silky smooth
CyberSkin-made surface that becomes
slick when lubricated. The intact foreskin
design makes these extensions stand
out in a category dominated by products
molded after circumcised penises and
serves growing demand for lifelike penisshaped sex toys with uncircumcised
heads. “Our CyberSkin Xtra Thick Uncut
Penis Extensions give men a product
that more accurately reflects their own
anatomy and allows circumcised men
and their partners to experiment with the
uncut look,” Topco Sales COO Autumn
O’Bryan said. “There’s nothing like these
on the market and the response from
customers at the recent trade shows proved that demand for ‘uncut’ products is
huge. That, plus our competitive pricing,
gives us confidence that our CyberSkin
Xtra Thick Uncut Penis Extensions are

M

CyberSkin Xtra Thick Uncut
Penis Extensions come in
compact black, red, and
silver clamshell packaging

going to sell fast.” The super-stretchy
extensions can be trimmed at the end
to customize the fit and are available
in both light (item #1008537) and dark
(item #1008547) skin tones for universal
appeal. CyberSkin Xtra Thick Uncut Penis
Extensions are phthalate free, waterproof
and easy to clean with liquid antibacterial
soap and warm water. “Topco Sales’
CyberSkin Penis Extensions were the
first of their kind to be introduced to the
market and the Xtra Thick Uncut editions
set a new precedent,” O’Bryan said. “Like
CyberSkin itself, these penis extensions
are the original industry standard – often
replicated but never successfully duplicated – and our customers buy from
Topco Sales knowing they can trust what
they’re purchasing.” CyberSkin Xtra Thick
Uncut Penis Extensions come in compact
black, red, and silver clamshell packaging
strategically sized to preserve wall space
and reduce costs along the supply chain
– especially to the end user – and feature
a new flat theft-free tester button on each
package. The design coordinates with the
rest of Topco Sales’ CyberSkin-brand line
of realistics, making for easy, eye-catching
merchandising.

ST Rubber cuts prices for Svakom products
Wadgassen, Germany - From now on,
the German wholesaler ST Rubber has
lowered the prices of Svakom items in a
permanent price reduction. “We are very
20

satisfied with sales of Svakom products.
We are happy to report this positive
message to our customers”, said
ST RUBBER’s purchasing team.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 3 / 2 0 1 8

New displays for the biofeedback sex toys from JOYMATIC
ORION Wholesale
Flensburg, Germany - For Orion Wholesale
the promotional advertising material and shop
displays, for the perfect presentation of products
at the point-of-sale, are just as important as
innovative products and attractive packaging for
a customer oriented service.

hat’s why free
new displays that
present the biofeedback sex toys from
JOYMATIC perfectly
are now available
for ORION Wholesale customers. The
displays are extremely eye-catching
in a store, especially
because of the revolving mirror on which the sex toy testers can be
placed. There’s also enough space underneath
it for the Joymatic products that are on sale.
The biofeedback sex toys from JOYMATIC are
controlled via pressure from the body – the
high-quality, intelligent technology from Germany makes this possible. The motto: the stronger
you squeeze, the more intense the stimulation.
The two models are currently available in two
colours. The ‚Touch Vibe‘ is a lay-on vibrator
with an indented area for stimulating the clitoris.
It can be used for full body massages or for stimulating specific pleasure spots like the clitoris
or nipples. The ‚Rabbit Pearl Vibe‘ is a vibrator
that has massage pearls and a clitoral stimulator. The massage pearls rotate in the shaft
and the clitoral stimulator vibrates. All JOYMATIC sex toys are made out of silicone with a
polyurethane coating (soft touch). A discreet
white storage bag and batteries are included
in the delivery. The vibrators are delivered in a
beautiful white box with a magnetic fastener.
The box also has a discreet, promotional sleeve
around it. There is a description of the product
in various languages on the sleeve as well.
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pjur love – gives you more love
Successful Valentine‘s Day campaign for the pjur group
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - ‚pjur love – gives you more love‘ – Consistent with the motto of
this year’s annual campaign and the new slogan, the pjur group sent Valentine’s Day greetings to many editors and bloggers in Germany and abroad.

he ‚love notes‘ came in the form of a
hat box with long-lasting roses in the
company’s signature yellow colour that
recipients will be able to enjoy for over a
year. pjur‘s PR department received a
lot of replies from recipients, including:
„Wow, we’ve never seen anything like
this!“ and „Incredibly beautiful flowers!
Now I don‘t mind so much that my
husband hasn‘t got me anything again
this year :D“. Many editors and bloggers

T

This Valentine‘s Day the pjur
group has sent special greetings
to many editors and bloggers in
Germany and abroad

also expressed their gratitude on social
media: „This makes Valentine‘s Day
special for singles too,“ was just one
of the posts on Instagram. „We are
delighted about the great feedback to
our campaign and are already planning
the next highlight. After all, pjur just
wants to keep on giving more this year,“
explains Elisabeth Dahmen, Global PR &
Communications Manager at pjur.

Doxy Number 3 available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The new Doxy
Number 3 will be available from February
the 26th at SCALA. This wand massager
has the same power as the other Doxy
products, but has a smaller, more discreet
silhouette. The new Doxy Number 3 is the
newest, smaller wand massager by the
UK-based brand. Inspired by its big, bold
predecessor, the Doxy Number 3 offer
rumbling power and vibes.

It measures 28 centimeters in lenght with
a diameter of 4.5 centimeters at its largest
point. It has a body cast of aluminum/
titanium alloy and a head molded from
soft, premium silicone. The Doxy Number
3 comes with a 3 meters long power
cord for maximum maneuverability and
features various vibration functions,
plus an escalating pulse option for extra
versatility.

New Sex & Mischief products at Eropartner
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - New
products of the Sex & Mischief Collection
by Sportsheets are now available at
Eropartner. The collection contains of
a selection of bondage products, from
floggers, whips, paddles, cuffs, collars,
restraint sets, spreader bars, mouth gags,
crops and a sensory wheel. In a variety of
materials: from soft (vegan) furry materials

Sportsheets has released
new Sex & Mischief items

22

to cool metal. The products provide a
gentle introduction to bondage play.
The brand even has paddles which let
consumers experience two different toys
in one: the leather half-spheres create
dual impact points for maximum effect,
the other side is smooth for caressing or
more tender spanking.
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Fleshlight reports
increased sales in 2017

Soft Touch Silicone

The fight against counterfeiters continues
Please use water-based
lubricant

Seville, Spain - Fleshlight EU announced that
2017 has been a very intense year for the
company. Fleshlight has partnered up with
some of the most popular erotic actresses as
for example Kendra Sutherland but also has
made new launches like Turbo which has sold
15.600 units in Europe.

Soft Touch Plug
S 0532363 0000
L 0532371 0000

ith the purpose of optimizing the manufacturing process and improve the quality
of the sleeves, the company has invested
in new machines at ends of 2017. Despite
of the machines changes, which meant the
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Analplug-Set
0591408 0000
Flexible

familiarizing with a new technology for all
employees, the production increased. In 2017
Fleshlight EU has grown almost a 10% more
than 2016. They have manufactured 342.467
sleeves, and billed 13 million euros. According
to the company this is the best business
result since they opened in Europe. Regarding
worldwide growth, Fleshlight International
announced that the company has billed 60
million dollars and manufactured 15 million
sleeves.
Fleshlight also is fighting with fake products
helped by the company Red Points. Thanks
to them, they have closed 4.783 of 6.212 fake
ads on internet. Fleshlight has initiated several
raids in several countries and eliminating the
massive appearance of these fake products in
countries like France, Holland, Poland, but also
South Africa, Mexico or China.
Fleshlight has colaborated with Hospitals like
Virgen del Rocío in Seville (Spain) to research
how their products can help patients with
prostate cancer or premature ejaculation. The
collaboration of the company at local and
national level for pedagogical and medical
help has opened new business ways to help
sexologists and reproduction clinics too.

Vibration:
ON/OFF
Removable vibro-bullet

Anal Stretching
Plug Kit
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Creative Conceptions

takes up ID Xtreme lube

A new lube for extreme conditions
Newark, England - Creative Conceptions, exclusive UK distribution partners of ID Lubricants,
announced the arrival of ID Xtreme, a new lube for extreme conditions. It is thicker than ID
Glide and designed to meet the needs of high-intensity, high speed, high contact users.

ormulated with so called Friction
Reduction Technology to reduce resistance resulting from increased power and
high temperatures, ID Xtreme ensures a
smooth ride even in the most demanding
situations. ID Xtreme has been rigorously
tested to ensure it is condom compatible,
toy safe and stain free. Reactivated by
simply adding a drop of water or saliva,
the luxurious water-based formula has a
rich, natural feel. Gregg Haskell, founder
and CEO of ID Lubricants, says “This
new lubricant has been a long time in the
making as we have gone through many
different formulas to make ID Xtreme absolutely right. The challenge was to make
a water based lubricant that enjoyed all
the natural feel and condom copatability
of a water based lube but with the ability

F

D Xtreme is thicker than ID Glide
and designed to meet the needs
of high-intensity, high speed, high
contact users

to stay exactly where it is put and to withstand the rigours of extended play in the
same way an oil based lube would do.
This is not an easy proposition but we
believe after exhaustive testing we have
it right. In addition, customers can be assured of the premium quality and safety
of this unique product as ID Xtreme is
an approved FDA 510K medical device.
Creative Conceptions’ Jane Bowles, says
“We are so pleased to have a new lube
from ID – as you know we are ID mad
and believe this latest addition to the ID
stable really will “fill a hole” in more ways
than one. Although both ID Glide and ID
Millennium are great products for anal
sex, the new ID Xtreme really offers a professional level lube for the more rigorous
consumer.

PalmPower is still breaking ground
Brampton, Canada - BMS Factory’s
PalmPower Personal Massager, which
was introduced to the market in 2011
is still going strong. This versatile toy is
celebrating an increase of 56% in sales in
2017, the company said. New versions
of this product have been introduced
over time, but all models have kept the
features that have made this wand a
choice among consumers. Features
like incremental speed control, the
compact size, and its powerful vibrations
supplied by the strong and dependable
PowerBullet. The newest PalmPower is

The success story of BMS
Factory’s PalmPower
Personal Massager continues
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waterproof and USB rechargeable.
This means that users can have fun
without having to plug it in, giving users
more freedom than ever before to explore.
“The new features of PalmPower are
important ones that will continue to push
it above and beyond what the competition
offers,” BMS Factory said in a press
release. “The PalmPower continues to
reach new heights of success year after
year by staying true to its form, offering
incredible power, quality and control,
while incorporating new sought-after
features.”
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’Black Velvets‘ from You2Toys
New sex toys for anal pleasure
Flensburg, Germany - New sex toys from the ‚Black Velvets‘ range (from You2Toys) for anal
pleasure are now available from ORION Wholesale. The sex toys from this special range are
made out of black silicone and their smooth surfaces are wonderfully slippery when used with
water-based lubricant.

he shapes of the toys have been
carefully designed – they have
practical loops or narrow handles for a
secure fit, and stimulating textures like
grooves or wavy parts for additional
pleasure. Cone-shaped today, ballshaped tomorrow or an end for each
person? It doesn’t matter whether you’re
using this black ‚Anal Dildo‘ from Black
Velvets alone or with a partner because
either way it’ll be great fun! The flexible
dildo has one cone-shaped end and one
ball-shaped end, which means that it’s

T

The ‚Black Velvets‘ sex toys
are delivered in a high-quality
cardboard box

perfect for lots of different kinds of fun.
The ‚Tunnel Plug‘ doesn’t just stand out
from the rest because of its outer Ø of
3.3 cm to 5.1 cm, but also because it’s
hollow and therefore perfect for fancy
anal fun! This hollow butt plug keeps the
back entrance open and invites a partner
to look “inside” and feel the area. The
wide stopper helps it fit securely. The
‚Black Velvets‘ sex toys are delivered in
a high-quality cardboard box. There is
a description of the product in various
languages on the packaging as well.

New SEX & MISCHIEF items at Creative Conceptions
Newark, England - Consumer demand
has seen Sportsheets release 27 new
products across three collections under
the SEX & MISCHIEF brand, one of the
largest new product releases in Sportsheets history. As exclusive UK distribution
partners, Creative Conceptions have
added all of the products to their portfolio. Whilst the front of every box tells
an erotic story of sexy mischief the back
features easy to follow icons that simply
highlight some of the products key selling
points. The packaging is now also much
slimmer and compact helping retailers to
maximize slat wall space. Defined as the
Enchanted, Ring and Shadow Collections, they are a glamorous introductory
line for couples new to BDSM and fantasy
play but wanting to experience the freedom of exploring their sexual fantasies.
Made from high quality materials such
as a luxurious soft velvet, leather and

Creative Conceptions have
added 27 new SEX & MISCHIEF
products
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nickle-free metal the unique designs are
versatile, light and durable. Some of the
more notable items include Silicone Lips
– the open mouth gag for sexy lipstick
fantasy play and great for hen parties.
A two-sided heart shapped paddle for
tickling, stroking and slapping, O-Cuffs for
a solid grasp during those big climactick
moments, and Day Collars in red or black
that can be worn out even as a fashion
statement. Sportsheets Founder and
CEO, Tom Stewart says, “Expanding the
Sex&Mischief line was a no-brainer. It’s
a great jumping off point for those who
are new to fantasy / BDSM play or just
want to stay with dabbling.” Sportsheets
Sales Representative, Sylvia Lopez says,
“For retailers this new S&M line offers the
same great quality at an amazing price,
new packaging with pops of color and
best of all – more compact packaging to
maximize wall space.”
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Fantastic availability on pjur at SCALA
All favorites are ready to order
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The pjur assortment at SCALA has been a firm favorite for
many years. With its body-safe formulas, sleek packaging and premium quality products,
the brand is a drugstore essential in any store.

CALA is excited to announce that
they’ve stocked up big on pjur;
ensuring that all pjur favorites are ready to
order and ready to indulge consumers with
their amazing appeal. With this fantastic
stock availability, retailers are spoilt for
choice when it comes to pjur products.
Highlights from the collection are the
best-selling pjur lubricants, such as the
pjur Original Bodyglide, the pjur Woman
Bodyglide and the water-based pjur Aqua
Lubricant. These three lubes are perfect for
exploring each other most intimate zones
and creating a smooth and lasting glide
that guarantees a night of slippery fun. pjur

S

also offers a great choice in quality anal
lubes, such as the pjur Analyse Me. This
slightly numbing anal glide makes anal
play more comfortable, without taking
the sensations away. The same goes
for the pjur Backdoor, an anal relaxing
lube enriched with jojoba oil for an extra
nourishing effect. Besides fantastic
lubricants, pjur also offers other drugstore
essentials, including – but not limited to:
arousal creams, toy cleaners, dressing
aids, grooming sprays, delay and prolong
formulas and massage lotion; such as
the recently released pjur ScenTouch
range.

pjur love – gives you more
Wasserbillig,Luxembourg - ‚pjur love gives you more‘ - this is the pjur group’s
slogan for its new campaign for the year,
and it also includes a new communication
strategy with large-scale ads and online
campaigns. „The phrase ‘Gives you
more’ is exactly what makes our brand
unique,“ explains Alexander Giebel,
CEO & Founder of the pjur group. „We
offer more variety, more choice, more
quality and more peace of mind. As a
family-owned and family-run company,
we also put more heart and soul into
our products than larger organizations.
The new slogan sums this up perfectly
in just a few words.“ The company aims
to attract even more end customers
to the PoS through attention-grabbing
adverts and advertorials in the world‘s
most popular magazines such as Playboy,
GQ, Cosmopolitan and myself as well

‚pjur love - gives you more‘ this is the pjur group’s slogan
for its new campaign
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as through online campaign and events.
The manufacturer wants pjur retailers
to benefit even more from its B2C
initiatives. All campaigns are planned
long in advance to give customers and
partners sufficient time to stock upon pjur
products and showcase them to existing
and – most importantly – new customers
at the PoS. In addition to realigning its
strategy at B2C level, the pjur group will
be presenting a focus topic every month
and providing retailers with detailed
information. Product differentiation will be
a key focus area here. In addition to this,
the pjur sales teams will be looking for
more direct contact with distributors and
retailers this year in the form of product
training sessions. „This was something
that many of our customers asked for and
we are more than happy to oblige,“ adds
Alexander Giebel.
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Raging Bull
New from Sensuous
Gold Coast, Australia - From the makers of Edge comes a new product for men. Raging
Bull is a male genital moisturiser and has been formulated using a combination of herbs,
traditionally known for their sexual benefits, including improvements in penile strength and
size, greater blood flow, increased libido and desire and stronger erections.

e are super excited with this new
product,” said Keith Jones, CEO
and joint founder of the company. “It
has been in development for well over a
year and we just wanted to make sure
we were 100% happy with everything
before we launched it onto the great
Australian public. Even the name took a
while and we were so thrilled to get the
trademark registered. Edge has been a
phenomenal and outstanding success for
us and we wanted to create another great

“W
Raging Bull is a male
genital moisturiser

Australian herbal product for men and we
really believe we have achieved that with
Raging Bull.”
Raging Bull is a male genital moisturiser.
The company claims that the user
should feel increased blood flow straight
away and the benefits will continue to
improve with use, with optimal results
being noticed in about 7 to 10 days.
The product is shipping now and can be
bought individually or in a 16 pack Point
of Sale display uni.“

TOYJOY’s realistics back in stock at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - The Classic
collection from the Get Real by TOYJOY
range is back in stock at SCALA. Get
Real by TOYJOY is a brand of realistics
with three distinct collections: Mini,
Basic and Classics. The brand’s stock
availability in the past has been limited,
but SCALA announce the Classic
selection is now fully back in stock. As
its name suggest, Get Real by TOYJOY
Classic is all about natural silhouettes,

shapes and sizes that have proven to
be best-sellers in the realistic segment.
The Classic collection offers designs in
a variety of silhouettes like the smooth
Classic Slim, the Classic Large or the
curved Classic G-Spot. The range
also features multiple colors like flesh,
purple, black and pink, plus comes in
a minimalistic packaging perfect for
contemporary in-store presentation.

ST RUBBER now oﬀering MysteryVibe Crescendo
Wadgassen, Germany - MysteryVibe
is now available at ST RUBBER. The
company’s first product Crescendo is a
flexible vibrator that adapts to any body
shape. Six independent motors with
a dozen pre-set vibration patterns on
the device and 16 intensity levels make
30

this vibrator one of the most versatile
sex toys on the market. Crescendo can
be recharged wirelessly via induction
charging. The battery lasts for two hours
at full intensity. The vibrator comes
fully charged and lasts 30 days in
standby.lt.
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Wet Lube now at ABS
Assortment expanded
Ringwood, England - Wet Lube has been added to ABS‘ growing portfolio of lubricants
and massage oils. Wet Lube Original is the brand’s classic formula. It offers high quality
ingredients and has a viscous, gel-like feel that stays wetter for longer.

his lube is free from parabens and
is a suitable lubricant for regular
use. Wet Light has a thinner, lighter
consistency, a lube that stimulates your
customer‘s body’s natural fluids to relieve
personal dryness for temporary relief. This
lube works well for sensitive skins and
contains Aloe Vera and Vitamin E. Wet
Premium is Wet Lube’s most long lasting
lubricant and is formulated especially for
extended pleasure. It is concentrated and
condom compatible, and there’s no need
to reapply. This long lasting lubricant has

T

Wet Lube Original is the
brand’s classic formula

a silky feel. Wet Elite offers a lightweight
formulation that blends water and silicone.
This lube has all the ease of a water
based lubricant with the long lasting, silky
properties of silicone. Unicorn Spit adds a
little extra magic to your customer‘s play.
This sugar free donut flavoured lubricant
is water based and safe for use with toys.
Inttimo Massage Oil contains vitamin
enriched natural oils as well as a skin
conditioning blend of all-natural emollients
like sweet almond, macadamia, avocado,
sunflower, and kukui oils.

Eropartner Distribution now stocks Shibari brand
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropartner is now stocking Shibari, a brand
that ‚wants everyone to be able to enjoy
their products, the products are made
according to the highest quality standards and are affordable to everyone‘.
The distributor stocks four products of
the brand: Pleasure kegel balls in a set of
three, Cherry kegel balls in a set of five, a
wireless wand massager and a vibrating
sucker massager. The Cherry Kegel Balls
set includes a handful of silky, creatively
shaped vaginal weights designed to help

Eropartner is offering
four Shibari products

improve pelvic floor strength and maximize sexual wellness. Each of the Cherry
Kegel Balls are 15.24 cm in total length
and 3.5 cm wide. Known to help improve
bladder control, it helps make childbirth
and recovery easier, strengthen and tone
muscle wall, enhance elasticity and overall
better pelvic health. The Shibari My Wand
personal massager has a bendable neck
so that the had can be angled as desired.
The Beso has eight different patterns to
provide sucking actions. It is made of
ultra-soft, high-grade silicone material.

The In’m Disposable Anal Shower
Amsterdam, The Netherlands - Longer
away from home? Sexy outfit with little
pocket space? Quick ‘touch-up’ down
there? Then the In’m Disposable Anal
Shower is the perfect product. Mister B
is always looking for the next innovative

The In‘m Anal
Shower is ideal
for saunas,
cruising bars,
sex clubs,
parties & cinemas
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product and this easy to use disposable
douche is ideal for saunas, cruising bars,
sex clubs, parties & cinemas. Throw away
after use and be rid of unwanted leftovers!
Exclusively available at Mister B.
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XR Brands debuts Athena’s

Deluxe Sex Machine System

Versatile machine equipped to deliver multiple pleasure methods
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is proud to unveil Athena’s Deluxe Sex Machine, the
mechanical pleasure innovation from Lovebotz equipped with a customizable penetration
system. Providing powerful and steady stroke motions at multiple angles, this new machine is built with special capability for delivering double penetration in a variety of positions,
making Athena’s Deluxe is one of the most versatile pleasure machines on the market.

According to
XR Brands
Athena’s Deluxe
is one of the
most versatile
pleasure machines
on the market

thena’s Deluxe Sex Machine is built
with two independently controlled
thrusting arms and a powerful motor that
lets users choose the perfect penetration
speed, from a smooth 50-strokes-perminute all the way up to a pounding 250.
When it comes time to change positions,
users can easily adjust the machine
to accommodate 13 different angle
settings – allowing it to point straight
up, straight down, and everywhere in
between – and enjoy single and double
penetration with a simple setting switch.
Each dildo is held in place by two solidly
constructed thrusting arms, easily
repositionable to allow for a comfortable
distance between them and making it
easy to experience the kind of powerful
double penetration once reserved
for fantasies and porn plotlines.

A

Each thrusting arm is adjustable to drive
at a particular length, and an extension
arm can be purchased separately to
add an even longer thrust. “Athena’s
Deluxe Sex Machine is one of our most
industrially advanced sex machines,
thanks to the engineering required for the
independent thrusting arms to operate
at optimal capacity,” XR Brands General
Manager Rebecca Weinberg said.
“Sex machine fans love to experiment
with mechanized pleasure, which is
what Lovebotz is known for, and we
are proud to offer a new machine that
can fulfill so many more fantasies.
The opportunity to customize the user
experience is a huge selling point
for this item and we expect Athena’s
Deluxe Sex Machine to be a big seller
in 2018.”

Intimate wellness with Cobeco Cosmetics
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Erotic drugstore doesn’t just limit itself to lubricants
and arousal products: there is also an
exciting segment of intimate wellness
products that can truly indulge consumers. One of SCALA‘s favorites from
this product category is the Cobeco
Cosmetics line: a collection formulated
to enhance ‚erotic parts‘ – such as the
breasts and bum – in a body-safe,
non-evasive and indulgent way. The
Cobeco Cosmetics collection at SCALA
offers 4 body-safe products to choose
34

from. There are the Bust Booster Gel
and Fabulous Breasts Cream: two natural enhancers for fuller, firmer breasts.
The range also includes a Buttocks
Lifting Gel: a firming gel that improves
the flexibility of the skin; tightening up
the derriere. Last, but not least, the
Cobeco Cosmetics line at SCALA is
completed by the Depilation Gel:
a special gel that protects and nourishes
the skin after hair removal – prevention
irritation and making the skin feel
smoother and sexier.
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COTR team expands with
new Brand Ambassador

Tracy Felder brings sex-positive retail experience to premium family of brands
New York, USA - COTR, Inc. announced the addition of Tracy Felder to the team. The retail
industry vet brings hands-on experience to the role of Brand Ambassador of the selection of
brands that the manufacturer offers.

elder brings more than a decade of experience in adult retail to her new role.
She played a key role in establishing a
lingerie brick-and-mortar store in Philadelphia in 2005; and had since managed a
sex-positive boutique that brings together
sexual wellness with general self-care and
entertainment. On a mission to spread
her sex-positive skills at a national level,
Tracy’s career path has led her to COTR,
Inc., where she will now serve as a Brand
Ambassador, focused on product training.
Working alongside company founder
and CEO Alicia Sinclair, Tracy is proud to
represent the female-led manufacturer of
pleasure product brands.
With her sights set on promoting sexual
wellness, self-care, and acceptance of all
gender identities and sexualities, Tracy’s
future goals include becoming a certified sex educator. Tracy believes that by
embracing oneself sexually and sharing
that with a partner(s) is the key to happy
sex life. Her motto is: “Share, love, give
… and receive unlimited pleasure!” “It’s
an honor and great privilege working with
Alicia Sinclair,” Felder said. “She is an
amazing innovator that has set the bar
high for competitors and is opening the

F
New at COTR: Tracy Felder

doors for entrepreneurial women of today.
That means a lot to me and that’s one of
the key reasons I wanted to join COTR
Inc.” Felder said that she is already in the
process of following in Sinclair’s footsteps
in becoming a certified sex expert. “I constantly strive to learn more about human
sexuality in efforts to share my knowledge
with as many people as possible,” Felder
said. “I want to advocate sex positivity
as an attainable goal for anyone. One
shouldn’t refrain or withhold from what
arouses them because it is taboo. Embracing yourself and your partner(s) through
communication, awareness and positivity
is how I see a sex-positive future. Share,
love, give… and receive unlimited pleasure!” COTR Founder and CEO Alicia Sinclair said that Felder was a natural addition
to the team. “Tracy brings the expertise,
enthusiasm and positive energy that is
fundamental to COTR, Inc.,” Founder and
CEO Alicia Sinclair said. “Her dedication
to sex positivity and drive to engage
consumers on the retail level make her an
ideal addition to the COTR team. We’re
so happy to have her and have already
seen wonderful connections develop as
we introduce her to our retail clientele.”

LUZ by TOYJOY fully back in stock at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - LUZ by
TOYJOY is 100% back in stock at SCALA
and all designs by LUZ are ready to
order. SCALA offers six different designs
to choose from: the double-ended Flare
stimulator, the Luminate vibrator, the
Zare G-spot vibe, the Eclipse cock ring,
plus the rabbit-style Splendor and Aura
36

designs – all available in the colors purple
and black. All pleasure providers in the
LUZ by TOYJOY range feature a special
multi-colored LED ambiance light. This
light changes color with each of the seven vibration modes. They are packaged
in an eye-catching box with a magnetic
closure.
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Zolo
ABS Holdings
Ringwood, England - ABS are big fans of brands that innovate to enhance male pleasure
and they’re excited to add brand new Zolo products to their portfolio. Zolo has always been
a favourite with the UK distributor thanks to their playful, impressive range of products
aimed at male pleasure.

ingwood, England - ABS are big fans
of brands that innovate to enhance
male pleasure and they’re excited to
add brand new Zolo products to their
portfolio. Zolo has always been a
favourite with the UK distributor thanks
to their playful, impressive range of
products aimed at male pleasure. The
new range of strokers will give every
solo and partner experience a boost
with exciting new textures, colours and
designs. From easy strokers for everyday
use to masturbators that vibrate and
rotate - the new Zolo range is versatile
and stimulating. The new stroker range
includes the Zolo Original Pocket
Stroker - a flexible, stretchy ribbed
stroker that’s easy to use and perfect
for anytime play. The Backdoor Pocket
Stroker has a beaded texture and a tight
entry and is perfect for use during sex
or solo play. These strokers are ideal
for enhanced oral pleasure when men
need extra texture and sensation. The
Girlfriend pocket stroker has a lifelike
interior design that mimics the real
thing, fulfilling the fantasies of realistic
pleasure. The vibrating strokers add
even more stimulation to the play. The

R
ABS are adding new Zolo
products to their portfolio

Original Squeezable vibrating stroker
has a textured interior and comes with
a 7 function bullet that helps reach an
incredible climax. The super soft sleeve
makes this toy a favourite. The Backdoor
vibrating sleeve mimics anal play with the
addition of deep, intense vibrations while
the Girlfriend stroker mimics a lifelike
experience. The Perfect Deepthroat
masturbator is always on call to deliver
exciting oral pleasure whenever there is
demand. This toy has an ultra realistic
design and comes with an air pressure
release that allows to tailor the play to
the preferred intensity. This stroker has a
mouth design for lifelike play. The Perfect
Backdoor stroker mimics intense anal
play with a rear entry design while The
Perfect Girlfriend is modelled for ultra
realistic play that pulls out all of the stops.
The DP Stroker range comes with a hard
case and an ultra modern look while the
Blowjob Pro comes with an LED light,
a realistic ribbed texture and a lifelike
lip design. The Zeppelin stroker is an
ultra modern toy that rotates for intense
pleasure at every turn - and features a
lifelike texture, super soft material and a
hard outer case.

JOYRIDE Premium GlassiX
Wadgassen, Germany - ST RUBBER
sees its brand JOYRIDE on the way
to becoming Europe’s most popular
and widely used glass toy brand. For
this reason, the company now offers a
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free JOYRIDE Cleaner for Toys & Body
(150ml) for every purchase of a JOYRIDE
Premium GlassiX product. The customer
service of ST RUBBER can be contacted
under +49 6834 4006-0.
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A Selection of major brands distributed by Nordic Partner:
Pipedream - NS Novelties - Bathmate - Dorcel - Liberator - Topco - Rocks-off - Evolved - Zero Tolerance
Satisfyer - Fleshlight - Pjur - Swede - Demoniq Lingerie - Wicked Sensual Care
Passion by Sweden brands distributed by Nordic Partner:
Be Legendary - Crystal Pleasures - GRL PWR - Please Be Kind - Sweden’s Finest - yellooh! - Viking Cock
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• 7 MODES • 1X AA BATTERY
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Exclusive Jack Rabbits access at SCALA
CalExotics
Wijchen, The Netherlands - When it comes to rabbit-style vibrators, the Jack Rabbits
collection by CalExotics has it all: from beginners’ vibes to high-end designs, from smooth
silicone to soft TPR: the range offers a perfect match for every preference and budget.

he quality Signature range from the
Jack Rabbits collection is now exclusively available at SCALA. The Signature
range in the Jack Rabbits collection
includes the Thrusting Rabbit Signature;
a sensational design with unique thrusting action. It’s 3 speeds and 7 functions
allow for endless intimate experimentation, whilst its smooth silicone shaft
will indulge with soft-touch perfection.
The Rocking G Rabbit Signature has
the same high-end functions, combined

T

with a curved, G-spot hitting silhouette.
The Beaded Rabbit Signature vibe has a
sleek design with multiple rows of pleasure beads that will swirl the user into a
mind-blowing climax. Packaged in a contemporary, cohesive way, the Signature
range from the Jack Rabbits collection
allows retailers to mix and match their
favorites in one, eye-catching display;
offering a full-brand experience that will
certainly leave a hopping, thumping good
impression on consumers.

Almost one in three people use lubes for anal sex
Wasserbillg, Luxemburg - Twenty-nine
percent of all Germans who use personal
lubricants use them for anal intercourse.
This is the result of a survey commissioned by the pjur group to find out more
about personal lubricant use in Germany.
One eye-catching statistic is that couples
in full-time employment use personal lubricant for anal sex much more frequently
than those who are unemployed – 38
percent for the former demographic and
just 21 percent for the latter. In terms of
age, the survey clearly shows that people
like to have a certain amount of experience before they try out this technique: A
comparison of different age groups shows
that 35 to 44 year olds have the most
anal sex with personal lubricant, the figure
standing at 40 percent. Just 20 percent of
18 to 24 year olds practice this technique,
compared with 34 percent for 25 to 34
year olds. The figure falls rapidly again
from a certain age onwards: Only around
17 percent of people over the age of
40

55 use personal lubricants for anal sex.
“Use with sex toys” was the category
that scored higher still, with 35 percent
of all personal lubricant users putting this
as their reason alongside the general
statement “to have more fun during sex”.
Men (54 percent) responded much more
frequently than women (42 percent) that
this is why they use personal lubricants.
The study also showed that 48 percent
of participants would recommend a
personal lubricant to friends, 23 percent
would recommend to acquaintances
and 16 percent would even recommend
to relatives. 2099 people over the age
of 18 took part in the survey, of which
374 are users of personal lubricant. The
data in question stems from on an online
poll carried out by YouGov Deutschland
GmbH, which individuals took part in from
November 6 to 8, 2017. The results have
been weighted and are representative of
the German population aged 18 years
and older.
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Topco Sales expands global reach

with strategic distribution partnerships
Manufacturer inks new deals in UK, Canada, Europe & other key international markets
Los Angeles, USA – Topco Sales has expanded its international distribution network with
several strategic partnerships made in key markets, bolstered by the CE certification of
27 top-selling SKUs.

he manufacturer’s global presence
is now supported by expanded
representation with Creative Conceptions
in the UK, SD Variations in Canada, EDC
Wholesale and Shots in Europe, and
several new accounts throughout Asia,
bringing Topco Sales’ iconic brands
– including CyberSkin, Penthouse,
Vulcan and Climax – to more customers
worldwide. “The Topco Sales team
has been building our representation
internationally, especially following
eroFame in the fall, and we’ve kicked
off 2018 with an even bigger worldwide
presence,” Topco Sales COO Autumn
O’Bryan said. “With top brands now CE
certified – including Sex Sweet flavored
lubricants – and growing popularity for
Penthouse and CyberSkin, customers
from almost every continent are eager
to bring Topco Sales’ trusted sellers
to their clientele. We’re especially
excited to be working with Creative
Conceptions, Shots, and SD Variations,
who boast strong reputations and
business strategies with proven success.”

T

International interest has especially
grown for Topco Sales’ iconic CyberSkinmade products, including reusable (and
squeezable) Vulcan strokers and new
CyberSkin H2O, an innovative version
of the original realistic material that turns
slippery with water – and no lubricant
required! Excitement for Penthouse
fantasy products, including Penthouse
Deluxe CyberSkin Vibrating Strokers and
POP-a-Pet mini strokers molded from
true Penthouse Pets, has grown among
European markets, and appreciation for
Topco Sales’ tight-knit team has helped
reinforce its positive reputation. Among
the newest releases, the most popular
among international customers was
CyberSkin H2O Vulcan Shower Strokers,
Squirtz dual-density dildos that ‚cum on
command‘, and 4M sexual endurance
training gear, made for men who want
to last longer in bed without pills or
prescriptions. “Simply put, Topco Sales is
back on the map and I couldn’t be more
proud of how far we’ve come,” O’Bryan
said.

Allure now exclusively available at SCALA
Wijchen, The Netherlands - SCALA
has secured the exclusive European
distribution rights on Allure Lingerie,
granting its customers unique access to
this fashionable name in daring, fetishinspired erotic apparel. Customers
are spoiled for choice with Allure’s
many lingerie looks and options: with
more than 280 SKUs now exclusively
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available at SCALA. The various Allure
collections offer something for every
style-preference and size: with designs
in regular sizing, plus-sizing and a
trendy male collection. The enticing
outfits are made of premium fabrics
like faux-leather and sexy mesh,
with figure-flattering fits to flatter and
enhance curves.
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Vibez erotic boutique and

Lovehoney team up
Fifty Shades Freed sextravaganza

Aylesford, England - Adult boutique Vibez teamed up with Lovehoney for a Fifty Shades
Freed Sextravaganza. The store in Aylesford, Kent, pulled out all the stops with a fun event
featuring a hog roast, a lingerie catwalk and butlers in the buff!

ustomers were also treated to pamper sessions in the salon, free goodie
bags and musical accompaniment by a
saxophonist. The event was such a huge
success that Vibez erected marquees
outside the store to accommodate all
the guests. Vibez sells all the official Fifty
Shades Freed pleasure products from
Lovehoney and the online sex toy retailer
backed the promotion to drive sales
ahead of Valentine’s. Tracey Whitmore,
owner of Vibez, said: “Fifty Shades fever

C

Kate Egan-Hodgson (Lovehoney),
Tracey Whitmore (Vibez),
Chris Whitmore (Vibez) and
Laura Wood (Lovehoney)

is back and it was great to capture the
excitement around the new movie with a
huge party for our customers. We offered
a 10% discount on the day and free
prosecco and we were swamped with
customers looking for some fun and great
bargains ahead of February 14.” Laura
Wood, Lovehoney Sales Consultant, said:
“We love supporting retailers with their
events. It‘s great to have lovely people like
Tracey and her son Chris supporting our
brand. The store looked amazing.”

Miamaxx additions at Eropartner
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - After the
launch of Miamaxx there were a lot of
requests for additional sleeves with
different structures and now they are
available, as Eropartner Distribution stated
in a press release. The sleeves contain
different structures and some of them are
g-spot oriented. The sleeves are available

The new Miamaxx sleeves
contain different structures

in purple and black. To bring the thrusting
experience to a new hands-free level, the
Miamaxx can be attached to the floor and
wall wand. The toy floor and wall stand
has a strong suction cup for added grip
and is to secure the toy and set it in any
desirable angle.

Fleshlight brings two new girls
Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Fleshlight
brings Adriana Chechik‘s Empress
and Tera Patrick‘s Tease with new
patterns and sensations. Slip into
Adriana Chechik‘s Empress and you
can feel the power that this Fleshlight
delivers. Thoughtfully designed with
multiple chambers of tight yet supple
rings, pleasure nubs and spine tingling
waves, this sensation offers the same
exhilarating rush that watching Chechik‘s
outrageous adult scenes offers - the only

Fleshlight brings Adriana Chechik‘s
Empress and Tera Patrick‘s Tease
with new patterns and sensations
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difference is you you can feel it. Tera‘s
Tease Signature Texture begins with a
ridiculously tight entrance tightly packed
with ribbing and followed by an expansive
chamber-like opening with gentle fingerlike tentacles that massage you along as
you enter into the next series of cavities.
The first offers a series of ribs with
varying diameters before sliding into one
of two textured compartments separated
by a series of inter-crossed ribs.
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ABS invite customers to

visit their new warehouse
17th of May
Ringwood, England - ABS made a big move this year when they relocated their warehouse
to a larger, more functional space.

his move reflects where their business
is going, the company said in a press
release, since they stock more brands
and products than ever and therefore it
was time to expand their premises, too.
Now that the distributor settled in its new
home, it is inviting its customers to visit
the new warehouse on the 17th of May.
Visitors will have a chance to meet the
sales team and ABS management. On
the 18th of May, the ABS team will do

T

The ABS team is looking forward
to the event on May 17th

a day long shopping event and training
with exclusive offers available on the day.
“We’re excited about all the changes
happening at ABS and we can’t wait to
show you around,” ABS said in a press
release. “RSVP’s are required – so please
contact the ABS team to secure your
spot. Save the date and keep an eye out
for more details – we’d love to see you
there!”

Vibrating Multi-Pump & Masturbator
Flensburg, Germany - The ‚Vibrating Multi
Pump‘ from You2Toys is now available
from ORION Wholesale. The multi-functional sex toy is a penis/potency pump and
masturbator in one – it just depends on
how the pump ball is attached to the tube
(49 cm long) on the cylinder. Air can either
be sucked out of the penis pump, in order
to create an effective vacuum for penis/

The multi-functional ‚Vibrating Multi
Pump‘ is a penis/potency pump
and masturbator in one

potency training or can flow inside for a
sensational suction effect that feels just
like a blow job. For additional stimulation,
you can also turn on the multi-speed
glans vibration that goes from gentle to
powerful. The ‚Vibrating Multi Pump‘ is
delivered in promotional packaging
that can be stood up or hung up in
the store.

Bnaughty Classic Unleashed with new packaging
Los Angeles, USA - B Swish refreshes
one of their products, the Bnaughty
Classic Unleashed wireless bullet, with
new packaging. The company said
that it represents B Swish’s all-inclusive
philosophy that feeling good should be
affordable and free from compromises.
The new gender-neutral packaging
improves from its predecessor with
a hard box that slides open, a new
informative instructional guide and silky
form-fitting storage pouch. The new

B Swish refreshes one of their
products, the Bnaughty Classic
Unleashed, with new packagin
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packaging will be rolling out across all
Classic Line items throughout 2018. The
Bnaughty Classic Unleashed remains
unchanged. It has five functions along
with a compact and ergonomic wireless
remote controller with an easy-to-use
single push button. The Bnaughty Classic
Unleashed is made from nonporous,
body-friendly PU coated ABS plastic
making it easy to clean and versatile
when it comes to choosing lubricants.
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Trust is good, but control is better
D o w e s e e a resurgence o f ex clusive distributio n a greements?

exclusive

Yes
Matthias Poehl, editor in chief

Over the course of the past
month, we have learned about
several distribution agreements in the adult industry
that are based on exclusivity.
Could this be a sign that the
recent trend among producers, distributors, and
retailers to move away from
the established supply chain
may only have been a phase,
and that things are going back
to the way they were? Will we
return to a more controlled
market with more clearly
defined roles, where wholesalers focus more on third-party
brands and use exclusive
partnerships to set themselves
apart from the competition?
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One swallow does not a summer make, as
we all know, and this adage also applies to
the current developments in the distribution
segment. Yes, there have been news about
exclusive distribution deals these past few
months, but only time will tell if this really is
the beginning of a trend or just a handful of
isolated cases. No one can deny that these
types of agreements are beneficial for both,
producers and distributors – and even the
retail trade – but over the course of the past
years, this distribution model has been widely
abandoned due to well-known reasons. So, if
we are truly seeing a revitalisation of
exclusive distribution deals, what are the
reasons for this resurgence? Let’s start with
the obvious: A little control can’t hurt, in any
market. Production and supply chains and
distribution channels become much more
transparent and manageable if you can only
get a certain brand from one distributor. It is
easier to spot black sheep who engage in
price dumping, present themselves as
sub-distributors for brands, offer products via
sales channels that producers and distributors want to steer clear of, or – worst case
scenario – who produce or sell counterfeits.
Some of you may argue that producers and
distributors are generally trying to prevent
their products from being sold cheaply, and
that exclusive deals don’t really make a big
difference here. However, if one brand is
carried by dozens of distributors, it becomes
much more difficult to control how and where
these products are sold. Once a retailer
starts offering a product below the agreed
retail price, a relentless downward spiral is

set in motion, because now everybody has to
lower their prices, and it is very hard to stop
this development once it has begun. Of
course, exclusive distribution agreements
hold many other advantages for producers
and distributors but detailing each and every
one would go beyond the scope of this
column. Especially since there is another
reason for this potential revival of exclusivity-based partnerships that we need to go
into. These deals allow distributors to set
themselves apart from the competition.
Because, really, how else are you going to
stick out in today’s marketplace? Professional customer service? Smooth logistics
processes? Well, those have all become
basic prerequisites in the distribution
segment. Then, there’s also pricing, but that
is a two-edged sword as I’ve mentioned above, so that one doesn’t really apply, either.
So, what else? Private brands, you say? Yes,
absolutely, but haven’t we reached a point
where most distributors have private labels?
Don’t get me wrong, I am not going to argue
that they don’t help set a distributor apart
from the rest of the pack, but you also need
third-party products, and if you can offer
some brands that the other distributors don’t
have in their line-up, that’s how you really
stick out. If everybody carries the same
products, the same brands, the product
range becomes interchangeable So, will we
see a return of the once popular exclusive
distribution agreements? Well, a healthy dose
of optimism never hurt anybody, so I am
going to say, the market is taking a step in
the right direction.
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t first glance, exclusive distribution deals seem
to be win-win situations: Being the only one to
offer certain brands or products is definitely a great
way for wholesalers to set themselves apart from
the competition. At the same time, it is a good
opportunity for small or mid-sized companies to
better plan the future of their business, at least in
the intermediate term, and to benefit from an
existing distribution network. The retailers, on the
other hand, have a certain degree of security,
working with a renowned distribution partner. So,
everybody is happy, everybody prospers – or so
you’d think. And at first, it may well be the case.
But at some point, producers will inevitably start
questioning the wisdom of tying themselves to one
distributor. If your company and product range is
big enough, the opportunities awaiting outside this
rigid distribution system are way too good to pass
up. Put differently, productive brands will sooner or
later outgrow the bonds of such a distribution deal.
Exclusive agreements work best if they are
temporary in nature. But that’s not even the main
point. If you look around in today’s market you will
probably agree that the big story is not producers
selling their products through several distributors.
No, the reason why these exclusive agreements
are making waves is because today, it is easier
than ever for producers to cut out the wholesale
segment altogether. Digitisation, globalisation, and
online retail platforms make it possible for them to
sell straight to retailers or consumers. It is a
tempting opportunity: There are fewer middle men,
fewer steps between producer and consumer –
that means lower costs, potentially lower sales

A
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prices, and in turn, bigger market
shares and greater turnover for the
producer. Additionally, they have
more direct access to their customer
base, which allows them to get more
immediate, detailed data about
consumer preferences. Those are
the challenges facing the distributors
in the adult market – exclusivity or
no exclusivity. There are several
concepts and ideas on how this
development can be countered, so it
is definitely too early to sing a swan
song for the distribution segment in
the adult market. Exclusivity can be a stepping
stone – even though most of these distribution
deals will be limited to a certain amount of time –
but it is not the solution. Distributors in many
industries are faced with a major tectonic shift right
now. What they ultimately have to do is find ways
to provide an added value for producers and
retailers; a service that goes beyond storage and
picking and packing. At the end of the day, the
customers decide where they want to buy – retailers just as much as end-consumers. Of course,
they are going to look at the price but that is just
one of many criteria. They expect reliability, quick
delivery, and clear, concise ordering options that
are easy to navigate and choose from. Consequently, that is what distributors should focus on.
Make that your top priority. Exclusive distribution
agreements can be the cherry on the top,
but it is the cake itself that will win over most
retailers.

Randolph Heil,
editor

F E A T U R E

The Year of the Comeback
S e x to y e x p erts rewind a nd ref lect o n a yea r o f re-va mp s a nd re-inventio ns

exclusive

This article is
contributed by
Colleen Godin,
EAN U.S.
Correspondent

Allison Bell Miller, owner of
retailer Taboo in
Richmond, Virginia (USA)

They say if it ain‘t broke, don‘t fix it, but
thankfully for pleasure-hungry consumers,
sex toy makers aren‘t exactly apt to listen to
old fashioned advice. In 2017, manufacturers
went the way of the movie industry and remade all our old favorites into modern, techy
designs – some for better, and some for far,
far worse. But like any re-make, success lies
deeper than a proverbial fresh coast of paint
and a fancy marketing campaign (which, of
course, are bound to be splattered across
the pleasure industry regardless). Did we
do 2017 justice with a nod to the days of
sex toys past? And, in a sea of Satisfyers
and sex-tech, where are we headed as 2018
forces us to reflect on our true intentions?
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here’s always MORE. More designs,
more manufacturers (aka IMPORTERS),
more materials, more tech. It’s the year of the
MORE,” exclaims Kim Airs, a pleasure industry
veteran and CEO of The Kim Airs Sales Boost.

T

And Airs is far from wrong. With a little help
from crowd-sourcing platforms like Kickstarter
and IndieGoGo, the bar to entry is lower than
ever for would-be manufacturers and sex-tech
trendsetters. Although the assumption is that
a steady of stream of knock-offs and poorlyplanned products will wind up in the hands of
vulnerable consumers – which is, unfortunately,
also far from wrong – the up-side outweighs
the potential lows.
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Kim Airs, industry
veteran and CEO
of The Kim
Airs Sales Boost

Susan Colvin,
founder and CEO
of CalExotics

“This year saw a lot of neat, new innovations that I
found to be surprisingly original,” says Jack Morocco,
Channel Manager at Crave. “We saw continued
advancement of pairing tech with toy; advancing
design beyond the old stand-bys to develop new
products; and A LOT of crowd-sourcing and
consumer feedback became integral to the success
of many brands.”
Morocco‘s home base with Crave, a small group of
San Francisco sex-tech pioneers, also comes on
account of the company‘s crowd-funding campaigns.
In fact, if it weren‘t for funds sourced from eager
toy enthusiasts, the industry might never know the
famous Crave Duet, the Dame Eva wearable couples‘
vibe, or the bendy, gender-transcending Mystery
Vibe Crescendo. The knock-offs, of course, came
knocking just as loudly, but the hoard of wanna-be
luxury vibrators were lost in a shuffle that put true
innovation front and center.
Some of the industry‘s most ambitious inventions
were ingenious re-makes of sex toys even your
grandmother would recognize. There‘s no mistaking
the classic anal-t butt plug, or the notoriously
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large-and-in-charge Magic Wand, and HBO‘s Sex
and the City is forever synonymous with the original
Rabbit Habit. Even in their most basic forms, these
toys make up the backbone of any sex toy geek‘s
treasured collection, and they all came out of the
closet – or rather, the bedside table – with a new
lease on life.
“This season the Jack Rabbit Signature really stood
out!,” gushes Susan Colvin, CEO of CalExotics. “This
year we looked to put a more luxury spin on the Jack
Rabbit. It takes the Jack Rabbit to a whole new level.
The overall shape is still that of a classic Jack Rabbit,
but the technology within it is what really makes this
Signature collection stand out.”
The Chinese-born Rabbits of yesteryear were
lucky to even match up with consumers‘ feminine
anatomy. Colvin‘s new breed of bunnies are aiming
for anatomical domination, whirling, thrusting, and
even stroking in all the right spots. The adorable
ears have stuck around to let you know that you are
indeed the owner of a sex toy legend, but just about
everything else has been vamped-up to create a
more customized orgasm. “With dozens of different

F E A T U R E

Jack Morocco,
Channel Manager
at Crave

are constantly imitated and always duplicated, but
Sinclair made sure to put her unique stamp on these
former cookie-cutter staples. B-vibe forever changed
the face (or is it the behind?) of the anal toy by adding
a feature that had every manufacturer wishing they‘d
thought of it first: a row of spinning beads, much like
those found in the The Rabbit. For Sinclair‘s re-write
of the Magic Wand, she cut out the annoyingly loud
buzz and cumbersome cord and added 20 vibrating
functions and rechargability.
Most consumers never even realized such sex toy
cornerstones were “broke” until Sinclair and her
fellow manufacturing mavens fixed them.“There are
still a ton of toy newbies who are surprised (and
tickled!) to find that the industry has evolved as much
as it has,” says Allison Bell Miller, owner of retailer
Taboo in Richmond, Virginia. “A lot of people still
don‘t expect rechargeable toys, and innovation like
toys with apps blows them away.”
2017 wasn‘t just The Year of the Sex Toy; it was
The Year of the Consumer. Sex education was on a
constant trending high, and customers wanted more
than the average issue of Cosmo magazine could
feed them.
“From crowd-funding to customer service, it seems
as though consumers really want to be connected to
the manufacturers,” explains Morocco. “They want
warranties and protections, as well as the ability to
access the company directly regarding concerns or
education on their products.”

styles, we wanted the Jack Rabbit Signature series to
provide an elevated experience,” says Colvin.
Elevation was the focus for Colvin and her fearless,
female descendants in pleasure business. Women
thrived in the sex-tech sector last year, surprising
the industry with the best luxury brands of the last
decade.
B-vibe and Le Wand, the brainchildren of 15-year
industry figure Alicia Sinclair, were some of the most
talked-about toys of 2017. Both basic designs
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And what are consumers clamoring for beyond a
better version of their bedside favorites? Besides
a new lease on life for vibrator history‘s most
notorious toys, end consumers have driven major
manufacturers to re-think the way they peddle
products. Thanks to LGBTQ warriors, new-wave
feminists, and essentially everyone with a functioning
brain on Twitter, the entire course of the sex toy
business is heading in a positive direction full of good
intentions and a lot of heart.
“I’d like to think we’re finally coming out of the dark,
shadowy corners of our “novelty” past and into the
light of a serious (and seriously fun) consumer-driven,
manufacturing industry” concludes Morocco. “As
stigma continues to shluff off at an exponential rate,
developments in technology grow and become more
accessible with each passing year.”
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IT’S TIME TO GET UN-POLITICAL
exclusive

M a r k e ti n g Ma tters

hen – if at all - is it worthwhile to get political while selling your wares? Perhaps
never? Or is that just wishful thinking on my
part?

W

In an industry geared towards generating smiles, tingles, and other giddy sensations among
one’s customers, why are some manufacturers
and retailers spoiling the party by spouting
their own (or just retweeting somebody else’s)
political views or prejudices online? Aren’t
we already drowning in a sea of social media
virtue-signalling, ignorance and self-validation?

In his monthly
column, Brian Gray
from Glasgowbased erotic
marketing agency
Lascivious Marketing
offers his thoughts
on all things
marketing. This month
he’s questioning
the value – and
sensibilities – of
erotic retailers and
manufacturers who
can’t resist sharing
their politics online
– regardless of the
consequences.
56

With the exception of anyone who has lived in
a cave for the past few years nobody can have
failed to notice just how emotionally charged
recent national elections, referendums, and
major political and social trends have been. Social media has arguably brought out the worst
in many people.
I first saw this unfold during the Scottish
independence referendum in 2014. And as for
2016…ah yes, 2016, the year of BREXIT vs
Remain, and across the pond, the not so small
matter of Trump vs Clinton. For the UK and
USA at least, it’s no exaggeration in saying the
populations of each have been deeply split. Several other European countries appear headed
in a similar direction.
I’ve never seen such animosity and intolerance
among people whose only ‘crime’ is having
different political views. I’m of an age where
I remember General Elections in which there
was no social media. Hell, the internet didn’t
even exist for most people. And while political
campaigning was no less passionate, after
elections were over, everyone accepted it and
got on with their lives. End of.

Halcyon days, indeed.
Following Donald Trump’s 2016 victory, the
President/CEO of a US cyber security firm
announced on social media that he was going
to assassinate Trump. He effectively challenged the Secret Service and also revealed he
was getting a sniper rifle and, to paraphrase,
‘perching himself where it counted.’ While
these remarks were originally made in private
messages, before too long they had become
public. Unsurprisingly, he had to leave the
company. Whether he was intoxicated at the
time or not doesn’t matter. He chose to write
those messages. Nobody pointed a sniper rifle
at his head forcing him to type then send those
words.
Another American CEO reportedly told employees that anyone siding with Trump had
no place in the company. Guess what? The
company’s share price dropped noticeably and
a hasty (if rather pathetic) retreat was beaten,
but it didn’t fool anyone.
These incidents merely scratched the surface
of stupidity. Both were abject lessons in causality. It’s one thing to have political views, it’s
another bringing them to work. How wise is it
to get political? Just how clever is it to tweet or
post content highlighting your political colours?
How happy are shareholders going to be with
not only the actions but more importantly, the
consequences?
Marketers always think of the customer. And
whether an employee or boss, you’re by default a marketer too. Think for a minute of one
of your customers or prospects following you
on social media. Unless they have pro-actively
blocked all news and current affairs websites
or broadcasts, they will already be bombarded
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– yes, bombarded – with relentless political diatribes,
fake news, narrative-framing, uninformed opinion, the
whole shebang. Society is drowning in it.
For many consumers, our industry and the goods
and services produced offer an escape from this. So
why ruin things? It’s not just about someone disagreeing with your politics, your business may well suffer.
For a consumer who’s had an absolute truckload of
people trash-talking their beliefs online, or perhaps
verbally challenged in person, are you willing to gamble their potential customer lifetime value based on
one contrary tweet or retweet that could burn bridges
forever?

prospects and customers from the very outset your
stance on key political and social issues so they can
decide there and then whether to follow your company and potentially buy from you… or conversely run
away screaming to find another company who either
they politically align with, or even just doesn’t mention
politics at all.
In short, if your politics are that important to you that
you want to include them in your corporate communications, you’re mature enough to cope with potentially alienating half of your audience and accepting a
subsequent revenue drop.
Let’s see who places political posturing before profits.

Think about it. Given how close the BREXIT referendum and the US election were, you’re potentially alienating half your audience. The same goes for other
countries where there are deep social or political
divisions. At best, you’ll be muted or unfollowed. At
worst you’ll be boycotted with word spreading – via
social media of course - among friends and social
groups and the public at large. All because you fancied virtue-signalling or allowing your own personal
attitudes and allegiances to come to the fore. Are you
making so much money that you can afford to wave
goodbye to potentially half your customer base?
Of course, life can be full of contradictions and in
time-honoured fashion, I’m going to upset the applecart yet again. But as you’ve come to expect it of
me, I’ve got a reputation to uphold!
Forget what I’ve just said. Get political on your timelines. Shout about it from the rooftops.

As an individual you might be fed up and angry with
your country’s politics. And that’s your absolute
right. It’s your right to care, to have opinions and
be passionate about what you believe in. And you’ll
invariably love social media to help find and engage
with like-minded people. But that’s for your personal
social media accounts only. Unless you’re overtly
going to trade based on those attitudes and let the
market/electorate decide, that is.
At the end of the day, common sense should prevail.
Sure, our societies are more diverse than ever. But do
remember that if you proclaim to embrace diversity
this also includes diversity of opinion, political or
otherwise.
There’s already too much hate. Isn’t this the industry
that’s selling love, romance and naughtiness? I certainly know which one appeals more to me. And I’m
pretty sure I’m not alone.

There’s just one condition attached.
You must have the cojones to be absolutely explicit
about your political position and highlight this in your
social media profiles and imagery, your mission and
values statement – with no exceptions. You must tell
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Brian can be contacted at lasciviousmarketing.com,
found on Twitter @LasciviousMktng or phoned on
+44 (0)141 255 0769.
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Colleen Godin,
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Oh! Oh! Om
Pe a c e a n d lo ve a re ma king a co meba ck a s h o listic sex ua lity
ty f eeds o ur minds, b od ies , an d s ex lives

exclusive

It's no coincidence that the throes of passion sound suspiciously
ciously like a tantric chant.
ys of the Kama Sutra, and
Spirituality and sex have been linked long before the days
gasmic energy of the universe to
enlightened pleasure practitioners are bringing the orgasmic
mainstream sexual seekers. Boutique retailers, ethical manufacturers, and educators are
cient art of meaningful orgasms.
charming sex toy lovers with a refreshing take on the ancient
en of the solo variety,
No longer satisfied with meaningless sexual encounters, even
style choice.
consumers are driving spiritual sex from hipster trend to lifestyle
he key to this wellness movement lies in
a holistic approach, which considers the
entire human experience. It's no secret that
when we come down with a cold, our stuffy
noses and achy backs don't exactly make for
a productive day at the office. But what if this
were also true of our “sick” sex lives?When
we're happy in the bedroom – whether solo
or coupled – it's hard not to feel that postorgasmic glow shining into other areas of our
lives. “Our sexuality is so deeply intertwined
with who we are as people, playing large
roles in our physical, mental, and spiritual
states,” explains Amy Boyajian, Founder of
Wild Flower, a progressive online boutique. “I
think people have come to realize that sex is
more than just a physical act and sometimes
requires a lot of healing and unlearning of
harmful behaviors.”

T

People are drawn to practices like tantric
or spiritual-infused sex for the same reason
they're drawn to sex toys. They're seeking
something wholly fulfilling, and it often involves
healing from a lot of really bad partner sex or
an unfulfilling relationship with their right (or
left) hand.
“My belief is that people, especially women,
are hearing about super connected, uber
orgasmic sexual practices such as Tantra,
and at the same time are questioning
the conventional model for fast, hard,
disconnected sex, like what porn teaches us,”
says Amy Baldwin, a Somatic Sex Educator

Amy Boyajian,
Founder of online
boutique Wild Flower
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and co-host of the Shameless Sex podcast.
“They know that there is more out the
there, and
they are hungry for it.”
Over the last few decades, tantra has become
a popular way to slow down the exhausting
pace of life and savor every moment.
Mindfulness underlies every aspect of tantra,
allowing us to fully taste every bite of a
delicious dessert or feel every heavenly caress
of our partner’s hand. Imagine meditating
with open eyes through every bit of daily life
and you’ll get an idea of how tantra can bring
meaning to even the most mundane of tasks.
Now imagine what it can do for your sex life
if it can turn your lunch break into a cause for
pause.
Baldwin, who coaches clients on reaching their
full pleasure potential, guides her students
with a little bit of self-help homework to start
them down the right path. She suggests that
holistic sexual seekers “go home and start
touching themselves slowly and mindfully –
with complete presence – to discover what
their body likes, and then to show their partner
this touch so they can start moving this way
together. THIS is Tantric – that slow, mindful
touch. This is what people are craving.”
For sex toy devotees, the route to orgasmic
enlightenment steers away from traditional
tools of the trade. There’s a reason why it’s
hard to feel a connection to that cheap PVC
vibrator that offers a wham-bam masturbatory
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Amy Baldwin,
a Somatic Sex
Educator and
co-host of the
Shameless Sex
podcast

Vanessa Cuccia,
founder of
Chakrubs

experience – it wasn’t created with our heart, souls,
and health in mind.
“Why is there is this disconnect or sometimes disgustt
with these objects that are used so intimately?,” asks
ons: a lack of
Boyajian. “I believe there are 3 reasons:
relatability, narrative, and reliability.”
ly recovered from
The pleasure industry still hasn’t fully
esy advertising,
the days of cheap materials, cheesy
e market. Major
and a misunderstanding of the
manufacturers still regularly miss the mark when
onsumers. Boyajian
it comes to connecting with consumers.
onary copy writing,
believes the mix of sexist, exclusionary
ks to consumers,
a lack of a true narrative that speaks
and sub-par material standards are to blame for
gful relationship
stealing our ability to form a meaningful
serve
with pleasure products. “I think consumers deserve
nd
the story of who we are and what we stand for, and
with such bad regulations within the sex toy industry,
I think it’s vital,” says Boyajian. “These toys and tools
are being using on your most intimate areas at the
most intimate of times − they should be held up to an
extraordinarily high standard.”
Infusing positive intentions into their pleasure
products and educational guides, Chakrubs is a
sexual-spiritual pioneer, and a shining light in a
culture of shaky sex toy ethics. The company’s
non-porous crystal wands are the epitome of bodysafe and require no batteries to “vibrate.” Users are
encouraged to create a relaxing space and meditate
with their crystal laid over their sensual parts, allowing
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the natural energies of the human body to sync up
with their Chakrub wand. Devotees of the brand find
that powered toys aren’t necessary for an explosively
mindful orgasm triggered by the earthly, energetic
vibrations of rose quartz or amethyst. Founder
Vanessa Cuccia believes that the combination of
traditional sex toys and a tech-addicted world has
left something to be desired in our sexual souls. The
sex-tech niche is still riding a mainstream high, and
that's exactly why a spiritual interlude was Cuccia's
prescription for a phone-obsessed, numbed-out
culture. According to Cuccia, the blame can’t solely
be placed on the adult industry. “Technological
advances and instant-dating led to the trend in
spiritual and holistic sexuality. The phase after the
digital era is going to be that of a spiritual nature,”
explains Cuccia. “We are gearing up to understand
our higher intuitive minds and needs not just for our
physical bodies but for our souls.” What the world of
Tinder, Snapchat, and easy-come, high-tech sex toys
leave behind are vital pieces of human nature. The
ability to connect – with ourselves, our partners, and
th pleasure objects we hold dear – is the cure for
the
o
an otherwise
sterilized sex life. It’s about time peace
a love made a comeback where they’re needed
and
the most: in our intimate lives, and at the seat of our
souls.“When you’re exploring a holistic approach
to sexuality with a partner, it can create a growth
in intimacy and strength in your bond,” concludes
Boyajian. “By spending a little time and making
decisions based on your health – physical, mental,
and spiritual – your sexual interactions can feel more
fulfilling and satisfying.””
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Technology is not the only thing
that creates innovation

D r. J u d i th Glo ver o n th e p o tentia l o f sex ua l h ea lth & sex ua l wellbeing

exclusive

Dr. Judith Glover is a design academic, practitioner, and researcher in the Industrial Design
programme at RMIT University in Melbourne, Australia (an overview of her work can be
found at http://dashi.rmitidsites.net.au/.) For several years, she has been studying sex toys
and their design in relation to sexual health and sexual wellness. EAN had the opportunity
to interview Judith about this interesting topic which is more relevant than ever, considering
the current trends in the adult market.
Did 2017 mark the beginning of the end
for the traditional vibration technology, or are
products such as womanizer, Satisfyer, and
SONA their own product category, apart from
conventional vibrators?
Judith Glover: It will come down to cost per
unit to produce. If these newer types of sucking
or sonic vibration are more expensive per unit
than ‘traditional’ off-centric vibration- then there
will always be a place for ERM motor vibration.
At the moment, these companies will be trying
to protect their IP but if they are commercially
successful then copy-cats will happen. If these
new types of products are good examples of
trying different technologies that create different
sensations (and users love them) they will show
the value of bringing something new to market
and it might encourage more innovation- which
would be a good thing. It’s long overdue.
Would you describe these products, that
make use of pressure wave, suction, or sonic
wave technologies, as game changers that will
leave a lasting impression on the market, the
way We-Vibe, Jimmyjane, and some others
managed to do in the past?
Judith: If they provide good quality low noise
stimulation then yes - they will become regular
fixtures. But will they provide any better types
of sensation? The proof is in the response from
users and everybody is different, so they might
suit some users but not others. It’s great that
companies are now trying to produce different
types of sensation - so very little has ever been
done. Of course, one bit of technology doesn’t
make a brand or a good product. It’s a holistic

If you want to contact
Dr Judith Glover, go to
dashi.rmitidsites.net.au or email
her at judith.glover@rmit.edu.au
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approach to the whole company and the
products and services you offer.
Of course, there’s also the question why it took
so long before producers started to pay more
attention to new modes of stimulation. What
is your explanation for this? Why do these
products appear only now?
Judith: The sex toy industry is an industry like
no other and that’s not a good thing. It has
been slowly emerging from the unfortunate
commercial and social marginalisation it existed
in during the 20th century. The industry being
seen as part of the porn Industry was caught
up in the Morality Wars that raged across the
20th century. Prior to the new millennium,
all products came via porn companies, with
all their aesthetic baggage of literal genitalia
and outdated views on women. It remained
commercially marginalised until the designers
and engineers jumped into the market at the
beginning of the 21st century lifting standards
and safety in a few notable companies. Which
forced the industry as a whole to lift standards
because some decent competition had finally
arrived.
The adult industry has constantly kidded itself
about its level of innovation. Yes, every time
new technology came along, they harnessed
it - but they harnessed it to outdated ways of
thinking about society and women. Technology
is not the only thing that creates Innovation.
Innovation comes from socio-cultural changes
and in that the industry was/is still stuck back
in the Victorian times. The sex toy industry
does not as a whole (and there are some good
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exceptions) have a culture of Innovation embedded
by their in-house engineers and not specifically
in every company. What has changed in the last
designers. There is a lack (with some notable
15 years is that standards are starting
exceptions) of proper design process and
to get the industry up to ‘normal’ levels
a strong design culture within the industry
of product design, manufacturing
and that’s why innovation is retarded.
and safety - but the industry is not an
is the discipline of commercialising
„ I F YO U WA N T TO FO L LO W Design
exemplar of Innovative practices and
Innovation. Embedding design culture within
culture. Every brand needs to be taking
the industry is the way to mainstreaming it
TH E M O N E Y YO U N E E D TO
its cues from the best standards of
within the economy which will lead to higher
the CE industry. The best companies
growth long term. I’ve got graduate students
BE A FEMALE CENTRIC
should be embracing the methods of
wanting to go into the industry after doing
B R A N D TH AT C AT E R S TO
Design Research. They should consider
sexual health and sex toy projects with me themselves design-led but really
so if you want young enthusiastic industrial
C O N T E M P O R A RY F E M A L E
understand what that means.
designers: Contact me. I’m really happy to
create pathways forour graduates into
TA S T E S . “
Will we now see a new phase where the
good companies.
D R . J U D I T H G LO V E R
focus of the industry shifts from design
details to function, or will we see even
Let’s talk about sex tech more elaborate design in response to this
a product category
development?
fraught with
Judith: Design has to stop being seen as just about
aesthetics or styling. The role of a good industrial
designer is to mediate between the user and the
technology. Function is as much their concern as
styling. There are plenty of notable cases of great
looking products that fail from a functional point of
view. The designer or design team must also take
into account the views of the marketing department
and the bean-counters (cost), must also understand
the service systems and cycles. I’m heavily involved
in design education and all over the Western world
the level of design education is very high- exceptional
and very sophisticated. Our graduates go into the
world’s best auto, electronics, tech start-ups and
furniture companies to name a few. What I would call
good design process doesn’t happen very much in
the industry. Most decisions get outsourced to the
manufacturing companies in China and
these decisions are made on what
the company can produce
and probably

I N T E R V I E W

usual thing of jumping on whatever new technology
comes along and it hasn’t even got the basics right
for women (except for a few notable exceptions).
So, technology is not a curse if it is used in a holistic
design process where it is part of the mix.
Some people criticise sex tech producers for
implementing product features simply because they
can be implemented, not because they add any real
value. Do you share this criticism?
Judith: Yes, completely - see the previous answer.
I think it happens more this way then harnessing
new technology for the right reasons. Understanding
what your users want specifically would help. How
much proper research goes into that? As said before,
great potential that hasn’t really had its big
designers mediate between technology and users
breakthrough moment thus far. Is the focus on
- which means a good designer or design team
modern technologies a blessing or a curse for the
should always be asking questions on behalf of the
users of sex toys?
user group. The world is becoming more and more
Judith: Yes, sex tech is a buzz word but what does it
complex with software, new types of hardware and
actually mean? I assume it means the increase use of
interfaces to run things. If you can’t create intuitive,
technology into sex toys and that could be everything
easy to use products (even though the technology
from Matronics into sex dolls or apps attached to
behind the product might be complex) you are
vibrators with sensor feedback or now VR is the
wasting your time - the customers won’t engage,
next big thing everywhere. Men are obsessed with
they don’t have time. Also, if your technology
technology and the industry via the porn industry
accidentally impinges on somebody’s privacy - which
is still dominated by men. This is not just the porn
apps have the potential to do - they’ll get pretty
industry - this is across all industries.
unhappy about that too.
Companies are thinking they can find an
I’d like to see Innovation and product
edge on their competitors through new
development happen around the
types of technology. Some of this is useful
demographics and psychographics of real
„W O M E N J U S T WA N T A
and a lot of it is not and just becomes
people - and then look at what technology
GOOD ORGASM FROM A
landfill- just look at the plethora of stuff that
is the best fit for those users. For instance,
comes out of the CE shows in Vegas every
the biggest growth for the Industry is in the
V I B R ATO R TH AT D O E S N ’ T
year - most of it will end up landfill. I can
female over 50s market - as it is in most
see sex dolls becoming increasingly more
other industries. And the challenges that
S O U N D L I K E TH E
active and sophisticated because male
come with ageing. But in a youth obsessed
users want this - a literal interpretation of
world it’s just not sexy to be designing for
L U F T WA F F E C O M I N G ! “
a female. Also, VR is interesting because
oldies having sex. And I’ve meet young
D R . J U D I T H G LO V E R
if the porn industry can keep control of
people with cerebral palsy at sex and
the IP - the software side - they can claw
disability conferences who are desperate
back the control of content they lost to the
to have a decent sex life and pleasure
internet. I worry about the implications for
themselves that can’t hold any commercial
sex addicts with VR but on the other side it could
vibrators - who is helping them? I’d like some of the
have amazing possibilities with teaching people how
more progressive Design-led companies to come
to have good sex; it could be a great therapeutic or
work with me on ‘real’ world problems and stop
teaching tool.
thinking all your customers are fit and healthy
However, women just want a good orgasm from a
20 somethings - they rarely are.
vibrator that doesn’t sound like the Luftwaffe coming!
(And why in 2018 can most companies not provide
How has sex toy design changed and evolved over
quieter products? Poor product design, really.) What
the course of the past years? Did notice any major
I’m suggesting is again the industry is doing its
developments? If so, what were/are they?
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Judith: The biggest change happened in the first
Judith: Yes, this is great if done in an ethical manner
decade of the 21st century when the designers and
and not impinging on anyone’s privacy. This looks
engineers entered the market. This bought better
more like ‘normal’ commercial and development
manufacturing standards, new ideas and a new
practice that goes on in mainstream industries. The
perspective on an industry that was stuck mentally
more that the sex toy industry behaves like the rest
in the post-Victorian era. It was the beginning of the
of the commercial world the better. And collaborating
mainstreaming of the industry. It has a way to go - and
with sexologists and health experts is the way to
I’m not adverse to porn companies making toys if they
go. You have to create multi-disciplinary teams
are made well and safely. It’s up to the consumer if
and a good industrial designer or creative director
they want a big veiny donga or a petite smooth pebble
needs to be at the centre of that. Health experts
vibrator. The other thing that happened was on the
don’t understand technology or manufacturing (or
retail side a lot of women went into bricks-and mortar
marketing) and you need somebody to oversee
or online retailing that also came from outside the
all facets of the puzzle that creates a product. But
industry (and lingerie stores also started
the more this happens the better for the
to pick up sex toys). So new brands
industry - so big thumbs up to whatever
that were non-adult industry matched
companies are adding this to their
up with new retailers looking for more
development process.
„ I TH I N K TH E G R O W TH
sophisticated and better made products
and both sides were female-centric at
For a long time, sex toys were marketed
A R E A FO R B R A N D S O R
their core. The other thing, that happened
along clear-cut categories – there was
N E W B R A N D S I S I N TH E
to every other industry as well, was the
a boom of female-oriented toys, then,
internet flourished. Female customers
everybody was talking about toys for
S E X U A L H E A LTH A N D
were able to now buy products from the
couples, and next, toys for men had a big
privacy of their home and not have to go
comeback. Right now, it feels as if such
WELLBEING AREA. SEX
down to the local porn shop catering to
labels were becoming less important in
male pornography and a traditional male
the industry. Is this type of classification
AND AGEING  HOW IS
customer. This is a huge development we
becoming outdated?
now take for granted. In the second half
Judith: Yes and no, depends how you
TH I S N OT G O I N G TO G E T
of the 20th century - the era of the birth
want to use such classifications for
A BIGGER MARKET?“
of the modern porn industry - the industry
marketing. A lot of the bigger brands seem
was dominated by a few powerful players
to incorporate a bit of everything as the
D R . J U D I T H G LO V E R
and the way the supply chains operated
build and still use such labelling on their
was very structured and closed. It was
websites to help consumers navigate. I
not conducive to Innovation and was not
think these labels are useful to consumers
properly servicing the female side of the market.
if the brand has really had a crack at designing for a
Now you can be a little-start-up anywhere in the
particular type of user or situation; you need to explain
world and jump on-line and get funds to create
and market that product as such. Imagine when
something and engage your potential customers
We-Vibe first introduced their first couples’ device
with social media etc and give it a crack. Look
and didn’t explain or promote how to use it. It would
where Lelo started: one little vibrator and an idea
have been a bit perplexing. I think these categories
for a brand that better serviced contemporary
are still useful, but more could be looked into. Women
female tastes. And the rest they say is history.
for instance come across all age categories and as
My job as a design educator is to say to students all
you age lots of things happen (as do to men) so how
over the world- if you are interested give this a go.
about getting more nuanced about those things (and
We know the story. Where did Apple start? In a
as said before stop designing and marketing sex toys
garage.
as if everyone was a healthy 20-year old).
When developing new products, more and more
producers incorporate suggestions from consumer
feedback, they use data and results from test groups,
they collaborate with experts (sexologists, etc.) … are
you happy about this development?
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In 2016, you said in an EAN interview that there wasn’t
enough diversity in the market. Is that still the case?
Some people argue that there is too much diversity,
and that the market is hopelessly overcrowded with
products. How do you assess the situation?
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Judith: The industry might be overcrowded with products but it’s not that diverse - the problem is most of
it is the same stuff, over and over, with small tweaks.
A lot of it is copying. So very few companies do
proper Innovation and if they do, they are copied and
cheaper versions come out. Most companies don’t
have a proper design process, so they are relying on
the Chinese manufacturer to tell them what they can
and can’t achieve. People think sex toy manufacturing
is an easy pot of gold - but it’s a grind like any industry
you manufacture products in. Good product development and process is not cheap, so most people want
to short cut the costs and go straight to the manufacturers. Yes, you can say there are the female centric
or couples’ brands, the S&M or gay brands, the lezzo
brands, the porn brands - so there is
diversity in the breakdown of the market
segments. But with those segments, how
much is just brands copying one another?
„DESIGN
A lot.

for growth if done properly. But for younger people
especially young women- marketing sex toys in the
sexual health space is also a much more positive way
to go than keeping up outdated associations with the
porn industry.

Whenever a new Fifty Shades of Grey movie is on
the horizon, we get back to the questions: Have sex
toys become mainstream, or are they in the process
of becoming mainstream? What do you think? How
much societal acceptance is there really for adult
products?
Judith: Sex toys will always struggle to be mainstream if they are always seen as part of the porn
industry and not just seen as a category of product
design or health and wellbeing. Brands
have a choice to align themselves lockstock and barrel with the adult industry or
say ‚yes, we make sex toys but we are a
H A S TO S TO P
design-led or sexual health or female-centric brand.‘ As said before, I don’t have any
BEING SEEN AS JUST
Products, design, functionality, materials
moral issues with the porn industry making
– that’s one thing. Marketing the prosex toys but if the industry wants to flourish
A B O U T A E S TH E TI C S
duct, that’s a different story, one that has
and grow it needs to grow away from the
changed a lot throughout the past years.
adult film aesthetics and take its influences,
OR STYLING.“
The industry has become more professicues, motivations, and innovation from outD R . J U D I T H G LO V E R
onal and more respectable in that regard,
side the porn industry. The porn industry
focusing on elements such as health,
developed across the 20th century to
wellbeing, and a positive message ... but
satisfy a particular type of male consumer
is the industry addressing the right target
(and then it has its niches into gay etc and
audience when focussing on these elements?
other sub-cultures which shows some diversity, but
Judith: It’s a good start and the first things to change
they remain on the margins) and I can’t see it chan(as the easiest) back in the early 2000s was the
ging that much - it harnesses new technologies to
packaging and marketing: taking the porn stereotypes
the same tropes and stereotypes. Meanwhile, the sex
of the packaging and branding. Then you had specific
toy industry’s biggest customer base are contempobrands that developed holistic approaches that never
rary Western women - and the capital and money are
really bought into the adult industry aesthetic (like
now in the over 50s market. If you want to follow the
WeVibe or Lelo). I think the growth area for brands
money you need to be a female centric brand that
or new brands is in the sexual health and wellbeing
caters to contemporary female tastes. You need to
area. Sex and ageing- how is this not going to get a
take the long view of history. The genie is well and
bigger market? You have the biggest and wealthiest
truly out of the bottle in regard to sexual taboos and
demographic of all time - the baby boomers - coming
mores changing and society becoming less hung-up
through and they are the generation of the Sexual
and much more sexually tolerant. Positioning the sex
Revolution and they are not going to go quietly. They
toy industry as part of overall Health and Wellbeing
have money but like normal human beings, they will
is the way to go forward. From my side in academia,
be having issues (erectile dysfunction or the post-meI’m trying to bring the industry into the design indusnopausal things that happen to women) or a normal
try and the academy and say this is a valid industry
couple’s sexual relationship burn-out after decades or
(and believe me I’ve had plenty of flak and snobbery
being together. Or simply just ageing - arthritis or eye
over the years about it) and try and support all those
sight going. If any of the more forward brands want
companies doing the right thing and trying to keep up
to work on Innovation in this area, get in contact with
good standards and Innovating.
me. I would love to collaborate. This is a huge area
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FETCH will be all things

Mark Lawrence
and Nigel Glenn
(right side) at the
grand opening of the
first FETCH store

fashion, fetish and fun

exclusive

The first FETCH superstore opens in London
Up-and-coming brand FETCH recently opened their first superstore in the south western
part of London, but that is only the first step of many, as Mark Lawrence assures us in our
EAN interview. Mark, who runs FETCH together with his business partner, Nigel Glenn, also
tells us about the retail concept of the superstore – and about his plans for the future of
FETCH.
Congratulations on opening your first
FETCH store in London. How was opening
day, and how did the Londoners respond to
the first FETCH Superstore?
Mark Lawrence: Thank you! Our opening
was an exhilarating success, with the ultimate
London party to welcome the area’s first gay
lifestyle superstore! The response from all that
viewed the new store was precisely what we’d
hoped for; enthusiasm for a fresh new store
concept, that brings a great variety of not only
products, but people – in an area that already
has a vibrant LGBT+ population, we hope the
store not only offers something new, but also
adds to the wonderful community of Clapham
in South West London.
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What kind of shopping experience awaits the
customers inside the store? And who is the
audience you want to draw to your store?
Mark: We want to break free from normal retail
expectations and create an experience that
is fresh and community driven; an experience
that feels more like a social meet between the
community, where we are a safe space for
people to meet, shop, hangout. Our audience
is simple; everyone.
Let’s talk about the brand itself: What does
FETCH stand for?
Mark: FETCH stands for a new refreshing take
on the world of retail – and the purchase of
everything Fashion, Fetish and Fun. An open
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The FETCH superstore
can be found in London’s
Clapham district

L A W R E N C E

The opening of the first
FETCH superstore on
January 26 was dulycelebrated

space for the community, rather than just an ‘in and
out’ purchase experience. We are excited to be
working with many of the brands across London,
clubbing, events and charity-focused, to enable
everyone to enjoy our FETCH retail experience.
The idea for FETCH was developed by you, Mark,
and your FETCH team. You have already been wellknown faces in the adult industry, but still: Why did
you decide to go back to the drawing board and
develop a whole new brand?
Mark: The entire process has been an exciting
opportunity to re-imagine retail as an experience,
from the brands values to its customers, to their
in-store options, interaction with our own teams, and
also with other people that are experiencing FETCH!
It’s been incredibly fulfilling to build a brand from the
ground up; a brand that represent something new,
fresh, and gives back to the community of London.
How much potential do you see for FETCH in the
market?
Mark: We see absolutely no limit to its growth,
as we have no limit to the experience and variety
of products offered to FETCH customers. We’re
excited, as we grow, for our FETCH customers, and
partners, to grow with us.
Now that you have taken the first step into the bricks
and mortar trade by opening your store in London,
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do you plan to expand your retail activities across
Europe. Can you tell us more about your expansion
strategy?
Mark: All we can say is; that we have some very
exciting expansion plans – BUT, we’re going to have
to keep you on your toes for now with that one! Think
BIG!
The bricks and mortar trade in the adult market has
been a difficult environment for some years, still,
you want to open more stores. How does that go
together?
Mark: The opinion that any market is a difficult
environment is a common perception that allows
brands to become lax in their product development
and market engagement; this only makes space for
new and disruptive market competitors – offering
customers something new in a constantly competitive
and changing market.
Are your plans to clone the concept of a gay super
store that you’ve established in London, or do you
want to/will you have to adapt to local or regional
conventions?
Mark: We’re not a clone of any store, concept or
previous marketing product – nor will any Fetchrelated ventures or partnerships be as we grow and
expand. This is an incredibly diverse market place,
as are the people who form it– the real spirit of the
community is what will truly set us apart from others.

I N T E R V I E W

The opening of the first
FETCH superstore on
January 26 was dulycelebrated

FETCH stands
for fashion,
fetish, and fun

Our aim is quite simple: To be an internationally
recognised retail advocate for fashion, fetish, and fun
– that embodies the values and spirit at the heart of
the communities that we serve.

Mark: FETCH will be all things fashion, fetish and
fun. We are already in early stage negotiations in
developing what will be a real statement series of
collections.

Do you want to call all the shots yourselves, or could
you imagine setting up a franchise system?
Mark: Never say never – but the ethos of Fetch
must be right for any party concerned.
Our aim would be to support the success
of others through truly collaborative
partnerships that allow all of us to grow
„ F E TC H
together.
Today, there is no way around multi-channel
marketing, really. So, will you also position
Fetch in the e-commerce segment?
Mark: We’re incredibly excited about a new,
state-of-the-art, online platform – launching
very soon. We are planning to deliver a
service the market place has never seen,
or experienced, before. It will really bring
meaning to the phrase “#GoFetch”.

What type of strategy will you implement: working
directly with the retailers or distributing the FETCH
products via distributors and wholesalers?
Mark: We will pride ourselves on the
importance of the relationships that we
create, nourish and help to grow – our
strategy is simple; that everyone involved
S TA N D S FO R A
is given the opportunity to succeed and
N E W R E F R E S H I N G TA K E
flourish. We will be working either directly
with retailers or through carefully selected
O N TH E W O R L D O F R E TA I L agents who will embody the spirit of
 A N D TH E P U R C H A S E O F the FETCH brand ethos. Any enquiries
or supplier deals should come through
to info@fetchshop.co.uk.
E V E RY TH I N G FA S H I O N ,

F E TI S H A N D F U N . ”
M A R K L AW R E N C E

Are you planning to manufacture your own
products under the Fetch banner?
Mark: Oh, believe us! We’re making FETCH happen.
Which categories do you want to cover with your
own products?
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Do you have plans to wholesale products
under the FETCH banner in the future?
Mark: For now, our focus has been
on establishing the FETCH brand –
however we do see huge potential in
both distribution and manufacturing in the not too
distant future. We are already exploring potential
opportunities within different product categories
outside of the FETCH brand and look forward to
revealing all in the very near future!
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At DO ME, quality is key.

That’s why we postponed the launch
Va s i l Tu c h e v ex p la ins wh y th e la unch o f DO ME wa s dela yed

exclusive

There are many obstacles to be overcome on the way to launching a new product. Even the best ideas can be slowed down
by problems with the technical realisation or by bureaucratic hurdles. In the case of DO ME - a functional drink that is intended
to heighten the consumer’s sense of touch – these hurdles are even greater than they are for sex toys or other adult products.
As a result, the launch of DO ME had to be delayed, but CEO Vasil Tuchev is confident that it won’t be much longer until the
consumers can test the quality of DO ME themselves. EAN wanted to know how the company overcame the obstacles along
the way, and what the trade can expect from DO ME, so we asked Vasil for an interview.
Last time we spoke, DO ME was almost
ready to be released on the market, but then
you opted to postpone the launch. Would you
mind telling us why you decided to wait for a
bit longer before the release?
Vasil Tuchev: Of course, but first, let me thank
you for inviting us for an interview with EAN
magazine again, and let me apologise to all our
potential clients for the delay with the DO ME
launch. We can ensure you that we are doing
all in our capacities to successfully empower
the lifestyle of end consumers and bring DO
ME to your distribution channels as soon as
possible!
We all realise that the development of new
products is a very complex process. It includes
the conceptualisation of the idea, product
design with regard to its strategic positioning,
and finally, the product development for the
market. These procedures are even more
challenging when there is an innovation factor.
Especially, if the company is new to the given
market; the additional challenge of learning the
ins and outs of the industry takes its time. So,
we are faced with many challenges concerning
this process, and one of the main reasons for
postponing the release of DO ME is related
to the soft-touch coating packaging and the
caps. The EU producer of the metal caps
used for our bottles encountered difficulties
which made it a necessity for us to find
another business partner. Finding a reliable
supplier that could manufacture this specific
cap in a way suitable for DO ME’s innovative
soft touch coating bottle was not easy. We
have our own PET caps production however,

Vasil Tuchev
sees great
potential
for DO ME
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T U C H E V

DO ME will launch with several
different packaging designs to cater
to different cultural preferences

they are not suitable for the DO ME bottles. But we
registration services. The Netherlands would be our
are happy to announce that this problem has been
point of entry for the EU.
solved successfully! Another reason why the DO
We would like to express our deep appreciation to
ME market launch was delayed has to do with how
Cobeco Pharma for their great advice, constant
innovative this product is: The legal authorities didn’t
support, and exchange of market knowledge! We
know how to categorise this unfamiliar product.
have been impressed by how professional and
As we mentioned in the previous
dedicated their team is, and we are thankful
interview in December, we have serval
to be supported by such a company with
business units under our umbrella. The
more than 20 years of experience in the adult
completely modernised high-tech soft
industry.
„W E B E L I E V E TH AT
drink production plant is regarded as
part of the Food and Beverage (F&B)
For those who have never heard of it, could
H AV I N G M O R E C H A N N E L S
market and has more than 20 years of
you sum up what kind of product DO ME is?
experience, with more than 500 SKUs of
Vasil Tuchev: DO ME stands for Different
H E L P S P O S I TI O N O U R
their own and private labels. Therefore,
Orgasm Meets Expectations. It’s a unique
we have a high knowledge level in
experience that enhances sexual desire
BRAND WORLDWIDE
this industry. One soft drink category
based on a Swiss formula. It is a liquid
A N D S U B S E Q U E N T LY
that is very trendy and is developing
UNISEX love elixir in the form of a shot that
rapidly right now is functional drinks
stimulates sexual erection among men and
SUPPORTS ALL OUR
(such as e.g. vitamin waters). The EU
intensifies women’s orgasm up to nine times.
commission has developed policies
Its erotic power comes from a unique blend
D I S T R I B U TO R S D U E TO
regarding this category and our other
of herbs making the DO ME FORMULA the
products have been categorised as
first functional drink that has an arousal effect
TH E E X P E C T E D S A L E S
functional drinks without there being
and subsequently helps to maintain a healthy
a problem. Yet, we are still waiting
lifestyle and fulfilling relationship. DO ME is all
INCREASE.“
for DO ME to receive this status. The
about sensuality initiated by the human sense
VA S I L T U C H E V
formula is based on herbs, that creates
of touch as a catalyst that triggers the brain
disputes about its functionality. Is it a
to activate the formula. The drink takes effect
soft drink or a supplement? Our priority
after 30-45 min., creating sexual stimulation.
is to legally keep DO ME as a functional
We recommend using one bottle dosage per
drink which will be important when we deal with
night. Yet, since DO ME is a purely natural product,
another challenge further down the road, the product
it can be consumed in larger quantities as well as
registration in individual regions and countries, where
it is safe to use with e.g. alcohol. DO ME taps into
the difference between supplements or medical
couples’ intimacy for more satisfying and more
products plays a big role. This process is extremely
pleasurable erotic moments. I would say, DO ME is
time-consuming, having a negative impact on the
a night of indulgence in a single bottle!
market embedding process for the product. At the
moment, we are doing our best to make sure the
In your experience, what is the biggest challenges a
customers are not burdened by these registration
product has to overcome in order to enter the adult
processes – therefore, we want to ensure DO ME’s
market?
soft drink status. We are still waiting for an official
Vasil Tuchev: We can’t speak for other products
answer form the EU authority and the incorporated
that significantly differ from DO ME, e.g. sex toys.
Dutch advisory firm that has specialised in product
And I think depending on the product type, different
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How did you handle these challenges and how did
you finally overcome them?
Vasil Tuchev: I would say through commitment,
dedication to DO ME’s vision and quality, and
market insights into the internal regulations for such
products. These things helped us face the main
challenges mentioned above, including unfamiliarity
with our offering, the soft coating bottle, and
bureaucracy.
The DO ME
Every single day, our job is to learn about the adult
bottles have a
novel soft coating
industry as well as continuously educate potential
B2B clients about the functional drink category and
regulations and rules apply. So, for us, there were
DO ME in the F&B sector. Till now, we have focused
several key challenges we faced as a newcomer to
on creating awareness for DO ME in the B2B market.
the segment of sexual stimulants. Firstly, since we
The education of the end consumers will start with
are new to this business category, we were
the sampling campaign. We are already
facing a market that was unfamiliar with
working on educational items such as
our offering. This was mainly visible during
short B2C demos, visual point of sales
„OUR PRIORITY IS
eroFame in Hannover last year and can still
materials, and marketing items adjusted
be seen in our daily business routines. DO
to address different consumers’ needs,
TO L E G A L LY K E E P D O
ME is a functional drink that has an arousal
preferences, and expectations in different
effect coming purely from its unique herbal
regions. For instance, our standard bottle
M E A S A F U N C TI O N A L
mixture and natural ingredients. However,
design gets a great response in the EU,
since it’s an innovative product, the legal
but it is not suitable for the Middle East
DRINK WHICH WILL BE
authorities - mentioned in the previous
region. Any pictures indicating sexual
question - and also the B2B network
activities are strictly forbidden there. So,
I M P O R TA N T W H E N W E
couldn’t exactly place it or displayed the
we needed to develop an entire new line
D E A L W I TH A N OTH E R
kind of hesitancy that is typical when you
that can be used in this operational area.
deal with innovative products in the initial
And the DO ME heart design can be
C H A L L E N G E , TH E
stage of creating market awareness. Usually,
used for Valentine’s Day in the EU too.
we heard this question: Is it a medical
Moreover, as we work towards launching
P R O D U C T R E G I S T R ATI O N
product or a food supplement or a herbal
in Asia, we conduct a lot of research, for
medicine? Yet, once the client sees our
instance checking if the colours used
IN INDIVIDUAL REGIONS
product demo, we get a great response!
on our packing are in line with cultural
Secondly, as we mentioned before, the DO
beliefs, because we want to respect
AND COUNTRIES, WHERE
ME experience is based on, and initiated by
local traditions. So, as you see, from one
TH E D I F F E R E N C E
the sense of touch. We use the soft touch
challenge we jump right to the next in
coating technology for our bottles simply
this chain of challenges. The goal is to
BETWEEN SUPPLEMENTS
to subconsciously engage the sense of
make sure DO ME’s brand has a positive
touch from the very first moment. Also, the
impact and favourable association in
OR MEDICAL PRODUCTS
boxes feel soft. Since the soft touch coating
each and every country and respects the
technology is new, mechanical errors as well
local commercial regulations, cultures,
P L AY S A B I G R O L E . . “
as human mistakes were common at first
religions and/or political conventions.
VA S I L T U C H E V
since we were still looking for the optimal
With regard to the soft touch coating
working procedures, so the innovative highbottle, we have installed a completely
quality packaging was the second challenge.
new line in our new warehouse. It is a
Thirdly, as most businesses in any industry
new technology which requires staff
can imagine, the level of bureaucracy demanded by
training to guarantee smooth technical operations
local governments in the EU, Middle East, and Asia
and maintenance. Learning, testing, optimising,
had an impact on DO ME’s delay as well. We also
monitoring, and risk assessment are the best
expect to face this same issue in South American
words to describe this process. And again, each of
countries where there is a lot of red tape.
these stages can create its own challenges. One
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Another challenge has to do with software errors.
However, we realise that it takes time to fully adjust
each machine in order to meet our high standards,
and we feel it is better to postpone the launch to
secure the highest quality possible and our return on
investment (ROI). Of course, the machines will not be
used exclusively for DO ME in the early stages; the
production capacity is 10,000 bottles per hour! We
are highly committed to position DO ME worldwide,
so we expect a great ROI, but at the
moment, it is key to ensure the machines
function smoothly and faultlessly.
And I think the bureaucratic challenge
„DO ME IS
requires no explanation. That is a constant
for any product or service entering the
OFFERING,
market in countries worldwide.
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means
meeting
strict
governmental
norms and policies. There is no place for half
measures! DO ME is an innovative offering, not only
in the context of the adult market, but also in F&B
and as a result, many officials don’t know yet how to
place or categorise it. And then, we also face delays
due to the authorities’ decision-making process. But
all in all, we are understanding and patient, after all,
our key objective and priority is to develop a drink
that has an arousal effect without being categorised
as some kind of pharmaceutical product.
At this moment, we are close to the launch
point. The process hasn’t been easy and
definitely created losses, however, those
A N I N N O VATI V E are within the predicted margins, so the
DO ME team is ready for the sampling
N OT O N LY I N
campaign! We stay focused on the future
while appreciating all the things we learned
C O N T E X T O F TH E
on this journey!

Since DO ME is a consumable, are there
especially strict regulations for such
A D U LT M A R K E T, B U T A L S O
products?
The first months after the launch of a new
I N F & B A N D A S A R E S U LT, product are often critical for its success.
Vasil Tuchev: The F&B sector is one of the
most heavily regulated industries. Logically,
What can you tell us about your plans
MANY OFFICIALS DON’T
bringing a new product that could harm
regarding marketing and increasing brand
a large number of people requires the
K N O W Y E T H O W TO P L A C E awareness, to make DO ME a success?
highest protective measures. But since
Vasil Tuchev: We have an amazing rollout
the production plant that is responsible
plan to support the members of the adult
O R C AT E G O R I S E I T. “
for DO ME uses the most advanced
trade. We are already partnering with
VA S I L T U C H E V
high-end technology, ensuring the highest
several influential businesses and their
manufacturing quality, with the IFS as
investors to ensure high awareness, brand
high as 98,53% (since 2018; a constant
exposure, and consumer recognition.
increase of 1%!), we do not consider
These steps are necessary to stimulate
these strict regulations to be an obstacle but rather a
the mere-exposure effect of DO ME, also called the
necessary requirement to protect the end consumer
familiarity principle in psychology. In general, the
from less committed fabricants in the F&B segment.
theory states that, if you become more familiar with
At DO ME, quality is key. That’s why we postponed
a product, you tend to develop a preference towards
the launch. Our product is not going to be cheap,
the given brand. Coca Cola, PepsiCo, Heineken,
but we created a unique experience with the highest
and many other old brands are examples of this
quality possible and, as all producers know – as well
principle. Following the footsteps of the leaders who
as the consumers, for that matter - quality does not
set the market trends in many operational processes,
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we secured a large budget in order
to continuously stimulate this brand
awareness. The various target
groups have different requirements
that need to be taken into account
in this process. Online and offline
campaigns are being created in
our on-site creative agencies. Our
distributors will receive ready-touse materials to educate and attract
consumers. We have a customer
relationship team that will be ready to
assist all our partners. Moreover,
once the sampling campaign is
over and we have feedback
from all operational regions
and countries, we are
prepared to adjust our
offering in order to meet the
requirements of even the
most demanding distribution
channels. We want to learn
about and help our clients
as best as we can! But let
me keep some secrets, so
maybe you invite us again to
talk about it.
Although DO ME is not
on the market yet, we are
meeting many interested
parties worldwide that
see a business and profit
opportunity in the distribution
of DO ME. We believe
that having more channels
helps position our brand
worldwide and subsequently
supports all our distributors
due to the expected sales
increase. Our extensive
research has shown that it is
not optimal to focus on the
adult retail market only to
create as much awareness
as possible and facilitate
a solid brand positioning.
Adult selling points and
their structures are not well
developed enough in many
countries, depending mainly
on the impact of religion,
for instance in Muslim,
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Islam or highly Catholic countries. Moreover,
we also want to help spark romance between
end consumers who may not go to adult shops.
This target group requires less education and is
more open for erotic experiences. With DO ME,
we want to tap into couples’ lifestyles and erotic
pleasures worldwide and bring more satisfying
intimate moments, especially to those who
have a persistence towards sensual experiences.
We believe that this is the best way to support
all our distributors. The sampling is planned for
April, right after the Easter. If you need any
additional information regarding DO ME and its
distribution, simply contact Marta Kusiak:
marta.kusiak@do-me.net
Assuming that everything goes
smoothly, what does the long-term
strategy look like for DO ME?
Vasil Tuchev: We will soon see new
innovations regarding ingredients in
the F&B sector. Having three hightech research and development (R&D)
laboratories in each of the production
plants, we will definitely consider a
brand extension and/or develop new
formulas for other arousal drinks for
the adult retail market. Just recently,
we came across great research that
gave us an idea for a DO ME brand
extension! The formula would be very
sophisticated, but our R&D says that
it isn’t impossible; that’s all we need
to know! So, firstly, we must position
DO ME on the market, and if all goes
according to our plan, we will introduce
a new innovation in time for Valentine’s
Day 2019!
Can you give us a concrete date, when
the first DO ME bottles will be on the
shelves?
Vasil Tuchev: Unfortunately, no.
Simply because we have little power to
influence government work or speed
up the decision-making process of
authorities. But the sampling campaign
is closer than ever, so let me conclude
with my favourite motto: THE BEST IS
YET TO COME!
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The taboo of the industry is going to

continue to push many talented people away
A l e x Fi n e ma kes Fo rbes‘ “30 under 30“ list o f 2018

exclusive

Each year, Forbes Magazine publishes a
list titled “30 under 30” which includes a
total of 600 young businesspeople who
have already achieved great things in
their respective fields of activity. One of
the entrepreneurs on the 2018 list is Alex
Fine, who, as co-founder and CEO of
Dame Products, was included in the Retail
& E-commerce segment. EAN promptly
seized the opportunity to ask Alex about
the secret of her success – and about all
the things Dame Products has in store for
us in 2018.

„

600 personalities and entrepreneurs under
30 have been chosen for this list. Could you tell
us why you have been chosen for this list?
Alex Fine: I was chosen for the list because
Dame Products has produced products that
have brought value to the world. We are
doing things differently and redefining a whole
category of products for many people. But
mostly… I got on the list because I asked my
PR to help me get on it :)
What is the secret of your success?
Alex: Oh gosh, guys! First off, there are a lot
of reasons outside of my control that have
helped me be successful, like being born in
America to a wealthy family. I also met Janet,
my co-founder, very serendipitously, and she is
a major aspect of our success. I guess though,
I would say that my secret sauce is being
honest. I work hard to see things as clearly and
simply as possible. I spend time questioning
my biases and thinking about how we could
be better.

Alexandra Fine
and Janet Lieberman
started Dame
Products in 2014
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Alex: The taboo of the industry is going to continue
to push many talented people away. They don’t
personally think that the industry is sinful, but they
are worried that it might prevent them from getting a
second job thereafter.

„ I W O U L D S AY TH AT
MY SECRET SAUCE IS
B E I N G H O N E S T. I W O R K
H A R D TO S E E TH I N G S A S
C L E A R LY A N D S I M P LY
AS POSSIBLE. I SPEND
T I M E Q U E S TI O N I N G M Y

The goal of Dame Products is to “design wellengineered sex toys to heighten intimacy and
to openly empower the sexual experiences of
womankind”. How important is it - especially for
a young company - to have a mission and a goal
beyo selling as many products as possible?
beyond
Alex It is important for all companies. Yes, millennials
Alex:
m
are much
more conscious of their desire to work
at pu
purpose-drive companies, but studies have
cont
continuously
shown that profit is not the most
effec
effective
motivator.
Dam Products recently released Eva II, an improved
Dame
versi of your first product. What did you improve
version
and why?
Alex: Eva II fits better than Eva I. 18% smaller and
10% lighter, the vibrator stays put for longer than its
previous version. It is also fully waterproof, wirelessly
charges and has improved vibration strength.
We worked primarily on fit because that was the
number one reason consumers purchased the
product and what drove their experience. When Eva
works, people LOVE it; when Eva doesn’t stay in
place as well, people don’t love it as much. So our
goal is to continuously improve fit.

B I A S E S A N D TH I N K I N G
ABOUT HOW WE COULD BE
BETTER.“
ALEXANDRA FINE

You are one of the few people on this list who work
in the erotic industry. Do you think there are too few
young founders and entrepreneurs working in this
field?
Alex: I don’t know. I would love to see the stats on
age of founders by industry… there will always be a
smaller percentage of founders who are young but
I’m not the only one in the erotic field.
Is the erotic industry an attractive field for young
people right now? What would have to change, to
attract (even) more talents to work in this industry?
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You are on the Forbes list for 2018. That raises the
question: What we can expect from you and Dame
Products this year?
Alex: We have our heads down and are working hard
to produce as much product as possible, continue
to grow efficiently and of course - our favourite partmake more products!
We also believe that Dame (and honestly this whole
industry) is in a particularly special place to help close
the growing gender divide. The ways we can help
each other, see each other’s perspective.
What advice do you have for young entrepreneurs,
designers or inventors, who want to be successful in the erotic industry or elsewhere?
Alex: Have clear intention. What are you trying to
do? Why? And by when? Validate your concept and
track your time. Be honest with yourself. Show up for
yourself. Don’t forget to celebrate your achievements.
Also, being an asshole is never good business.
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Chance is Bad Dragon’s
current top-seller –
which may have to do
with its enormous length
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I can say with complete certainty that the truly
A n i n te r v i e w with VR C o nsulta nt Stef a n Geisler

exclusive

VR Consultant
Stefan Geisler

The potential of virtual reality content has
been the subject of a lot of conversations,
discussions, and speculation in recent
months, but we still haven’t seen a big
breakthrough moment for this new technology. VR consultant Stefan Geisler (www.
stefangeisler.com) feels that all we need
now is a killer app to set the ball rolling. And
after that? Well, the sky is the limit. We are
only just scratching the surface of what this
technology can achieve, as we learn in our
interview with the virtual reality expert.

Before we turn to VR, could you tell us a bit
about yourself?
Stefan Geisler: Certainly. I originally worked in
medical engineering: My first work years were
spent at Siemens medical technology, during
which time I sold everything a dentist could
need, from cotton rolls to modern practice
equipment including treatment chairs, x-ray
devices, etc. After that, I worked at Henry
Schein for another three years; they’re the
world’s biggest b2b store for medical supplies,
and while there, I also got my bachelor’s
degree in business management. Next, I
worked two years for a printing template
producer, focusing primarily on databasesupported catalogue production.
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What got me into the adult business was
actually a joke. I was playing in a band, and I
and my bandmates, we wanted to see if we
could make money with pictures of naked
women – just for fun. But that’s how I met
the person who would end up becoming my
business partner. And the rest is history, as it
were.
A few weeks ago, you decided to leave the
content market behind and try your luck as
a freelance VR consultant. What were the
reasons for this decision?
Stefan: Well, you never really leave the adult
business, and I still feel that I am part of it.
Also, I am still running our content shop,
www.AmazingContent.com. But the main
reason for me to focus on consulting is that I
learned a great deal about VR over the course
of the past two years, and I want others to
benefit from this knowledge as well. When it
comes to making money with VR, the adult
business is definitely a step or two ahead of the
mainstream. But obviously, the overall potential
in the mainstream market is much bigger.
Please, tell us about your experience with VR?
For instance, is it correct that you produced VR
content yourself?
Stefan: My business partner and I produced
about 300 VR scenes throughout the past
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big, seminal moments in VR are yet to come

two years, all of them for www.RealityLovers.com. I
watched and analysed each and every one of these
scenes and optimised them based on our user
feedback..

How far along are we in the evolution of VR? Would
you say that the technology is still in its infancy? Is it
(still) too expensive or (still) too complicated?
Stefan: Yes, often times it is, unfortunately. You can
tell that the user interfaces are often created by very
technical-minded people, without much input from
the users themselves. But we are getting
there.

What services does a VR consultant offer, and who
are these services for?
Stefan: Many mainstream companies
– be it industrial, medical, tourism, or
entertainment companies – want to
One argument that comes up often in
„W H E N I T C O M E S TO
get in on VR, but they don’t know how
the discussion surrounding VR is that it is
to go about it, simply because this is
merely a gimmick. What do you say to that?
M A K I N G M O N E Y W I TH V R ,
a technology that they don’t have any
Stefan: Nobody who has ever read articles
experience with. So, when someone
about the potential of virtual reality in
TH E A D U LT B U S I N E S S
makes use of my services, I usually
the medical realm - for instance in pain
start by taking stock of their business
management, Alzheimer’s treatment, or as
I S D E F I N I T E LY A S T E P
model and activities, finding areas where
part of therapy for paraplegics – would still
O R T W O A H E A D O F TH E
there is potential for VR, but also AR
be making such statements. Of course,
(Augmented Reality.) For instance, a
we’d all be able to live our lives without VR,
MAINSTREAM.”
construction company might be interested
yes, but that is not the point. The point is
in developing an app so that potential
creating additional value in our lives, finding
S T E FA N G E I S L E R
house buyers can take a look around their
und realising potential. This technology is far
dream home long before the foundation
from being a gimmick.
is laid. They could fill the virtual house
Could you bring us up to speed on the
with furniture, maybe even their own, and take a
latest technological advancements and solutions –
tour of their future domicile as if it were built and
i.e., what are the best ways for the consumers to
fully furnished. Planning and implementing projects
enjoy VR right now?
like that, plus, coordinating with the various service
Stefan: As far as VR hardware is concerned, I am
providers so my clients get all the information from
having high hopes for the Oculus Go Headset that
one source, without having to deal with numerous
will launch sometime this year at a price of roughly
contacts - that is my job.
200 euro. Hopefully, it will be the perfect solution for
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consumers who are not interested in VR gaming but
want to consume content in a more passive way
and don’t feel like making a cardbox headset for
their smartphone. But we will also see lots of new
developments among high-end headsets such as the
Oculus Rift or the HTC Vive, and soon, we’ll be able
to use them without additional hardware
– and wirelessly. That should make them
much more appealing to consumers who
have remained hesitant thus far.

„ R I G H T N O W, W E

Many porn companies had hoped that VR could be
a way to combat free porn on the internet. Instead,
we now have free VR porn. So, is this dream already
dead and buried?
Stefan: No. After all, people also pay for Netflix, etc.
even though there are free, public TV channels. Also,
free VR content is often of subpar quality
due to the lower bitrates. So, these free
scenes may be incentive enough to try
it, but it is only a question of time before
users will want to switch to something
that offers better quality.

Most people seem to agree that there
N E E D A K I L L E R A P P,
is tremendous potential in VR, but what
has to happen so this potential can be
Has the adult industry played the same
S O M E TH I N G L I K E V R
realised? How can we reach the
pioneering role in the development of
CONTENT ON NETFLIX.”
necessary level of market penetration?
VR as it did with previous entertainment
Stefan: Right now, we need a killer app,
media?
S T E FA N G E I S L E R
something like VR content on Netflix.
Stefan: If we are talking about VR video,
That would definitely inspire millions of
yes, definitively. We’re still miles ahead of
people to buy a headset. And of course,
the mainstream in that field.
once they have their headset, they’d also use it to
consume all the other content
Obviously, VR is not limited to adult content. Which
that is available.
other areas could benefit from VR?
Stefan: The easier question would be to ask which
Last year, VR was a big topic in the mainstream
areas would not be suitable or VR ... although VR
media, but today, it is no longer being talked about.
will probably be the more limited field compared to
Has the hype already died off, or is
AR, at least in the long run – partly because AR is
this just a temporary lull?
not tied to a headset; all you need is a smartphone
Stefan: I don’t know about the hype, but I am
or a tablet. So, I am certain that quite soon, we
keeping a close eye on the developments in
won’t want to live without AR. It will be completely
the world of VR/AR, and I can say with complete
normal to call up additional information about
certainty that the truly big, seminal moments in
everything we are doing in our life.
VR are yet to come.
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When you step into She Said it feels a bit like
Ni c Ra m s e y h a s been running a n ero tic bo utique in B righ to n in th e So uth o f En glan d for 16 year s

exclusive

In 2002, the world of adult retailing was very different from what we know today. Many brick
and mortar shops were focusing primarily on male customers and e-commerce was a far
cry from the behemoth it has become in the meantime. Against this backdrop, Nic Ramsey
launched an erotic boutique that catered more towards women - a retail concept aimed at
closing a substantial gap in the market. We had the opportunity to talk with Nic about the
past 16 years in the adult business.
Nic, when did you start the She Said erotic
process of building not one but two proprietary
boutique, and why did you decide to try your
platforms from scratch. Having a website is so
luck in the adult retail segment?
much easier these days.
Nic Ramsey: I started She Said back in 2002.
I was changing careers, from TV production in
Is there some sort of cross-pollination between
London (making programmes like The Good
these channels, with one helping to create
Sex Guide) and was looking for a business
business for the other, or do they appeal to
that would work in Brighton where I had just
entirely different audiences?
moved to. I could see a huge gap in the market
Nic: I find many She Said customers check out
for more female orientated adult shops that
our website before making an actual visit to
were beautiful and welcoming. I also had a
the shop, and often come asking for products
personal mission to embrace my own sexuality
by name, or with pictures on their phones. I
after many years of struggling with medical
also know that visitors to the shop often end
problems which had left me completely
up becoming online customers too - we email
disinterested in sex. At
a 10% discount
the age of 30 I decided to
code with all shop
jump into the deep end
purchases for people
and face up to what I saw
to use on the website.
„TH E O L D A D A G E
as failings back then and
So, there is definitely
learn as much as I could
cross-pollination. But
‚ C U S TO M E R I S K I N G  O R
about female sexuality,
I also know we have
QUEEN‘ IS NEVER TRUER
health and wellbeing. We
online customers from
are now proudly in our
all corners of the world
TH A N AT S H E S A I D . ”
16th year!
who have never visited
the shop too.
NIC RAMSEY
Did you pursue a dual
strategy – using two
Can you even survive
channels of distribution,
in today’s adult
brick and mortar and e-commerce – from the
market without pursuing such a multi-channel
very beginning?
strategy?
Nic: When I started She Said, internet was
Nic: I think you only have to look at Lovehoney
old school dial up and took 10 attempts
and Amazon to see it is entirely possible to
on average to log on to check emails!!
exist solely online. As for shops, I think a
E-commerce was not possible then, but
website is an essential part of being a retailer in
I quickly realised we needed a website to
this age. Not only does it showcase to potential
support the shop and went through the painful
customers to the shop what you do, it is also

Nic Ramsey proudly
looks back at the long
success story of the
She Said boutique
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stepping into another world

a shop front to the whole world meaning if you get it
right and you have a great brand and product mix,
you can grow your customer base globally.
The e-commerce segment seems to be a two-edged
sword. On one side, there seems to be endless
potential for growth, on the other side, the market is
dominated by massive players like Amazon. What is
your assessment of the e-commerce market?
Nic: It‘s easy to feel like you have missed the boat
when you look at how the big players keep on
growing and dominating the market. But I also know
the online market will keep on growing too with more
people around the world choosing to shop online and
that really we are still right at the beginning of all this
huge change. It‘s a bit like the gold rush of the olden
days.
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She Said has always offered a bespoke, personal
service and we have worked hard to translate that
into our online experience too. More than 50% of
our online customers will have had either a Skype
chat or email chat to ensure they are getting the
right products, sizes and advice. The big players like
Amazon could never and will never take this route, so
I believe businesses like our will always have a niche
and that people will always support the small players
and if needs be prepared to pay a premium for great
service and a unique experience.
What is the guiding philosophy for your brick and
mortar store? What makes your boutique unique?
Nic: I have been to hundreds of adult stores
worldwide and I still don’t think I have found another
store that has such an inviting, fun and sensual
environment but also the breadth of product range

For 16 years,
the She Said
boutique has
been a fixture
in the Brighton
townscape

I N T E R V I E W

She Said offers an
appealing interior, a
great mix of products,
expert sales advice,
and excellent
customers service

(with prices to suit all pockets). Plus, we have truly
friendly and knowledgeable staff who are passionate
about ensuring customers feel relaxed and make
the best purchases for them and empower them
with knowledge and information. We are also offer
a fantastic bra and corset fitting services too.

What can you tell us about the location of She Said?
Are there a lot of other adult stores in Brighton? And
do those also fall into the erotic boutique category,
or are they more traditional sex shops?
Nic: For twelve years we were located in a pretty
little alley just minutes from the centre of Brighton‘s
Lanes. Three years ago, we had to move and
decided to take the plunge of going to the high
street. It definitely changed our business and we
did lose a fair few of our celebrity and older clientele
because people felt safer and more private in the
old location. Our current lease has just come up
and by a wonderful twist of fate we are going back
to our old alley (a different shop) and it really does
feel like we are going home. The other shops in
Brighton, beside the ubiquitous Anne Summers, are
more typical adult stores or novelty stores selling
sex toys. So, for what we do, and what we offer, we
do not have any direct competition.
Please, give us an overview of your product range?
What are your current top-sellers?
Nic: Svakom as a range is selling well for us at the
moment and has become the Lelo substitute for
us. Rocks-Off offer a nicely packaged range of toys
at great prices and Fun Factory is a great brand to
work with. We currently are doing very well with the
Bijoux Indiscrets range of body jewellery
and vegan accessories. And our own
range of corsets made here in Brighton
keep on selling well too.

How would you describe your boutique?
What type of atmosphere awaits the
customers?
„ I H AV E A LWAY S
Nic: When you step into She Said it feels
a bit like stepping into another world. The
How do you choose the products you
S T E E R E D AWAY F R O M
rich red decor, subtle lighting and carefully
buy for your store?
L E T TI N G TH E B R A N D S
selected music are all part of a warm,
Nic: I always keep my eye on what‘s new
welcoming and naughty environment.
at trade shows and ask my distributors
D O M I N AT E I N M Y S H O P
Customers can spend hours mooching
to bring or send me samples of new
around and we are often a meeting point
products. I visit trade shows and also
B E C A U S E I F E E L TH AT
for couples and friends who use the shop
keep an eye on what other stores are
like a third space. My customers tell me
S H E S A I D I S TH E B R A N D . ” selling and chat with the staff and shop
that just being inside our boutique is an
owners and find out what is working for
NIC RAMSEY
experience for them.
them. And I listen to my staff for their
I shy away from describing She Said as
feedback and my customers too - it‘s
exclusive though, because I feel with that
amazing how many things I find out
goes the sense of excluding certain people
from them about new products that go
from being a part of what we do. While
straight to market without distributors. But I have
there is definitely a sense of luxury and yes, we
also found that what works in one place will not
do sell some expensive pieces, I always make sure
work in Brighton, and She Said has always been
there’s something for someone on a budget too a bit more eclectic in its offering than most adult
for example you can buy a luxury Swarovski ostrich
shops, so I am continually kept on my toes to
tickler for £130 or one of our own mini ticklers for
make sure I keep on getting the product
just £6.
mix right.
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The effectiveness of brands in the adult retail trade
is still up for discussion. Do you put emphasis on
brands in your store, and what are the reasons for
your strategy?
Nic: I have always steered away from letting the
brands dominate in my shop because I feel that She
Said is the brand. People come to the shop because
it is She Said and not because of the brands we
stock. I do use the marketing materials and displays
only where appropriate and steer clear of over
branded displays choosing to keep things more
subtle and let the products speak for themselves.
How important are the sales staff and the service
they provide? How strongly do they contribute to the
success of She Said?
Nic: The old adage ‚customer is king (or queen)‘ is
never truer than at She Said. We pride ourselves on
delivering the best customer service we can, and the
many emails and letters and reviews we receive from
happy customers is a testament to that.
Who are your customers? Which groups are drawn
to the She Said boutique?
Nic: We have a broad appeal, but our core customer
base is aged 40-55, heterosexual couples. But we
have customers much older and much younger too.
Which factors have the greatest impact on the
customers‘ purchasing decision? Is it the price of the
product? The service? Maybe the functionality of the
toy? Or is it the design?
Nic: A good product can fail if the packaging
is terrible, and a rubbish product will sell if the
packaging is enticing! So packaging is probably one
of the most important factors. Being able to see,
touch and feel the product too is very important and I
believe people instinctively know if they will like a toy
intimately if they are able to hold it and feel it in their
hands. At She Said we always ask questions and
find out about our customers, so we can steer them
in the right direction. We want them to feel that their
purchase, no matter how expensive or cheap, was
the right one. And of course, we are in the business
of pleasure and satisfaction, so we are motivated to
sell the right product.
What needs to happen so all consumers will come to
accept adult products?
Nic: I have always bemoaned that lack of language
in our industry - we get hung up on words like adult
and erotic. And let‘s face it, we use one word to
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(orgasm) where we should in fact have a plethora
of words to describe that experience, because it is
so different for everybody and different every time. I
feel if the industry wants to see customers embrace
adult products more than it needs to align itself with
being more about lifestyle, health and wellbeing
and start to recognise the importance of sexual
intelligence and the part this will play in the future for
dating, relationships, and our general wellbeing and
happiness.
How would you sum up the current situation
in the British adult retail market? What are the
developments that have the greatest impact on the
British market right now?
Nic: I can sum this up in two words. Boring and
Brexit. The UK market right now feels stagnant and
has for such a long time. Anne Summers dominates
the high street yet scores low when it comes to
brand likeability. Most traditional licensed adult shops
seem to be stuck in the past and in the main haven‘t
evolved with the times. And the handful of small,
independents out there seem to come and go. There
are of course some great exceptions, but they are
just that, exceptions. And the online market is simply
dominated by Lovehoney. And Brexit is already
having a big impact on our market and there is still
further uncertainty about in terms of implications on
VAT, free trade and price increases.
Can you tell us something about your future plans?
Where do you intend to go with She Said in the next
years?
Nic: I am always looking to the future and trying to
capture the zeitgeist. I have been developing our
corset range and plan to open a stand-alone corset
shop very soon and start to wholesale our corsets
soon. I also want to get back to my original vision
of having more She Said boutiques across the
country and who knows Europe. I was ambitious
when I started out, but the recession and for a few
years some aggressive local competition meant all
efforts went into survival rather than growth. I am
also having fun developing my personal side too,
doing more inspirational talks and writing more
and working with some amazing women on some
empowering projects. I continue to be positive
about the future and feel I am uniquely placed in this
industry right here, right now, with my experience,
passion, knowledge and an ability to adapt and take
calculated risks in order to take my brand to the
next level.
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We have solved the problems
facing the VR porn consumer
E r o l O p a l w a nts to give VR p o rn its big brea kth ro ugh mo ment

exclusive

dozens of different languages. Everybody that
has tried the headset has loved it and now we
are working on getting it more exposure and
getting it into stores.

Last year marked the launch of VRotica,
a company that has set out to develop
virtual reality goggles specifically for the
consumption of pornographic content. The
first hundred headsets are already sold out
and have met with highly positive feedback,
so the course for 2018 seems pretty clear:
Get more VRotica headsets out there! We
interviewed Erol Opal, Project Manager
at VRotica, to learn why this is a perfect
product for adult retailers, and why adultoriented VR entertainment will sweep the
world.

„

Erol, when we last spoke, you had just
released the VRotica Headset, a headset
especially designed for the needs of erotic
VR content. How have the first month in this
business been for you and your company?
Erol Opal: Hello! The first month has been
great. We released our first 100 headsets
and they quickly sold out. We have also
received very favourable reviews from many
outlets including Variety.com, askmen.co.uk,
TheMemo.com, and many other websites in
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Could you sum up what makes the VRotica
headset special for those of our readers who
haven‘t heard of it yet?
Erol Opal: The VRotica headset solves the
two major problems that adult VR faces. First
of all, the content problem. The adult VR films
are on the VRotica platform and can be directly
downloaded to the device, you do not have to
go around downloading, copying, hacking your
VR sets just to watch the content.
Secondly the VRotica is an all in one VR
headset. You do not need your phone or a
PC connection for it to work, and it has been
streamlined to make it the easiest to use VR
headset there is. Just press the “ON” button
and you are good to go!
The past decades have seen a shift in the way
people buy and consume porn, where the brick
and mortar trade hasn‘t been on the winning
side. Would you say the VRotica headset offers
a way for the erotic trade to get back into the
game?
Erol Opal: The VRotica platform offers a
unique and overwhelming immersive porn
experience unlike anything users can find
readily online. The headset has been designed
and streamlined to provide a top-class VR
porn viewing experience and hosts hundreds
of videos from the best labels in the industry.
This provides brick and mortar stores with
the opportunity to offer consumers something
different and unique and so we believe it will
bring back porn viewers to the shops.
Can you tell us more about the commission
you offer for every movie watched through your
headset?
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The VRotica headset
is developed to
make VR porn more
accessible

Erol Opal: For any content users purchase
and download directly to their headset we
are offering distributors 10% of the total
spend. Distributors of the VRotica headset
will therefore continue to make money after
the sale of the headsets. We are currently
experiencing a 35 per user per month
average income rate.
You are also offering movies on USB
sticks, to be bought in stores. Could you
tell us more about this concept and which
expectations you have for this business
model?
Erol Opal: We are offering USB sticks for
sex shops to sell alongside the headset.
Each USB stick has four videos that can be
copied on to the device by the user. This
way users of the VRotica platform will be
returning customers for the shops to supply
content for their headsets. We are aware
that shops want to retain their clientele and
we are aiming to achieve this with the USB
option. Users just have to stick the USB
sticks into their VRotica devices and then
they can copy the videos directly to the device.
Besides the normal VRotica headset you have
also created a different version, which you call
“Peep Show”, geared towards sex shops and their
customers. How is this version different from the
original and what is the intended business model?
Erol Opal: The “Peep Show” version is a version of
the VRotica headset we have created with feedback
from some European sex shops. The headsets come
with six preloaded videos and users can take the
headsets from the counters at the shops and watch
them for 15 minutes. At the end of the 15 minutes
the customer pays for a top up and the clerk at the
counter adds another 15 minutes with a USB stick
and the client keeps on watching. These headsets
are currently being used successfully in a number of
shops around France and are very popular.
Talking about VR porn in general, it seems as if after
an impressive start with a lot of media coverage, the
enthusiasm for VR content in general has decreased.
How would you assess the current state of VR
content in general? Is it growing as you expected?
Erol Opal: The initial enthusiasm for VR porn was
down to the fact that VR provides a much richer and
more immersive experience than traditional porn. The
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subsequent stalling of interest has been down to the
actual options that have been offered to people have
been sub-par. Unfortunately, the adult VR experience
has become known as a smart phone with a goggle
box and sideloading your videos. The hardware and
technology made available has hindered the VR porn
experience for the average user. These issues are the
main reason we developed VRotica in the first place.
We have solved the problems facing the VR porn
consumer and we believe that the ease of use we are
offering will mean the interest in VR porn will start to
rise again.
Even though more and more people own a
VR device, we are far from having one in every
household. What are the roadblocks hampering a
large-scale breakthrough in VR technology?
Erol Opal: Just with every new technology there
are certain barriers to adoption. I believe with VR
the initial cost of VR setups and the low quality
mobile option has hindered the uptake. However, will
gradually decreasing costs and improving hardware
I believe VR will become a household technology
sooner rather than later.
Right now, virtual reality is still a young technology
and creating content for it is relatively pricy. But with
time, this will also change. Which advice would you
give content creators and the market in general, so
that we don‘t see the kind of price decline we have
seen with traditional porn? Or is such a development
unavoidable?
Erol Opal: The price of VR porn content will sustain
so long as it provides the immersion and extra
value that traditional porn does not and so long as
it is not easily accessible for free online. As long as
mainstream VR platforms continue to limit access to
VR porn there is no reason for prices to decrease.
What will be the next steps for VRotica?
Erol Opal: In the immediate short term we are
looking to distribute the VRotica headset to the
mainstream consumers. We are looking to get it into
brick and mortar shops all over the world and are
hoping to create a large network of distribution.
In the medium and long term we are looking to add
interactive content like virtual girlfriends and blackjack
games as well as adding bluetooth masturbators
to enhance the already immersive experience. The
VRotica platform is constantly updating and renewing
itself and adapting to new needs and opportunities
so keep a close eye on us!
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I live, eat, and breathe Mister B.
Ne l s o n S o u s a da C unh a ta kes sto ck

exclusive

Nelson Sousa da Cunha has been at the helm of Mister B since summer of 2017. In our
interview, the company owner and CEO shares with EAN how the past few months have
gone, how the company has changed since he took over, and what plans he has for the
future of Mister B.
You have been holding the reins of Mister B
become so inextricably linked with its creator –
for half a year now, as owner and CEO. What
Wim Bos?
were these six months like?
Nelson: In all honesty, it hasn’t been that hard.
Nelson Sousa da Cunha: These last six
It is not always easy, but I was already running
months have been crazy! I feel like I’ve
the company in my position as Vice President
become 6 years older in 6 months. It has
and even as Marketing and PR manager, I had
been a whirlwind of new challenges and lots
the time to become the face of the company
of travelling. But I wouldn’t have wanted
in some ways. Also, being Wim’s right hand for
to miss it for the world. It’s so much more
many things, I had the time to learn the ropes
than I expected, especially seeing how well
before things got serious. So, like I mentioned
I am being received
before, it has felt like
by everybody in the
a constant flow in a
industry but also by our
positive direction.
customers. The step from
„ M I S T E R B TO M E I S
Marketing Manager to
Do you still keep in
Vice President and now
touch with Wim?
M O R E TH A N J U S T A
owner of the company
Nelson: Yes, I do, some
B R A N D , I T ’ S A L I F E S T Y L E , moments more than
has been a big one but
so far, it’s like second
other. He is of course
A WAY O F L I V I N G . ”
nature, I’m a very intuitive
enjoying his new life,
person and so far,
frequent trips to Portugal
NELSON SOUSA DA CUNHA
everything has felt like a
and France with his
constant flow, the only
husband Peter, and I
difference being that I
have not sat still one
work 24/7. I live, eat, and breathe Mister B.
single moment since taking over, working hard
during the week and visiting many cities almost
During this time, did you ever wish you could
every weekend to show the new face and story
go back to being a ‚regular‘ employee?
of Mister B. But he gives me advice when I
Nelson: Not a single moment. I am not one to
need it and is always ready to give input on
look back and cry the loss of what has been.
matters that require attention,
I’m more one to look forward and grow. I did
my work as a Marketing Manager for Mister B
How has Mister B changed since you acquired
for 6 years, it was time for something new, a
the company? Which strategic decisions have
new goal, one that I am enjoying to the fullest
you made?
so far.
Nelson: Mister B has changed quite
significantly. Internally, we have undergone
How hard is it to take over this well-known
many changes. Clear departments, better
brand, which, over the course of 24 years, has
flow, we had to say goodbye to some

Nelson Sousa da
Cunha took over as
head of Mister B more
than half a year ago
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employees and we have had some amazing new and
boxes suddenly get delivered and how fast the next
professional people join us. All these changes have
shipment has to be sent out again. By improving
also created a new fresh vibe inside Mister B where
efficiency, they have been able to manage it in the
the motto seems to be: The sky is the limit. People
best way possible. Our sales team has been giving
are enthusiastic and that reflects on the output and
the personal approach to customers who hadn’t
work they deliver. I have never seen so many people
heard from us in a long time, the interaction is back
working overtime with a big smile on their face. So, I
and with that the demand. For that reason, we have
couldn’t have wished for a better kickstart.
different approaches to the various channels but
In terms of strategic decisions, without giving away
there is still some overlap and I think for this moment,
too much, I can say that we came out of our shell, we
that is a good thing. We focus on making sure the
are not the Mister B that you find, we are
customer gets served in the best way
the Mister B that comes to you! Especially
possible, the products are up to the best
in a world where in our industry suddenly
standards and my staff doesn’t have the
„ A M A Z O N I S N OT O U R
everybody presents themselves as a fetish
feeling they were run over by a truck. Now
expert, we are out there now, setting a
that all these things are in symbiosis, we are
B I G G E S T TH R E AT, O U R
new standard. Yes, a steel cockring is a
ready for the next steps.
steel cockring, but what is its story? For
Isn’t it inevitable that distribution channels
B I G G E S T TH R E AT I S TH E
us, fetish is more than a nice steel tool in a
change and shift as the traditional supply
box, it’s an emotion, an experience and that
chain continues to come apart?
I N D U S T RY I T S E L F A N D
is part of our new strategy. Customers will
Nelson: It’s inevitable, it always has been.
see our sales managers more often than
Some people try to hold on to what has
D I S T R I B U TO R S G I V I N G
ever, not only to sell them things, also to
been and want to keep wholesaling as
AWAY M A R G I N FO R TH E
share experiences. We know what we sell,
they always have. Some stick to contracts
we understand the essence of a harness.
they once signed, holding on to what
QUICK SELL.”
Having one upside down cause you don’t
has benefitted them for many years. My
know how the rings work - I see that too
opinion is that you can hold on to that for
NELSON SOUSA DA CUNHA
often and it’s a pity. But also, we learn. In
as long as it lasts but when its gone its
the past we may have been a bit too much
gone. And if you don’t make that jump
in our own bubble; going out, seeing what
now, you might be too late. You hear more
the world is doing helps us to be sharp, move faster,
and more talk about Amazon. It seems like the
and get ahead of the game again.
future and some are jumping in headstrong. Others
look the other way and ignore it. My idea is that we
In July of 2017, you announced that you wanted
need to play that game, understand it but not sell
to individualise Mister B’s various channels of
our soul for the quick money. It is that quick money
distribution? Have you already made headway on
thinking that I most get annoyed by in this industry.
that front?
We all want as many sales as possible but some
Nelson: We have to a certain extent. Not as much
work with so many partners or distributors that they
as I then foresaw. One reason is that we have been
lose track and control over their price and even
experiencing incredible growth since I took over. Of
their own product. Companies put it on Amazon, or
course, this is great, but I gave priority to the internal
lower prices to be cheaper than other distributors, it
systems to adapt to this growth and to be better
becomes a downward spiral which, in the end, will
prepared for the future. I am so proud of everybody
only see losers, no winners. I try to protect my brand
at Mister B, our warehouse has seen how many
as much as I can, but also the brands we take in
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as a distributor. When I see others playing the price
dumping game, I rather take the collection out of my
assortment then join that party. So, Amazon is not
our biggest threat - our biggest threat is the industry
itself and distributors giving away margin for the quick
sell. That’s why Mister B now looks for partnerships,
exclusive deals, and matching stories. I think that
is the future, where we as distributors and brands
lift each other up, control the prices, and keep the
control over our brands. This is something Amazon
cannot compete with. Mister B has been around
for 24 years, we plan on being around for at least
another 24 more.
In our EAN interview last July, you also said you
wanted to further professionalise the company. Have
these plans gone according to plan thus far?
Nelson: Yes, they have. 6 months is of course a
short period of time, even if we feel we have moved
mountains. So, there is still a lot left to do, but we
have been getting very positive feedback. People
notice the change, feel the change, and find their way
to Mister B again. This makes me very
happy!
It is not just Mister B that is changing,
„TH E S E L A S T S I X
it is the whole market. Which current
developments have the biggest impact
M O N TH S H AV E B E E N
on the market in your opinion?
Nelson: Well like I mentioned before,
CRAZY! I FEEL LIKE
Amazon is having a huge impact.
Distributors sell certain brands on
I’VE BECOME 6 YEARS
Amazon, Amazon filters out the
successful products and then goes
O L D E R I N 6 M O N TH S . ”
directly to the brands and cuts out the
NELSON SOUSA DA CUNHA
middle man. First seeing this growth in
turnover and then suddenly seeing it
completely evaporate could do some
serious harm to some companies. Also,
the price wars that are going on between
distributors is something that worries me. We all
want to put food on the table at the end of the day,
the difference is some want a 7-course meal today
without thinking about tomorrow. I’ll settle for a
3-course meal today, tomorrow, and any other day
that still is to come!
Products for men, SM, fetish – there are many
producers offering these types of products. Does the
competitive situation in the market worry you?
Nelson: At first it did…until I took a better look at
what is around. Making a harness because you saw
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it somewhere or somebody in Pakistan finding you
online and offering it to you might cut the chase now
and with many customers, there is definitely a market
out there for all of us, but it will make our quality only
stand out more and our story better understood.
So I see it as a trigger to be even better and in a
way, it helps our story of what a good fetish article
is. Why do they need certain rings, what are they
for, why should you not wear it upside down, that is
something not everybody has quite yet understood.
Cock cages seem to be the new thing, cock cages
have a purpose. We take pride in testing all of our
products ourselves, understanding them, giving
trainings inside the company to share knowledge.
Then you see cages which don’t get the purpose of
what it was made for, not allowing the user to cum,
to have an erection, and yes, their margins might be
great, but is that really what the customer looking for
a chastity cage wants? Or is it quick money? I believe
that, as long as we do things out of love and we
share that love with our surroundings, our customers,
suppliers, etc., then we should have nothing to worry
about. There is always a place for a Mister
B. And let the competitors take their piece
of the cake, there should be enough for
everyone!
What are your plans for Mister B in 2018?
Nelson: My plans for 2018 are ambitious,
I have set an ambitious year plan. I don’t
wanna disclose our plans; like you just
mentioned in your previous question,
there are many competitors suddenly
doing fetish products and in Holland, we
have a saying that goes: If you teach a
monkey how to climb he’ll start throwing
coconuts. So all I can say is that our plan
is more love - love for what we do, love
for our products, love for the people we
work with and for. Mister B to me is more
than just a brand, it’s a lifestyle, a way of living. The
people in our company, each and every single one of
them, is a Mister B. When Wim announced he would
leave the company we asked ourselves, so who will
be the new Mister B? I don’t want to put myself out
there as the new Mister B, I believe we all are Mister
B, our customers that enjoy their fetish life or want
to discover, want to feel more, express themselves
in their own fetish way, they are also a Mister B.
Therefore, we started the hashtag #MISTERBISYOU
2 years ago. Because I believe deep down inside, we
all are a little bit..
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Has ambitious plans
for 2018: Nelson Sousa
da Cunha, owner
and CEO of Mister B
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We will continue putting our touch

in wherever people have fantasies in

1 0 y e a r s o f B a d Dra go n

exclusive

“Make Fantasies Real“ – that was the slogan everything started with ten years ago in
Phoenix, Arizona. At first, Bad Dragon’s fantastical dildos – shaped like the penises of
dragons, demons, and other fantasy creatures – were only known to a small fanbase, but
today, the company is shipping more than 10.000 packages a month, selling their dildos,
masturbators, lubricants, and merchandise the world over. In our interview with Derek, the
administrative manager of Bad Dragon, we learn more about the history of the company
and about its current position in the market.

„

This year will mark Bad Dragon’s 10th
anniversary. How will you celebrate this
achievement?
Derek: We have a few incredibly exciting things
that are planned for the 10th year anniversary,
a little bit of everything for everyone. However,
we would like to keep them under wraps to
preserve the surprise, so I urge you to keep
close tabs with us as we approach the spring
months. I promise you will not want to miss the
upcoming announcements!
Administrative
manager of
Bad Dragon Derek

toys made from 100% pure platinumcured silicone. This allows our toys to be
nonporous, hypoallergenic, and some of the
most body-safe products you can purchase
in the market today. Our goal is to offer toys
that not only give peace of mind due to the
body safe material, but also let you explore
various fantasies you may have that our unique
designs and textures can fulfil.

For those of our readers who may
not be familiar with Bad Dragon
yet, could you tell us about your
company and what it does?
Derek: Bad Dragon is a fantasy
sex toy company based
in Phoenix, Arizona. We
design, texture, and
handcraft sex

What do the private
parts of fantasy
creatures look like?
Bad Dragon has
the answer – here:
the Demogorgon
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When Bad Dragon was founded, did you expect it to
evolve into the business it is today?
Derek: Bad Dragon was founded in 2008. At the
time, it was not expected that the business was
going to grow to the point that it is at now. However,
that does not mean we did not fantasise about
a company growing to our size and beyond, and
that “aim for the stars” attitude has never left the
company.
A decade is a long time. Looking back, what were
the most important steps in the development of the
company?
Derek: Understanding the strength of the relationship
between customer and business. We would not
be nearly to the point that we are now if we did not
use both our ears to listen, compromise, and move
forward with things that made sense to the business
and customer. We will continue to strive to provide
the best possible experience we can give to our
clients/customers, and humbly thank you all for your
support and feedback you give us.
Your customers can choose from different models,
but they can also customise the size and the colour
of each dildo they order. Could you take us through

your development and production processes to
illustrate how you achieve such variety?
Derek: We start off with a concept of a product we
would like to produce, and this goes over a multitude
of revisions to get right. After we develop a concept
we go into producing what it would look like in real
life, and if it does not work then we go back to the
concept stage. When we find something, we would
like to proceed with we go through all the stages to
produce physical prototypes of the product, which
then goes through a series of critique and tests, and
as you might have guessed, if this does not match
our vision we backtrack to fix the issues. Once we
have prototypes that pass we go into what colours
are compatible with the toy and its various shapes
and sizes. If the colours are too limited, we go into
what can be done to achieve a compromise. Rarely
do sizes become an issue at this stage though since
we have a pretty solid path on sizes when it gets to
the design phase. As for production once it reaches
that stage it is pretty automatic.
Creating custom items also means a lot of individual
work. Can you give us a rough figure how many
items you ship every month?
Derek: As you eluded to it can vary heavily, for
simplicity‘s sake I will estimate how many packages
we send out, which is roughly 12,000.

Dukes Muzzle is part
of the Bad Dragon
masturbator collection
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You sell most of your products directly through your
website. How can interested retailers profit from
selling your products as well? Also, are you working
with distributors?
Derek: Our primary avenue for selling produce is
through our website, www.bad-dragon.
com . Our other avenue to buy from
us directly are various tradeshows/
conventions that we attend. Currently our
“ W E W O U L D N OT B E
only official distributor is through Amazon.
com we currently do not have plans with
N E A R LY TO TH E P O I N T
any other distributors but are considering
TH AT W E A R E N O W I F
a multitude of options and how we would
like to structure if we did offer. At this time
W E D I D N OT U S E B OTH
though I do not want to go in how the
structure would work, as we do not want
O U R E A R S TO L I S T E N ,
to send out plans still in concept.

I expect most of you customers buy a Bad Dragon
dildo for pleasure, but could they also be seen as
collectibles?
Derek: Absolutely, and I am very glad you brought
that up! Many of our customers purchase toys
as collectables, and we even have seen
people sell and trade unique ‘surprise me’
or promotional colours to other clients/
customers.

COMPROMISE, AND MOVE

What is your current bestseller, and do you
know why it is so popular?
Derek: Our current best seller is Chance,
there are a handful of reasons I feel it is
the most popular with customers, but one
reason I like to think is it’s because of its
length primarily. There are also a ton of
colours that are easy to showcase and
create with Chance as well, which I think
adds to the appeal for sure.

Despite your success, the type of product
Bad Dragon is offering is still quite unique.
FO RWA R D W I TH TH I N G S
Why is there so little competition in this
TH AT M A D E S E N S E TO
niche? How important is building a brand
Will Bad Dragon continue to focus on its
in this regard?
core product category in the future, or do
TH E B U S I N E S S A N D
Derek: Building a brand is everything
you plan on branching out, maybe adding
in this regard, especially because Bad
non-fantasy related sex toys?
C U S TO M E R . “
Dragon is a unique company, and
Derek: Our origins have been, and will
with that comes the pioneering and
always be, to “Make fantasies real”. This is
DEREK
expectations of what fantasy toys are
also true as we branch into non-traditional
and can bring to an individual/group.
fantasy-related sex toys as showcased
While competition is certainly out there,
from Bad Dragon. We have already delved
I feel that companies are cautiously dipping their
into this space with our Ultimate Fantasy toy, which
toes in because they either unsure of 100% fulfilling
was an April Fools promotion turned into a mainstay
the actual appeal fantasy toys give or have a bad
product. We will continue putting our touch in
launch into the space hurt their brand for not hitting
wherever people have fantasies in.
it correctly.

Chance is Bad Dragon’s
current top-seller –
which may have to do
with its enormous length
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The support of our international
distributors has been key

E l o ï s e B e l a ir ta lks Ma iso n B ela ir, th e distributio n co mp a ny sh e la unch ed in 2015

exclusive

Topco visits
a2z europe

More and more distributors
carry Topco products – and
not just in a specific market,
but internationally. In our EAN
interview, Autumn O’Bryan
explains how the company
managed to successfully expand its global presence, what
role the European market is
playing in this expansion strategy, and how important it is
to maintain steady communication with your international
distribution partners.
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To quote a recent Topco press release:
‚Topco Sales is back on the map!‘ How much
time, work, and effort did it take to get to this
point?
Autumn O‘Bryan: This has been a priority
for Topco Sales since I joined the company
in June of 2016, and rebuilding a brand is an
ongoing effort. Our ethos has been rooted in
transparency and building trust, and the Topco
Sales team has put especially strong effort
into reinforcing relationships with customers
on almost every continent. Keeping accounts
updated on new releases and items back in
stock, receiving feedback and implementing

updates and improvements, and maintaining
steady communication has helped us get
where we are today – and we aren’t stopping
there!
Topco was pushed to the side lines of the
international market in recent years, but you
have obviously turned the ship around. How
hard was it to get the brand back on the ‚old‘
course?
Autumn O‘Bryan: Well I’d first say that we are
not on the ‚old‘ course; that course did not
serve the company or its accounts to the fullest
extent, so part of the effort has been to forge
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EDC Wholesale is among Topco’s European distribution partners

O ‘ B R Y A N

The Topco stand at last year’s eroFame

a new path that better suits Topco Sales’ ethos while
reinforce our strongest international brands – Vulcan,
assuring our customers’ needs are a first priority.
Penthouse, CyberSkin, Sex Sweet, and more – while
We focused on listening to our customers
giving us valuable information that
and taking note of their feedback and
helps us develop new products that
recommendations, because they know the
serve both the U.S. and international
marketplaces better than anyone, and once
markets.
„TO P C O S A L E S W O R K S
we proved that we talked the talk AND walked
The support of our international
the walk, more opportunities arose, existing
distributors has been key, and we’d
W I TH D I S T R I B U TO R S
accounts flourished, and new accounts starting
like to thank Creative Conceptions in
coming in. And here we are today!
the UK, SD Variations in Canada, and
TH AT A R E R E S P E C T E D
a2z europe, Orion in Germany, and
W I TH I N TH E I R C I R C L E S
The market is filled to the brim with products,
EDC Wholesale and Shots in Europe
brands, producers, distributors, etc. How did
for their support.
A N D K N O W N TO D E L I V E R
you manage to reinvigorate – and even expand
– Topco’s worldwide presence in this relatively
Has the positive market environment
ON GUARANTEES.”
short period of time?
played a big role in Topco’s success?
A U T U M N O ’ B RYA N
Autumn O‘Bryan: We work with our partners
Autumn O‘Bryan: The competitive
to better understand what brands and product
market has allowed Topco Sales to
lines perform the strongest in key markets
be strategic and thoughtful in our
and which lines could benefit from packaging,
product development and marketing,
marketing, or other strategic updates. Asking
and I believe that has played an important role in our
questions and listening to feedback has helped us
success.
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Autumn O‘Bryan (Topco)
with Hein Schouten (SHOTS)

Autumn O‘Bryan (Topco)
and Hannah Lin (Topco)
with Timo Petersen
and Hans-Jürgen Bähr (Orion)

Could you tell us more about your strategy for
Topco’s international expansion?
Autumn O‘Bryan: Continuing to build trust while
following through with our commitments will
continue to be a growth strategy for us, as well as
paying attention to the feedback of our international
distributors. They have their fingers on the pulse of
these growing markets and together, we can assure
we’re putting out product lines that serve their supply
chains and cater to consumer demand.

with potential partners interested in learning about
Topco Sales’ new management and tight-knit sales
team. These strategic planning meetings also have
allowed us to get to know our partners even better
and connect our respective teams, which helps
streamline and fortify our business relationships.
Not only can we showcase our new products, but we
can maintain important relationships that ultimately
lead to our success, as well as the success of our
partners.

How do you pick your partners in the wholesale and
In Europe, you have sealed new deals with SHOTS,
distribution segment? What do potential business
Creative Conceptions, and EDC Wholesale. How
partners have to bring to the table if they
important is the European market for Topco
want to carry Topco products?
in the larger scheme of things?
Autumn O‘Bryan: Reputation is key,
Autumn O‘Bryan: Europe is a huge market
„ E R O FA M E H A S
of course, and Topco Sales works with
comprised of sectors that are consistently
distributors that are respected within
growing and evolving and partnering with
P L AY E D A M A J O R R O L E
their circles and known to deliver on
distributors who understand the unique
guarantees. We look for companies with
needs and desires of local retailers has been
I N O U R I N T E R N ATI O N A L
a strong business model, preferably
key for Topco Sales’ expansion. There has
those that utilise data to drive their
been consistent growth and opportunity to
E X PA N S I O N . ”
decision-making, and with a team
build our presence in Europe and working
A U T U M N O ’ B RYA N
that understands the importance of
with SHOTS, EDC Wholesale, Orion, and
communication and collaboration.
Creative Conceptions has been essential
and so valuable.
What role do trade shows such as
eroFame play in your international expansion
Some people think it is better for producers to work
strategy?
with as many distributors as they can; others swear
Autumn O‘Bryan: eroFame has played a major role
by exclusive agreements with just one distribution
in our international expansion; the show allows us to
partner. Where does Topco stand on this topic?
meet with key accounts face-to-face while meeting
Autumn O‘Bryan: Topco Sales is open to different
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The Topco team
also paid a visit to
Sinful.dk in Denmark

Autumn O‘Bryan (Topco),
Hannah Lin (Topco),
Cheri Curry-Poe (Topco),
Flavie Poilane (Lovehoney)

kinds of agreements and partnerships; it simply
needs to be mutually beneficial. As we have grown,
our distribution network has had to expand to
accommodate, and because our catalogue is
so vast, it has been important to work with key
distributors in markets in which we could
grow and build a bigger presence.

of our Sex Sweet flavored water-based lubricants,
European customers clamoured to stock them, and
they remain a hugely popular U.S.-made lube brand.
We will soon be shipping a convenient POP perfect
for display in high-traffic parts of European stores.
We also have noticed increased interest in
Penthouse-brand products; the Penthouse
Deluxe Vibrating Strokers, Pop-A-Pet
reusable mini strokers, love dolls, and other
„W E FO C U S E D O N
pieces are all made with CyberSkin and
L I S T E N I N G TO O U R
moulded from the bodies of real Penthouse
Pets, and our European customers love the
C U S TO M E R S A N D TA K I N G
packaging updates we’ve made. Penthouse
N OT E O F TH E I R F E E D B A C K is a growing brand internationally and our
distribution partners know they can rely on
Topco Sales as the exclusive manufacturer of
A N D R E C O M M E N D ATI O N S ,
Penthouse-brand adult products.

And how would you describe the current
situation in the European adult market?
Where is the market going in your
opinion?
Autumn O‘Bryan: I can’t speak for
the market as a whole, but we have
seen consistent and growing interest in
CyberSkin, the original realistic material
made to emulate the look and feel
B E C A U S E TH E Y K N O W
of human skin. European customers
have been especially interested in our
What can we look forward to in the upcoming
TH E M A R K E T P L A C E S
CyberSkin Vulcan and STEALTH strokers
months? What are Topco’s plans for 2018?
and our larger CyberSkin pieces, as well
Autumn O‘Bryan: Topco Sales will continue
B E T T E R TH A N A N YO N E . ”
as our new water-activated CyberSkin.
traveling throughout Europe, Australia, Asia,
CyberSkin H2O blew customers away
and the UK while researching and receiving
A U T U M N O ’ B RYA N
at the most recent eroFame; it was the
feedback about trends within the European
very first material on the market made
adult retail market. This will allow us to
to become slick and slippery with water
expand our catalogue with products that
(no lube required!) and has the same soft, supple
coincide with what international consumers want.
feeling that CyberSkin fans expect. CyberSkin H2O is
We also will be working more with our distribution
currently available in Vulcan Shower Strokers, three
partners to support our international retailers with
squeezable and reusable strokers that are especially
signage and marketing materials that help establish
convenient for use in the shower.
brand recognition throughout the region.
Following the CE certification and packaging update
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WA N E S S A

10 VIBRATION PATTERNS
DUAL SUPER POWERFUL MOTORS
RECHARGEABLE - 100% WATERPROOF
USE AS MASSAGE WAND OR PERSONAL VIBRATOR

JAMES

10 VIBRATION PATTERNS
DUAL POWERFUL MOTORS
HEAT FUNCTION WARMS UP TO 39C
RECHARGEABLE - 100% WATERPROOF

DISTRIBUTED BY
sales@nordicpartner.com
Distribution partners wanted
contact michael@nordicpartner.com

CLEO

10 VIBRATION PATTERNS
STRONG POWERFUL VIBRATIONS
RECHARGEABLE - 100% WATERPROOF
MADE OF PREMIUM BODY-SAFE SILICONE

K E G E L E XC E R S I E S E T

LIGHT ▪ SINGLE KEGEL BALL ▪ WEIGHT 36 GRAM
MEDIUM ▪ DUAL KEGEL BALLS ▪ WEIGHT 59 GRAM
HEAVY ▪ DUAL KEGEL BALLS ▪ WEIGHT 93 GRAM
MADE OF PREMIUM BODY-SAFE SILICONE

nordic partner.com
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I want to represent only the best of the market
E l o ï s e B e l a ir ta lks Ma iso n B ela ir, th e distributio n co mp a ny sh e la unch ed in 2015

exclusive

After seven years
in adult retailing,
Eloise Belair entered
the distribution
business in 2015

Eloïse Belair worked in the adult retail trade
for seven years, managing ‚Lust‘ in Copenhagen - arguably one of the most progressive and innovative adult stores in Europe.
Then, roughly three years ago, she switched
sides and started her own distribution company, called Maison Belair (www.maisonbelair.dk). In our EAN interview, Eloïse tells us
about this big change and her experiences
in world of distribution.
Since when have you been active in the
adult realm? Is it correct that adult retailing was
your gateway into the industry?
Eloïse Belair: I’ve been active in the adult
realm since my early twenties. I’ve always been
interested in the erotic universe, and in ways to
enhance the power of female sexuality.
I was born and raised in France, in a society
that, for me, was not open-minded enough
when it comes to sexual expression. There
were many taboos and it was quite a challenge
for me.
As a young woman, coming into my own body,
I was fascinated by my sexuality, and curious
to unlock the pleasure potential, and it wasn’t
long before I was roaming the shelfs of local sex
toy stores.
But my most important journey began in 2008,
when I was lucky enough to get employed
by one of the most innovative erotic stores in
Europe, called ‚Lust‘. This was my gateway to
the industry, and I am proud to say that this
experience was a life changer and that I could
not have started my career without this step.
What was your impression of the adult retail
trade, and which experiences from your time in
that segment have stuck with you?
Eloïse: My first experiences with typical sex
shops were quite disappointing. I was seeking
sensual inspiration, but all I met was soulless
‘supermarkets’. That´s why ‚Lust‘ for me was
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such a game changer - their take on the retailing
experience was completely different. It was made
by women for women (today, it has evened out and
everybody is welcome) and the customers’ sexuality
was taken seriously. I instantly knew that this was
something I could contribute to.
There is a lot of debate about the influence,
importance, and potential of the brick and mortar
trade in the adult industry. What is your take on this
topic?
Eloïse: With the rise of the internet, the brick and
mortar sex shops have become extremely rare and
that breaks my heart. Working within the realm of
sex and intimacy, it is understandable that more
people shy away from an actual psychical shopping
experience, because sex and, above all, challenges
within the sex life are still taboo. But that is also why
it is so important that the customer gets the right
guidance along with the right sex toy. Too many
people are relying on ‘bestsellers’ or poorly made
reviews instead of having an actual conversation with
your local sex toy store to find a product that is right
for YOU. Sex toy experts are super valuable, and so
is the experience of actually touching a toy. A lot of
people do value the service of their local sex positive
store, but don’t understand how threatened their
existence is by the www and just how important it
is to support locally, if you want to keep that good
service.
Regarding my own experience, I think you need
to touch and feel... not just click... to get sexually
inspired... Even though it is big in the adult industry,
the internet will never 100% replace brick and mortar
stores. A good sex shop is a centre for education and
community and that is priceless. Support your local
sex shop!
Why did you decide to leave the retail trade behind
and get into distribution?
Eloïse: I always had an interest in distribution, even
before starting in retail, and I was already distributing
some sex-oriented products on a small scale. After
managing ‚Lust‘ for several years, I felt like taking
on more distribution work, and I was thrilled about
the opportunity to bring more quality products to
the consumers. I have specialised in lubricants, and
I spend a substantial amount of time researching
and continuously educating myself on ingredients,
compositions, and the general chemistry of lubes. I
want to represent only the best of the market.
When did you start Maison Belair, and how would you
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describe your activities and the underlying business
philosophy?
Eloïse: I started in 2015, and I started slowly. I should
mention that I also own a shop with luxury vintage
clothes (another big passion of mine), so I had to
divide my time between retail and distribution. As the
distribution company took off, I was able to allocate
more of my focus in this direction. I have always had
a big network within the sex toy industry and a lot of
people already knew me and contacted me on their
own initiative. Because of my other business, I was
in no rush and had the privilege of researching my
brands well, making decisions from an ideological
standpoint - all in all, taking my time with developing
the company. So, my philosophy has definitely always
related to my expertise in sexual health and state of
the art products.
Obviously, there are already many successful
distributors and wholesalers in the market, and the
distribution segment is facing big challenges as
producers and retailers have begun skipping this step
in the supply chain. Didn’t that situation worry you
when you decided to start Maison Belair?
Eloïse: It might sound a bit arrogant, but honestly,
no! I‘m driven by passion first, so no, I didn‘t think
about the competitive situation first. I am glad I
did it that way, otherwise I might not have started
this business! Nevertheless, today, I found my own
way with Maison Belair and I believe that I provide
added value (providing advice on products ... what
is most important... how to sell them), so I will not
be deterred. And all of my experience has shown
me that people still value a face and a personal
relationship along with the brand. The human factor
is of big importance - especially for retailers who
brand themselves as ethical, feminist, and sex
positive. When you stand there as a person and as
a professional and vouch for the products, that really
has a big impact on the retailers’ decision-making
process. I have beautiful relations to my customers
and I love working with them.
Do your experiences in the retail segment help you
with your current activities as a distributor?
Eloïse: Yes! And it still is a big part of my business
profile. I definitely have an advantage, having worked
in a sex-conscious store before launching into the
distribution of such products. I still stay in the loop
about what people lust for, and what kind of products
could actually do the job. The retail work was also
a good chance to learn about all the other brand

I N T E R V I E W

creators, suppliers, distributors, store owners, and
all the people in this industry, and it was truly like
stepping into a big family.
Which brands do you carry, and which qualities
are you looking for in the products you add to your
range?
Eloïse: First of all, I’m looking for quality products
from trustworthy companies. My many years in retail
have given me a good idea of what consumers want
and what they want but don’t know yet. Integrity is of
the essence to me, and I would never sell something
I didn’t believe in 110% (or used myself). Currently, I
represent Sliquid, Erotic4Real, Bedstraps, Wet for her,
and pjur Med, but I have more partnerships coming
up.
In your opinion, what defines a brand?
Eloïse: A brand is a point of view, a value, and
expertise. As long as a brand focuses on its own
category of products and does research on it (instead
of me-toos), it will never be copied by white labels…
Without values, a unique point of view, and expertise,
you cannot build a brand (or might just try to make
easy money). But a brand is also about creating a
certain kind of safety for the consumer. Maison Belair
was started as (and still is) a passion project. I’m a
sexpert, who got into the whole industry out of love
for female empowerment. From here, it developed,
and since the company is just me, I’m following my
heart and sticking with my mission. If a brand is not
trustworthy, it has absolutely no value to me. This is
the most important thing.
How important are brands in today’s market?
Eloïse: In a saturated market, having a strong brand
is of the essence. And having a brand that is built on
ethics as well as aesthetics is key. Please do enter an
old fashioned sex shop and imagine for a minute you
do not know anything about the adult market and its
products.
You would be totally lost, overwhelmed, and you will
probably understand nothing about what is what.
Brands are important to give clues. Consumers don’t
realise how poorly the market is regulated when it
comes to things like toxicity and sustainability, but
when they do (and they will, thanks to loud feminists)
they will want to buy from trustworthy brands. Brands
that are transparent, have nothing to hide, and are
accessible to them. Media, bloggers, and consumers
will be looking for brands as pointers to navigate the
mass of products out there.
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You are the exclusive distributor of several brands in
Denmark. Given how vast and crowded the market is,
do such exclusive distribution agreements still make
sense?
Eloïse: Yes, of course, and probably more than ever
- as long as there is added value. I do understand the
concern but haven’t felt the impact. Since I also work
in the mainstream market, I definitely feel that retailers
need more information and more guidance with
the products and that is a part of the job that I as a
distributor take very seriously. My customers are very
happy with this set up and the service I can provide.
I advise retailers on what to sell and how to sell it
to the end consumers, and I give feedback (and
suggestions) to the producers. I believe in this
mission. Fidelity can be a value, even in the adult
market ;)
Tell us about your clientele. Are your customers
primarily adult retailers, or do you also supply shops in
the mainstream sphere?
Eloïse: I do sell to adult retailers, but I have started
to focus more and more on the mainstream market
of sexual health and wellness where sexual health
products of a better quality are truly needed! I’m
setting up more and more collaborations with
pharmacies, gynecologists, and I have also expanded
to the rest of Scandinavia as well as France.
What kind of service and sales support do you
provide to your customers?
Eloïse: I have very good relations with my customers
and I always go the extra mile for them. I offer staff
training, an almost 24/7 hotline, and constant followup and service. That’s really the luxury of being a small
company. People who know me often say that they
almost get a family-like vibe with me and it is true that
I care a great deal about my business partners.
What are your plans for the future of Maison Belair?
Eloïse: In the near future, I have a lot of new projects
and collaborations coming up. One of them is in
product development, others are in publication,
translations, and games. Apart from that, I will keep
on looking for the very best and offer complete
honesty. I’ll also be expanding to more countries.
Expansion is really exciting, but I’m aware that you
have to do it at a steady pace and stay true to your
ideals. In the long run, Maison Belair is going to be a
brand that facilitates many aspects of the industry an epicentre for quality and soul.
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Modern Emotion
is distributed by retailers
from the erotic industry.
It goes directly to
customers who are
interested in an erotic
lifestyle – without
scattering losses!
Modern Emotion
is the magazine that
has exciting information
about the “Passion and
Lifestyle” topic.
Success with strategy!
Use the various advertising
opportunities.

1801-051

We can develop an
effective marketing campaign
with you to strengthen
your brand and
increase demand!
Take a look at the
previous editions here:
www.modernemotion.de
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This year is going to have some of the coolest
products we’ve ever designed – and you can
O x ba l l s - th e ‚ it‘ na me in men’s to ys

exclusive

When Ryan Fraga, Director of Sales & Marketing at Oxballs, told us about the extraordinary
new products we can expect from his company this year, he was raising great expectations.
But anybody who has kept an eye on Oxballs over the years knows that raising expectations
and then exceeding them with flying colours is pretty much the specialty of the US company. And since Oxballs is dedicated to strengthening their position in Europe, the upcoming
innovations are also bound to cause a big stir in our climes.

Rumour has it that Oxballs closed 2017
Our turnaround time is extremely fast, and
with record results. So, is there only one
we keep high stock levels to avoid any out of
direction for the company – up?
stocks so that retailers always have access to
Ryan Fraga: Indeed, Oxballs really exploded
products that really work for them.
through 2017 garnering us record-breaking
growth of over 30%
In late 2015, Steven
over year prior. I see
‚Ox‘ Lane said in an
no reason to think our
EAN interview that
upward motion will
his greatest fear was
„ OX B A L L S R E A L LY
slow any time soon as
creating interchangeable
we continue to build
products one day. It
E X P LO D E D TH R O U G H
on our long-standing
seems as though that
2017 GARNERING
partnerships and grow
this fear has been
new ones.
successfully averted.
US RECORDBREAKING
You are miles away from
What is your explanation
producing cookie cutter
G R O W TH O F O V E R 3 0 %
for this success?
products, wouldn’t you
Ryan Fraga: I believe it’s
agree?
OVER YEAR PRIOR.”
a combination of factors
Steven ‚Ox‘ Lane:
STEVEN LANE
which have created
Yes, certainly – though
this environment for us;
that fear is still with me
design, packaging, and
constantly, it drives how
our heart of service.
I think about design. A
Definitely our inspired unique designs and
cockring can be just a simple, stretchy round
sought-after name brand have made Oxballs
ring. We take that and build into it design
a must have for retailers across any type of
details and textures that make it work better,
clientele, and certainly the ‚it‘ name in men’s
feel better, fit better, work hard, last longer,
toys. We successfully transitioned our entire
and do anything to make it more interesting
brand into new packaging at the end of 2016.
so that the customer has a great experience
This allowed retailers to really start to create
with something that we’ve created. Even our
impactful in-store displays with our brand, and
simplest rings have two or three functional
consumers can now spot Oxballs when they
features that keep them from rolling or pinching
walk in a store. We’re proud of the high level
for example.”
of service and support we offer to our partners.

Steven Lane aka Ox,
owner & Lead Designer
of Oxballs
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hold us to that
How strongly did the increasing demand for
male toys contribute to the positive develop-ment of
your brand?
Ryan Fraga: We’ve continued to witness over the
ten years of our company that men have accepted
the idea of sex toys – gay man, straight men, single
men, married men, couples. It’s all become cool to
use sex toys. You see them online, main stream
movies, tv. I think educators have had helped
tremendously in creating this acceptance and making
people want to incorporate toys in their sex life.

Ryan Fraga,
Oxballs‘ Director of
Sales & Marketing

There can be no doubt: Oxballs is a brand. How
helpful is it that in a marketplace that is as crowded
as the adult market?
Ryan Fraga: Our brand represents playful sex for
men, and this has created brand-loyal customers.
We have fans, followers and collectors…People even
buy multiples of their favourite Oxballs toy. Retailers
get asked for our products by name, and this of
course helps our position with retailers who have
many choices available to them.
There has been a big discussion about brands in the
adult market, and everybody has their own thoughts
on the merits and importance of brands. What is your
opinion on this topic? What role do brands play in the
adult market at the beginning of 2018?
Ryan Fraga: We think the brand and the
products become an identity,
which consumers relate
to. You know an
Oxballs

product when you see one, in or out of packaging.
I couldn’t speak to other models, but for us when we
design a product it has to be Oxballs and express
what this company is about. This is why we don’t
buy products from random factories and put them
under our label – we create original designs that fit
who we are.
You also stated that you wanted to use the positive
momentum of 2017 to start into 2018 firing on all
cylinders. Do you hope/expect to raise the bar even
further this year?

I N T E R V I E W

One of Ryan and Ox’
resolutions for 2018 is
to bolster the presence
of Oxballs in Europe

Ryan Fraga: You have no idea, we’re so excited for
the products that are in development for the year
2018. This year is going to have some of the coolest
products we’ve ever designed – and you can hold us
to that.

What trends do you predict in the male toys segment
in 2018?
Ryan Fraga: We can’t really talk about specific ideas
or concepts but expect to see bigger and more
complex designs from us this year.

Can you share some information about your ideas
Will there be changes to your distribution strategy?
and plans for 2018? For instance, what can the
Ryan Fraga: We are expanding our European
market look forward to in terms of new
distribution footprint in the first part of
products?
2018, with the launch of ABS Holdings as
Ryan Fraga: Well, for example we’re
our UK based distribution partner. The
launching a new material in the first quarter
goal in this is the get more access to
„ YO U K N O W A N OX B A L L S
– a Silicone TPR blend, with an entirely
our products to the marketplace, as well
P R O D U C T W H E N YO U
different hand feel. It has the incredible
as expand beyond just the gay men’s
smooth silky finish of Silicone, with the
arena. We’ve witnessed in the US market
SEE ONE, IN OR OUT OF
elasticity and stretch of TPR. It‘s blubbery,
a tremendously positive response from
and you just can’t stop playing with it.
very straight and couples focused stores,
PA C K A G I N G . ”
and we know our products work for this
RYA N F R A G A
Will you continue to cater
clientele. We want to get that message out
to your established
to European retailers that that they can find
target audience or are
the same success.
there maybe plans to
branch out into other product
What role does the European market play in your
categories?
strategy and your overall activities? Do you want to
Ryan Fraga: Good question
add to your presence in Europe?
– that is the questions we’re
Ryan Fraga: This year, we are extremely focused on
answering later this year.
growing Oxballs in Europe and getting connected
We’re indeed going to
to European retailers. We will be investing heavily
continue to support our
into being available and present, including traveling
core audience, but we’re
to major cities and the major shows throughout this
exploring a lot of new
year. We want to provide the European marketplace
product categories
all the same service and support that has made us so
right
now.
successful in the US market.
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Unlike sex toys that can be geared to

specific audiences, clean up is universal
A n n a Ra e p r esents to wels f o r clea ning up a f ter sex

exclusive

Most adult products are used before or during sex, but there are only few that are called
into action after the deed is done. The products of company AnnaRae, however, do fall into
this category: towels designed specifically for cleaning up after sex. We were curious to
learn more about the idea that spawned these products, and to find out what makes them
so suitable for this purpose, so we asked Anna, the founder of AnnaRae, for an interview.

AnnaRae is a young startup company in the
Anna: I’ve been married to my High School
erotic market that just released its first product
sweetheart for 12 years, and we kept special
– a special towel for cleanup after sex. Before
monogrammed hand towels on hand for clean
we talk more about your innovation, could you
up after sex. In December of 2015, friends
tell us a bit more about yourself?
shared their experience of helping with a move
Anna: “Do whatever brings you to life, then:
and discovering wads of rags and Kleenex
follow your own fascinations, obsessions, and
under the master bed. We lamented the lack of
compulsions. Trust them. Create whatever
quality clean up products on the market. The
causes a revolution in your heart.” Big Magic
more we discussed the problem, the more we
by Elizabeth Gilbert.
realised, why not create something ourselves?
AnnaRae is part of my life, my fascination,
Ideas began to flow and take shape so that
and my joy. I must give
by February 2017, I
praise to my AnnaRae
launched AnnaRae first
team; we are a funwith the Companion
loving, sexy bunch
towel and then releasing
„OUR MICROFIBER
over at AnnaRae; they
the Cuddle Bean that
share my enthusiasm,
Fall.
TO W E L S A R E M A D E F R O M
collaborate on ideas,
and through this
What makes your
A D U A L P L U S H FA B R I C
business we’ve become
towels especially suited
our own unique family.
for their purpose and
SO SOFT IT BEARS A
On a personal level, I
why doesn‘t a normal
R E S E M B L A N C E TO K I T T E N
relish learning new tricks
towel or wipe do the
or trying my hands at
trick?
FUR.”
new projects. Things like
Anna: The dual plush
building our 7’ dining
microfiber fabric that
ANNARAE
room table, taking
we have chosen for
Aerial silk/belly dance
the Cumpanion and
classes, acquiring a new
Cuddle Bean towels is
tattoo, baking and indulging my sweet tooth,
made from a polyester/nylon blend of fibers
and cycling or exploring in Europe, all nourish
that are 1/5 the diameter of the average highmy soul and feed my yearning for daring
quality cotton fiber. This much smaller fiber size
adventure.
produces a fabric that is not only much softer
on the skin than any cotton fabric but also has
How did you come up with the idea for the
the super-absorbent qualities that microfiber
Aftercare Towels?
fabrics are renowned for.
Anna started
AnnaRae at the
beginning of last year
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Could you tell us a bit more about the design and
the characteristics of the product? How exactly
does it look and feel and why did you opt for these
properties?
Anna: Our microfiber towels are made from a dual
plush fabric so soft it bears a resemblance to kitten
fur; we even use our towels in sensory play. We
went for our signature oval shape partly because
we wanted a unique design, and partly because it’s
pleasant to handle and more ergonomic. The pocket
on the Cumpanion is designed to allow the wetted
portion of the towel to be folded up inside neatly. It
also can be used as a buffer for lovers who like wand
style massagers but need to soften the intensity of
the vibes.
Right now, the Aftercare Towels are available in the
variants “Cuddle Bean” and “Cumpanion”. How do
they and their use cases differ from each other?
Anna: The main difference in the two products is
size: our medium towel, the Cumpanion, is hand
towel size (15” x 24”), large enough to lay horizontally
under the hips to add protection to surfaces, and the
Cumpanion features a reversible pocket on one end.
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It is especially effective for our female customers who
squirt, being large enough to accommodate all but
the more exuberant squirters!
Our Cuddle Bean is smaller in size (8“ x 13“), similar
to a washcloth. After I masturbate, I don’t always
need the full length the Cumpanion provides for clean
up. The Cuddle Bean’s design takes up less room
which is perfect when traveling, so you don’t have to
resort to hotel cotton towels for sex clean up.
Even though the Aftercare Towels can be used by
everybody after sex, do you have a certain target
audience in mind, that might find them especially
appealing?
Anna: Unlike sex toys that can be geared to specific
audiences, clean up is universal. Whether you play
alone, with a partner(s), engaged in a kink scene,
or giving a massage/back rub, there is some type
of clean-up involved. Being as sex-positive as we
can possibly be is extremely important to us, so
we have tried to be very inclusive: LGBTQIA+,
binary, monogamous, polyamorous… we believe it’s
important to promote love and healthy sexuality to
EVERYONE!
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Will we see additional forms and sizes in the future?
Anna: Yes, you will! Our next planned product, the
Cumforter, is going to be throw blanket size and
fluid proof. The idea is to offer the same plushness
of microfiber but the added protection for an entire
bed or sofa during liquid play or more enthusiastic
squirting activity! The Cumforter is still in the early
stages of development so we do not have a product
release date at this time.
You started selling the Aftercare Towels not too
long ago. How happy are you with the start of your
business so far?
Anna: We’re very pleased! One of our focuses
has been to build our customer base through
social media, and today we have an incredibly
supportive community consisting of customers,
fellow sex-positive business owners, bloggers/
product reviewers, and friends. We are ecstatic at
the prospect of attending a number of sex-positive
events and expos, including The Lone Star Spanking
Party in Houston, TX which will be our first vending
event!

The Cumpanion Towels
and Cuddle Beans
have a characteristic,
rounded shaped

Are you working together with distributors or planning
to do so? Where could European retailers buy your
products if they‘d like to sell them in their stores?
Anna: Split Peaches and Entice Me are two of
our US-based distributors. The tricky part for us is
keeping our low pricing for customers but still being
able to partner with other businesses. We are not yet
able to successfully collaborate with UK distributors
simply because of the overwhelming customs fees.
I’m hoping to find a solution soon because we have
a number of great friends with businesses in the UK
who would like to work with us.

Their special texture
makes the AnnaRae
towels particularly soft
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What are your plans for the future of AnnaRae and
the Cumpanion towels? Are you planning to continue
along the line of after sex care products?
Anna: Our Cumforter is still a work in progress; I
want to make sure we have a product I love before
releasing it to customers. I am eager to continue
collaborating with other sex-positive businesses,
and I look forward to supporting each other as we
work to bring positivity and quality products to our
customers.
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I learned you can’t judge a sex toy
only by its looks or description
Te s s a r u n s t h e tesstesst.nl blo g

exclusive

Tessa, you are running a blog where you
test sex toys. When and why did you start
reviewing toys and other erotic products?
Tessa: I started when I was working at a sex
shop. Obviously, I had a lot of sex toys by then
already and lots of friends asked for my advice.
First, I started on FetLife, that’s like Facebook
for kinksters, so I could share my reviews
with my friends online. Every once in a while,
when I got an exciting new toy, I would post
a review. I got lots of positive reactions and I
really liked the reviewing, so I decided to start
my own blog about a year ago. I’ve always
really liked sex toys and have been interested
in new toys coming out. Always curious to
try something new to see if it works. Or not.
Also, photography has always been a hobby
of mine, so I really love taking pictures of the
toys I test for my review. I’m also very active on
Instagram. I think that’s also a great aspect of
all this.

Tessa considers
the womanizer
technology to be one
the most important
innovations of
the past years

There are thousands of sex toys on the market, and every day, dozens more
are launched. Sooner or later, consumers are faced with the question: Which
product is the right one for me, and how do I find it in this flood of toys? Customers of brick and mortar stores can rely on the advice and expertise of the
sales staff, but even in the online market, a system has taken shape that can
help the consumer find his bearings. Bloggers, who test and review products,
represent an important part of this information safety net. Tessa is such a
blogger; drawing from several years of experience in the adult retail trade, she
started sharing her experiences and insights with the online community at the
beginning of last year, presenting news and reviews on her site tesstesst.nl. In
our EAN interview, we talk about the most important qualities of sex toys and
the current developments in the market.
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How much have your experiences in erotic
retailing shaped the way you look at sex toys
today?
Tessa: When I first started working in a sex
shop, I was only 21 years old, so I didn’t know
much about sex toys. That was about the time
when people were starting to realise phthalates
in sex toys were bad news. That’s when I
started getting on the subject more
and realised there are lots of toys on the
market that just aren’t safe for your body to
use. I found, and still find, that shocking. I’ve
had dildo’s change colours, saw paint come
off vibrators, vibrators melting, lots of crazy
stuff. So that definitely made me be much
more critical. And besides that, I quickly
noticed lots of differences in quality in sex
toys and the difference between vibrations,
buzzy or rumbly. I learned you can’t judge
a sex toy only based on its looks or
description.
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Since the beginning
of 2017, Tessa has
been sharing her
take on sex toys with
an avid readership

What is the most important trend today, that will
shape the industry and its products in the future?
Tessa: I think Womanizer was a game changer. The
air pressure technology was something really new
and lots of people really like it. I’m also a huge fan!
This is a great example of trying something new that
worked out really well. I really hope there will be more
new technologies, brands trying new things instead
of making yet another rabbit vibrator.

Do you have a certain readership in mind when
writing your articles?
Tessa: I write my reviews for anyone
interested in sex toys. I hope to educate
people a bit about body-safe products
„I’VE HAD DILDO’S
and to just be sex positive. Sex toys are
becoming more expensive every day, so
C H A N G E C O LO U R S ,
I think it’s important for people to read
reviews before buying something online. If
S AW PA I N T C O M E O F F
you go to a good sex shop, you can get
V I B R ATO R S , V I B R ATO R S
good advice from the salesperson, but
since a lot of people are buying online, I
M E LTI N G , LOT S O F
think reviews are getting more and more
important. If you read the descriptions in
C R A Z Y S T U F F. S O TH AT
web shops, everything is always the best,
each toy is going to satisfy you and give
D E F I N I T E LY M A D E M E
you lots and lots of orgasms. But to read
LO O K M U C H M O R E
someone’s personal experience with a sex
toy can be a bit more useful.

C R I TI C A L . ”

What were the most important changes in
TESSA
the last few years in the erotic industry in
your opinion?
Tessa: The last few years, the design of sex
toys has been getting more and more important. The
toy must look really good, also the packaging. You
can’t just put a sexy girl on the box anymore, it has to
look clean and good. And luckily, I see brands using
safer materials. Lots of silicone, less jelly and other
toxic and/or porous materials. So, yay for that!
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Every person has a different sexuality,
everybody reacts differently to stimulation.
With this in mind, is it even possible to
objectively test sex toys? What are the
criteria you apply in your tests?
Tessa: I don’t think it’s possible to
objectively test sex toys and that’s not
what I aim to do. I write about my personal
experiences with a toy. What I do try to do
is always also write about the toy itself and
its specifics. And when I don’t like it, but I
don’t think it’s a bad toy but just a matter
of taste, I try to write about what kind of
person may like it. But in the end, it’s just
my opinion. I always encourage people to
read different reviews, there are lots of great
reviewers out there!
I only test toys made of body-safe
materials, so non-toxic and non-porous.
I pay attention to the look of the toy and
the packaging (although, nice packaging is
only a nice extra, not a deal breaker). Most
important is, of course, its functionality. I like rumbly
vibrations, as most people do. I pay attention to the
way a toy is controlled. One of my pet peeves is one
button control, especially when it’s combined with a
memory function, so the toy starts on the last used
setting. I never like that.
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Does the average modern consumer have enough
about that product so you can read if it’s really as
knowledge to find the right product?
nice as you think.
Tessa: I’m sad to say I don’t think they do. I think
lots of people still feel ashamed to buy a sex toy, so
How important are tests by bloggers and feedback
they just hurry and pick something. I think it’s actually
from the customers for manufacturing companies?
quite hard to figure out what kind of toy
Do you see room for improvement in
you might like and that takes a bit of time
this regard or are you satisfied with the
and some research like reading reviews
situation?
or asking advice in a good shop. I hope
Tessa: I think there’s definitely room for
„ S I N C E TH E B E G I N N I N G
more people will see there’s nothing to be
improvement. There are some companies
ashamed of and I hope to contribute to that
handling the feedback really well and they
OF 2017, TESSA HAS
by writing and talking about sex toys in a
really make changes in their products.
B E E N S H A R I N G H E R TA K E I think that’s great and I’m really happy
normal way.
with companies like that. But most of the
O N S E X TOY S W I TH A N
With more and more products hitting
companies just don’t do anything with
the market every day, it is hard for the
blogger and customer feedback. I guess
AV I D R E A D E R S H I P. ”
consumer to keep track of them all and
their main interest isn’t making good quality
TESSA
find the right product for her or him. What
toys.
is your advice to a customer who wants to
find the perfect toy for herself or himself?
If you could change one thing in the erotic
Tessa: It’s really hard to keep track
industry, what would you improve?
nowadays, but I don’t think any consumer should
Tessa: My biggest wish is for companies to stop
be concerned about what’s newest. Unfortunately,
using toxic and porous materials in toys and
I don’t think there’s just one advice for finding the
irritating ingredients in lubricants. I still can’t believe
perfect toy. I think it also depends on whether it’s
companies still do that. It’s just not safe for people
your first toy or maybe you’ve already tried some toys
to use these products the way they are meant to
and of course your personal wants and needs.
be used. Everybody is worried about health and
If you’re aware of what kind of stimulation you like
still, these toys are for sale everywhere. I really hope
or need, it’s easier to find the right toy. If you go to
companies would stop that, so everyone can just
a nice sex shop you can look around and see and
pick a sex toy they like, without worrying about
feel the toys, that usually helps. If you’re buying
whether it’s safe or not to use, and just enjoy their
online and you see something you might like, it’s a
toy. Because there’s so much to enjoy about sex
good idea to use Google to search for some reviews
toys!
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Quality not quantity
A c o nv e r s a t io n with Ja ck Ro ma nski, th e invento r o f Gvibe

exclusive

It is the age of YouTube videos and Facebook, but podcasts are also very popular, and
new ones are launched every day. The appeal is plain to see: Podcasts are easy to
produce, easy to distribute, and easy to consume. And they cover a wide range of topics.
For instance, if you are interested in sex, eroticism, intimacy, relationships, and everything
to do with these things, Amy Baldwin und April Lampert’s popular ‚Shameless Sex‘
podcast might be just the thing for you.

„

Stylish:
Jack Romanski
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Let’s start with the name of your company:
You recently changed it from Fun Toys to FT
London, and now, it’s Gvibe. What was the
reason for this step?
Jack Romanski: In the process of participating
in various exhibitions and trade shows, we
realised that in the minds of the majority,
our company is associated with our unique
and best-seller product, which is Gvibe. We
decided to take a step to meet our customers
and admirers and simplify things. The main
aim of the change was that the name that
our brand is recognised with should comply
with our legal name. From this point on, we
are going to use ‚Gvibe‘ as our brand and
trademark name instead of ‚FT London‘,
which remains our business name. The same
thing happened to the company known
for its product ‚We-Vibe‘ – their business
name happens to be ‚Standard Innovation
Corporation‘.

Estonia because in the coming time, Great
Britain will leave the European Union and
being a European company we would like to
be closer to our customers. Nevertheless, our
headquarters will remain in London.

You also implemented another change, and
this one has a big effect on the European
market: You moved your logistics operations
to Estonia. In your official press release, you
said that decision was made necessary due to
Brexit. Could you tell us more about that?
Jack: All of the above does not completely
reflect the reality because we haven’t moved
our logistics to Estonia yet. Our European
warehouse is still located in the Netherlands. To
have two warehouses both in the Netherlands
and Estonia is our plan for the future. But
at this point, we are moving all business
operations referring to trade within EU to

Was 2017 a good year for Gvibe?
Jack: We consider 2017 to be a good year for
Gvibe as we prepared the basis for growth and
implementation of our plans for 2018. Now, we
are looking forward to making an impact in the
sex toy market.

Additionally, you changed your logistics
infrastructure in the United States, taking
over a new warehouse. What made that step
necessary?
Jack: Our presence in the USA previously
looked more like a start-up launched in the
garage. At a certain point we felt the lack of
storage space for our products in California
and we made our first step to expand our
business in the USA. We moved from Burbank
to a new professional logistic centre in Santa
Clara. The next step we are going to take is
to find new team members in the USA and all
interested people are welcome to send their
CVs.

Where there any highlights last year that you
look back on with fond memories?
Jack: Unfortunately, the first thing that comes
to mind about 2017 is a negative memory
of the Venus Berlin trade fair organisation
when we suffered the theft of goods worth
50,000 EUR. We were faced with the fact that
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neither the organisers nor the German police were
responsible for what happened and the case didn’t
move forward to the present day.
Despite all the bad things, we also have the positive
moments that we want to share. Our team was
harmoniously complemented by Valeria Opanasyk,
who is our new Brand Ambassador and already
presented Gvibe at Salon de la Lingerie in Paris.

Jack: Currently we are working on Gvibe3, which is
already the 4th generation of Gvibe. But like great
movie directors do, we tend to keep the project a
secret until we launch it.
When will your new products hit the shelves?
Jack: Probably in the second part of 2018.
You have never been a company that has a product
launch every month, but when you do present a new
product, it’s usually something that turns heads. Will
you stick with that philosophy going forward?
Jack: We are going to stick with that philosophy
going forward. Quality not quantity. In the first place,
our goal is not to expand the range but to create
new innovative products which deliver orgasms and
satisfaction. That is why on the average, only one
product of four prototypes gets on the shelve.

How would you describe the overall development
of the market in 2017? Which trends shaped the
market?
Jack: We are pleased to report that the professionalism of the market as a whole has grown. From
our point, Satisfyer was the most assertive last
year.

Jack and his team
are currently
working on Gvibe 3

You obviously make it a point to visit all sorts of
trade shows, in-house shows, and other events for
the adult market. Why is that so important to you?
Jack: This is our most powerful marketing
instrument because the biggest amount of leads
comes from the trade shows. A trade show or a fair
is also a possibility to meet the existing customers,
keep in touch with them, and present new products
in a special atmosphere of novelty.
So, what is your take on the argument that modern
means of communication render trade shows more
and more obsolete?
Jack: We don’t agree with the point that modern
means of communication can substitute trade
shows. Personal acquaintance always weighs more
than any targeted advertising. We believe that,
in order to sell a product, you need to fall in love
with the product. And of course, it is impossible to
experience the softness of the Bioskin material just
by watching the video. Unless we offer our remote
potential buyer to touch their own skin, which
definitely sounds more like a joke.
How have trade shows bolstered your international
expansion efforts?
Jack: All our main customers were met at the trade
shows.
Now, let’s talk about 2018: We have already
mentioned some of the recent developments at
Gvibe, but I am sure you are also working on new
products? What can we look forward to in that
department?
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And will you also continue to offer personal support
to shops and distributors?
Jack: Just for this purpose, we added Valeria to our
team and we are going to expand our staff worldwide
to provide our customers with personal support and
even more attention and care.

Gvibe make is a point to
be present at all relevant
trade shows, in-house
fairs, and industry events

Are there any changes on the horizon as far as
your distribution strategy is concerned, or will you
continue to abide by your dual strategy, working with
a selection of distributors and directly with retailers?
Jack: We will continue to abide with our dual
strategy, working with a selection of distributors
and directly with the retailers. We will dispatch the
product to distributors as we have done it previously
and ship directly to the shops as well. So, every shop
that wants to sell Gvibe products is highly welcome
to contact us. We will provide you with the contacts
of the nearest distributer or dispatch the products
from our warehouse.
What do you expect and hope for in 2018? Will the
adult market experience major changes? Which
trends will have a big impact?
Jack: We are changing, and the market is constantly
changing with us. It is very difficult to make a forecast
about what will become a trend this year or whose
product will please the biggest quantity of end
consumers. What can we tell for sure is that we hope
for the further growth of professionalism in the adult
market and expect more mergers and acquisitions
together with an increase of acquisition cost during
this year.
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„

It was pretty much
preordained that
Chris Bowles would
be working in the
erotic industry,
after all he is the
son of Jane and
Richie Bowles –
the owners and
heads of Creative
Conceptions. So,
instead of becoming
a pro football player
or a model, he
opted to work in the
world of lubricants,
condoms, and
vibrators. And he
has no problem
whatsoever with
this family legacy,
as he tells us in this
edition of Monthly
Mayhem.
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Besides Creative Conceptions’ own releases,
which board game would you recommend for a
fun night with friends and family?
Chris Bowles: Besides Creative Conceptions
Games... that is a tough one! I have only
played it once but that game where you have
a mouthpiece in which makes it hard to speak
and you have to say the words on the card. It is
hilarious, and I am absolutely unreal at it. I have a
technique on it, but I can’t say what that is, as at
the moment I am the best person in the world at
the game and don’t want anyone to take my title.

the right balance and graduate (Somehow). I did
a year in placement whilst I was at university so
once I finished I was more than ready to get to
work and start earning some money again!

What was your childhood ambition?
Chris Bowles: To be a professional footballer, I
did play at quite a decent level but then found out
about nice food, drinking and women and my
ambition went out the window!

How do you envision the future of the love toy
industry?
Chris Bowles: I really do believe that it will keep
growing and growing. Every year it is becoming
more acceptable and mainstream and this can
only be great for everyone involved in the industry.
The growth of the industry since I first worked
in the warehouse several years ago has been
amazing. Consumers are more inclined than ever
to buy sex toys at the moment and it is brilliant for
the industry.

How did you get into the sex toy industry?
Chris Bowles: Hereditary, Jane and Richie are
my parents and when you are 10 years old and
find a bag of 500 condoms in the house, you
know that’s the industry you are probably going
to be going in to when you are older! I wouldn’t
change it for the world though, I love working in
the industry!
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing now?
Chris Bowles: Well I don’t know if you saw
last month’s ETO but on that basis I would say
model. Ha ha, on a serious note I was looking
at starting up a clothing store online with a good
friend of mine but finding the time to do that with
a full-time job is difficult. I think that is the area
I would likely go in to though if I wasn’t in the
industry…
What was the biggest step in your career?
Chris Bowles: I think graduating university was a
big step for me. Balancing social, sport and work
at university was difficult but I managed to find

Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Chris Bowles: Hopefully running Creative
Conceptions with (Or without as I am sure they
would rather!) my parents. I love the industry and
everyone I have met in my time so far have been
absolutely great, so I can’t see myself venturing
out too far from Creative Conceptions.

What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Chris Bowles: Coming in to a chorus from my
work colleagues of ‘If you think I am sexy’ by Rod
Stewart would be the perfect start to any man’s
day. Then to get down to work, open up my
inbox to 0 e-mails, open up our system to see
a million orders, get told I have won the lottery
and retire at 24… Not sure how likely that is to
happen though but let a guy dream!
How do you relax after work?
Chris Bowles: Often go out for a nice candle lit
dinner, most of the time at the restaurant chain
Zizzi’s. (Other major restaurants are available)
I enjoy eating out, pardon the pun, but then
if I’m not out and about I will most likely
relax by going home and getting some footy
on the TV.
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Chris Bowles
Questions & Answers
Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Chris Bowles: I would probably award it to my dog
Scrappy. Getting on 16 years old, he has been a hero,
he probably wouldn’t have a clue what I was doing and
try and eat the medal, but he deserves a medal! He is
a great dog. One time I actually went to take him for a
walk and forgot him. I went half way down the lane and
then realised I only had the lead in my hand and had left
the dog at home!
Which personal success are you proud of?
Chris Bowles: When I was 16. I got made captain
of the U19’s football team I played for which was a
great personal achievement for me. Also Graduating
from university with a 2.1 was something I was very
proud of considering I was out most nights or
playing football!
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Chris Bowles: God where do I start. Just kidding. I like
to think of myself as a very easy guy to get along with
and a good laugh too. If you have had a beer or 2 with
me I would hope you would say the same! (I don’t think
I’ve pissed anyone off!) I am also very focused when
it comes to business, in knowing what I want and the
vision of where I want to be in the future and I would say
that is good trait to have.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Chris Bowles: Ahhh, you live and you learn, so most
stuff I can forgive, everything happens for a reason.
Wow that’s deep for me.
What song do you sing in the shower?
Chris Bowles: I’m Yours by Jason Mraz. I seem to be
able to do the twang in his voice very well. Only last year
at an old boy’s reunion at Uni I had to perform it in front
of about 80 people. Was great, felt right at home.
Who would you never ever want to see naked?
Chris Bowles: Probably Gollum off Lord of the Rings.
I just don’t think I would fancy it.
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With whom would you like to go to the cinema and
what film would you watch?
Chris Bowles: Probably Mila Kunis, cause she is cute
and 50 Shades of Grey. Get her a bit revved up by
watching the film and just pray she wanted me by the
end of it! Thinking about it, she is married to Ashton
Kutcher, but I’ll take my chances.
You have a month’s holiday. Where do you go?
Chris Bowles: Oooo, that is a tough one. My
housemate has just been to Thailand for the 2nd time
and absolutely loved it! I have never been, and it is
definitely one place I would love to go. By the sounds
of it, 4 weeks wouldn’t be too long there either as there
is shed loads of things to do! Could do with topping up
the tan as well and I believe it is pretty hot there. So yes,
probably Thailand for a month.
Which three things would you take with you to a
deserted island?
Chris Bowles: Football, phone, and a magic lamp.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Chris Bowles: Mark Wright hands down. I would just
love a night with Michelle Keegan and I unfortunately
think that would be the only way I can make that a
reality, but you never know. If they split up then probably
swap with Michelle Keegan’s next endeavour for a day.
Are you able to sort this out?
Is there anything you would never do again?
Chris Bowles: Go snorkelling when there are sharks
about. I used to be fine with this but I now have a real
phobia of open water, so I would never do that again.
I will just go to ‚The Deep‘ in Hull if I want to see some
fish I think.
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Chris Bowles: Never sign a model release form or you
will find a picture of you with your dad bod out in ETO 3
weeks later without knowing!
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